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ABSTRACT
Eukaryotic protein kinases are one of the most important classes of human
proteins, and a great deal of research has focused on the development of small molecule
inhibitors as biological probes for determining their cellular function or as therapeutics
for the treatment of disease, such as cancer. The need for new selective inhibitors and a
better understanding of the selectivities of existing small molecules is readily apparent.
Towards the goal of better understanding protein kinases and the compounds that inhibit
them, we have developed a split-protein-based approach for the investigation of these
kinase-small molecule interactions.
Employing split-firefly luciferase as a reporter domain, we engineered a threehybrid system capable of determining kinase inhibition through competitive interactions
between an active site-directed ligand and a small molecule of interest. This method
measures luciferase activity as a function of ligand binding, as opposed to the more
traditional assays which quantify kinase activity directly, and alleviates the laborious
process of protein purification. The model kinase PKA and the promiscuous ligand
staurosporine were used in an initial test case to successfully validate the general design
principles of our assay.
The modular nature of the assay’s design enabled us to adapt it to roughly 300
protein kinases and two additional ligands. We were able to establish a protocol for
rapidly ascertaining the inhibition of a kinase by a library of 80 commercially available
kinase inhibitors in a 96-well, high-throughput format.

This protocol was then

systematically applied to the AGC group of kinases to observe patterns of inhibition
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across the family. Finally, we were able to illustrate how a kinase-centric approach could
be utilized to correlate alterations to the kinase domain with changes in luminescence.
This has use for the interrogation of different modes of inhibition as well as in identifying
the specific determinants of inhibitor binding.
In total, these efforts describe the optimization of a general, rapid platform for
determining kinase inhibitor selectivity across the kinome, and it could potentially be
applied universally to the interrogation of any protein-ligand interaction.
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CHAPTER 1: EVOLUTION AND TARGETING OF PROTEIN KINASES

1.1 Explanation of Dissertation Format
Excerpts from peer-reviewed published manuscripts where I have been a primary
contributor are indicated in the thesis. Full reprints of each published article along with
copyright permissions are provided in the appendices.

1.2 Introduction
The transfer of a phosphate group from one substrate to another provides a
mechanism by which organisms are able to regulate essential cellular functions, and its
importance cannot be understated. The classes of enzymes responsible for catalyzing
these reactions are referred to as kinases or phosphotransferases. A substrate, such as
adenosine triphosphate (ATP), is commonly used by these proteins as the phosphate
donor in the transfer of a phosphate group to an acceptor substrate, such as proteins,
amino acids, sugars, and lipids, among others (Figure 1.1). Appending a phosphate group
to such substrates results in a significant alteration in structure and/or function. At least
five different protein folds, including Rossman-like, ferrodoxin-like, ribonuclease H-like,
and TIM-barrel, have naturally evolved kinase activity,1 but the unique fold found
amongst the protein kinase-like (PKL) superfamily defines their function as regulatory
enzymes.

To regulate the activity of protein kinases, Nature has evolved a

complementary class of proteins known as phosphatases, which are responsible for
dephosphorylating particular substrates. Working in tandem, kinases and phosphatases

16

Figure 1.1 Biological activity of kinases. Kinases transfer a phosphate group from a
donor substrate (such as the -phosphate of ATP) to an acceptor molecule, with the
reverse reaction catalyzed by phosphatases. Several acceptor substrates are shown with
the relevant phosphorylation sites highlighted with red arrows.
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control the frequency and extent of phosphorylation within a cell, allowing the presence
or absence of a phosphate group on a particular substrate to potentially act as a switch for
function and activity.

While the non-protein kinases are typically involved in

metabolism, protein kinases play a critical role in signal transduction pathways, without
which many higher forms of life would not exist.
Since the advent and rapid proliferation of whole genome sequencing, the
importance of kinases to the evolution of diversity among organisms has become
increasingly apparent.

The relatively high abundance of genes encoding for signal

transduction proteins, including kinases, in eukaryotes is believed to have been a primary
driver of more complex biology.2 One piece of evidence supporting this idea comes from
work by Huminiecki and Heldin where they examined the retention of genes in
vertebrates after a pair of whole genome duplication events.3 These duplication events
have been observed at various points in evolution and they promote diversification by
allowing different copies of a single gene to evolve new function.4 In most cases, the
duplicates are lost over time, as they lose function or become inessential to survival, but
of those genes which are retained there exists a high preponderance of signaling proteins
and transcription factors. With respect to vertebrates, these results suggest that the
evolution of more complex signaling pathways arose as a consequence of these genome
duplications, enabling the subsequent evolution of more complex biology. While such
information may lend credence to a general mechanism for the evolution of more
complicated signal transduction pathways, it does not explain the specific roles that
particular kinases or kinase families have played in evolution. Manning and co-workers
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have used genomic sequencing data to study the kinomes, the protein kinase complement
of an organism’s genome, of many organisms including humans,5 mice,6 sea urchin,7 and
several simple model organisms.8-11 Such studies have shed light on how and when
particular subgroups of kinases evolved and what implications that may have on the role
kinases play in enabling the diversification of life (Figure 1.2).

For example, the

phosphorylation of tyrosine residues on proteins as a signaling mechanism was initially
believed to have evolved after the divergence of metazoa from yeast as a method of
controlling development and differentiation.2 More recent work on the kinome of the
amoeba Dictyostelium discoideum, which diverged even earlier from the yeast/metazoa
lineage, has revealed the presence of a protein kinase subfamily, the tyrosine kinase-like
(TKL) kinases, once thought to only exist in multicellular organisms.10 These results
suggest that the TKL kinases were the first phosphotyrosine signaling kinases to evolve
and are likely the progenitors of the sophisticated signaling pathways more commonly
controlled by the tyrosine kinase (TK) group in metazoa. The presence of at least several
representative members from every other EPK subfamily in all eukaryotic genomes lends
further support to their ancient origin. Comparative analysis of highly divergent kinomes
has thus proven important in speculating on how signaling pathways may have evolved
across many different species.
To further emphasize the significance of kinases in the evolution of higher life
forms, the PKL superfamily of enzymes is the most abundant enzymatic domain found in
eukaryotic genomes, with at least 1.5-2.5% of all eukaryotic genes encoding for members
of this family.2 The relative ratio of PKL kinase genes in prokaryotes and archaea is
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Figure 1.2 Predicted phylogenetic relationship between all PKL families. Most atypical
protein kinases (APKs) and eukaryotic protein kinase-like kinases (ELKs) (green)
diverged very early on from the EPK family kinases (red), which are typically divided up
into seven major groups. The prokaryotic protein kinase family PKN (blue), a subset of
ELKs, shares much more in common with EPKs than most other ELKs.
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much lower, at approximately 0.25%.12 The presence of PKL family members in these
simple organisms suggests an ancient origin and that these proteins likely first emerged
prior to the divergence of eukaryotes or as the result of a horizontal gene transfer.13
Perhaps more importantly, the relative enrichment of these proteins in eukaryotic
genomes lends credence to the idea that they played a role in the evolution of more
complex biology.
The PKL kinases are typically divided into three general subgroups of eukaryotic
protein kinases (EPKs), EPK-like kinases (ELKs), and atypical protein kinases (APKs),
with the overwhelming majority (over 90%) of eukaryotic kinome genes falling into the
first category.2,5

While sequence identity between the most divergent of EPKs is

sufficient to identify the relationships between them, the ELKs display fairly low
sequence identity to the EPKs and to each other (7-17%), and relation to the APKs is
undetectable by sequence comparison alone.12 The first ELK and APK crystal structures,
of an aminoglycoside kinase14 and actin-fragmin kinase,15 respectively, revealed a
common fold with EPKs. This core catalytic structure provides the primary basis for the
categorization of the PKL superfamily members.16 Perhaps more importantly, several of
the residues critical for the catalytic transfer of a phosphate to a target substrate are very
highly conserved between all three subfamilies, indicating not only a shared fold but also
a common mechanism for catalysis.12 In spite of being under tremendous evolutionary
pressure to maintain a core structure, PKL kinases have found many ways to evolve
distinct mechanisms of regulation and to recognize a wide array of substrates.
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1.3 Attributes of the Protein Kinase-like Superfamily of Enzymes
All PKL proteins are unified structurally, through a shared catalytic fold, and
mechanistically, by the combined use of series of highly conserved and catalytically
essential residues and ATP (or in some cases GTP) as a phosphate donor.

First

characterized by the solution of the crystal structure for cAMP-dependent protein kinase
A (PKA),17 the PKL fold is defined by a bilobal domain architecture, consisting of an Nterminal (N-lobe) and C-terminal lobe (C-lobe), with the ATP-binding site sandwiched
between the two lobes (Figure 1.3a). The N-terminal lobe is made up mostly of five strands and a single -helix, termed the C-helix, while the C-terminal lobe is primarily helices.18 The conserved universal PKL core structure extends from -strand 1 through
-helix F.16 The N-lobe is the more flexible of the two, allowing it to regulate enzymatic
activity through conformational changes, while the C-lobe contains the majority of
catalytic residues, is relatively inflexible, and is generally responsible for recognition of
the phosphate-accepting substrate. Within and around the active site are ten residues that
are highly conserved among all PKL proteins (Figure 1.3b).12 Three of these residues
play a role in positioning and catalyzing the transfer of the phosphate groups of ATP
(G52, K72, and E91; numbering refers to the PKA crystal structure 1ATP unless
otherwise noted), two coordinate a pair of magnesium ions necessary to balance the
strong negative charge of the ATP phosphates19 (N171 and D184), and one residue
functions as the catalytic base for deprotonating the phosphate acceptor substrate (D166).
The roles of the four other highly conserved residues (P104, H158, Y164, and D220) are
considerably less clear, but they appear to be important for stabilizing the substrate
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Figure 1.3 Conserved structural elements of PKL kinase domains. a) Structure of PKA
(PDB ID: 1ATP) illustrating bilobal nature of the PKL fold and the location of various
secondary structure elements. ATP is shown bound in the active site with 2 magnesium
cations between N-terminal (N-lobe) and C-terminal (C-lobe) subdomains. b) Close-up
of ATP-binding site highlighting six active site residues (black) highly conserved across
the entire PKL superfamily.
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binding regions.12

Interestingly, nine of these ten residues have been found to be

completely absent in one PKL subfamily or another,16 with a different residue or residues
stepping in to fill the vacated role to ensure that catalytic function is maintained. The
lone exception, D184 found in the DFG-motif, is extremely conserved in most
subfamilies. In total, this amounts to a highly conserved fold and the retention of
catalytically important residues pointing toward a common mechanism of activity.
Despite these great similarities, PKL family members have evolved a number of
divergent functionalities. A great degree of dissimilarity is found at the C-terminal end
of the kinase domain, following the F-helix in the C-lobe.16 Given the function of this
region in substrate recognition, it comes as little surprise that it would be highly variable
to enable the binding of so wide a range of substrates across the PKL superfamily. For
example, in the EPKs three additional helices, the G, H, and I-helices (referred to as the
GHI-domain), follow the F-helix. While this region is structurally conserved among
EPKs, it is neither found in any other PKL family, nor has any other conserved Cterminal region been identified among ELKs or APKs.16 This region is also thought to be
important for its allosteric regulatory sites,20 further supporting the observed
diversification. In addition to C-terminal alterations, loop insertions (30-100 aa) have
been found at various positions between conserved secondary structural elements of the
PKL fold, and their retention among different clusters of kinases has aided in the
identification and characterization of subfamilies. In some cases these loops likely play a
part in substrate recognition, as with the ELKs aminoglycoside kinase21,22 and choline
kinase,23 while in others, namely the EPKs and some bacterial ELKs,24,25 they provide a
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regulatory function.

The modification of regions peripheral to the conserved core

structure has facilitated a great deal of evolutionary diversity and enabled the
phosphorylation of an assorted set of substrates.

1.4 Distinct Features of the Eukaryotic Protein Kinase Domain
In addition to being the most numerous and well studied of all PKL domains,
EPK activity is tightly regulated and subfamily architecture is much more highly
conserved than within the ELKs or APKs. Members of the ELK and APK families tend
to be involved in metabolic processes, while EPKs play a dynamic and regulatory role in
cellular signaling. As a result, EPKs have evolved to be transiently active, with their
activity strictly controlled through specific biological cues. This signaling is regulated
through the phosphorylation of the hydroxyl group particular serine, threonine, or
tyrosine residues on target proteins, with the counter reaction (i.e. the removal of a
phosphate) performed by protein phosphatases. In conjunction with having evolved to
act as on/off molecular switches, the N-lobe of EPKs is considerably more flexible,
enabling dynamic conformational changes to directly dictate activity.24 In contrast with
aminoglycoside kinase,26 the crystal structures of PKA in its ATP-bound and unbound
exhibit considerably more movement.27

Though a number of common, well-

characterized mechanisms exist for EPKs to be “turned on,” most protein kinases have
evolved unique pathways to regulate their function.
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1.4.1 Divergent Structural Features of Protein Kinases
Two main architectural elements universal to EPK domains distinguish them from
all other PKL family members: the activation segment and the aforementioned GHIdomain. These two EPK-specific features appear to have co-evolved to serve as a
docking site for substrates or other signaling proteins and to provide an effective
regulatory mechanism for allosteric regulation. While not directly connected to each
other, both components are linked by a core of hydrophobic residues18 that must adopt a
particular conformation in order to be active. Together, the activation segment and GHIdomain are able to discreetly regulate kinase activity in different ways. Though these
two regions can be quite variable between different subgroups of EPKs, a number of
common threads in both structure and function have been observed.
The activation segment is found in the C-lobe and begins immediately following
the 8 strand and continues through 9 to the start of the F-helix. The length and
sequence composition of this loop is the most variable region among EPKs, but it has
retained the ability to function as a regulatory switch. Two very highly conserved motifs
flank either end of the hyper-variable portion of the activation segment: the DFG motif at
the N-terminus and the APE motif at the C-terminus. Kinase activity is controlled
through the phosphorylation of specific serine, threonine, or tyrosine residues found in a
short region of the activation segment called the activation loop.24,28 Phosphorylation
may occur through one of several methods, depending upon the kinase.

Cis29 and

trans30,31 autophosphorylation (phosphorylation by the same kinase) have been observed,
but in other cases, one or more different kinases is required.32

In either scenario,
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phosphorylation of activation segment residues induces a conformational shift, stabilizing
the active form of the kinase. In the inactive, unphosphorylated form, the activation
segment is either highly unstructured or adopts an unpredictable conformation. This
region is so flexible that it is sometimes unresolved in inactive kinase crystal structures,
and when the activation segment can be resolved, very little structural similarity is
observed between different kinases (Figure 1.4a). The structures of active kinases, on the
other hand, exhibit considerable structural overlap in the activation segment despite
having quite divergent sequence compositions (Figure 1.4b). A conserved basic residue
(typically arginine or lysine) in the 9 strand, along with a other nearby residues, form a
network of hydrogen bonds around the phosphate group, locking a kinase in the active
conformation. This convergence in active structures but divergence in inactive forms
makes sense in terms of the diversity seen in the activation loop among EPKs. A
considerable number of residues must be precisely positioned in order for a kinase to be
optimally active, but any number of changes can lead to a catalytically ineffective
conformer.

The DFG motif found at the beginning of the activation segment is

frequently involved in inactivating a kinase by sterically occluding ATP from binding in
the kinase active site. In the inactive conformation, the DFG phenylalanine (F185)
positions itself in the ATP binding pocket, adopting what is termed a “DFG-out”
conformation (Figure 1.4c).33,34 Upon phosphorylation, the activation segment adopts a
more stable, less flexible conformation, which translates into movement of the DFG to a
“DFG-in” position and an opening up the active site (Figure 1.4d). In addition to moving
F185 out of the active site in the “DFG-in” state, the DFG aspartate (D184) is now
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Figure 1.4 Conformational changes upon kinase activation. a) Alignment of inactive
kinases to PKA (grey) illustrating the diversity of activation segment structures (colored).
In many cases much of the activation segment is not resolved and is therefore absent
from the solved structure. b) Active kinase structures show a great deal more similarity
in the conformation of their activation segment. c) In the inactive, DFG-out
conformation F185 occupies the ATP-binding pocket. The area occupied by the DFG
motif (blue) and the activation segment (pink) prevent the binding of substrates. d) Upon
phosphorylation of the activation segment, F185 is flipped out of the ATP-binding site,
adopting an active conformation, and allowing ATP to bind.
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correctly positioned to interact with the magnesium ions necessary for catalysis. Other
mechanisms exist for kinases to become turned on, like phosphorylation at more distal
sites that more indirectly effect an activating conformational change, but phosphorylation
of the activation segment is the most common.
The GHI-domain, the second structural element common and specific to EPKs, is
also located in the C-lobe and follows the F-helix. Though many ELKs and APKs
contain alpha helical regions after the F-helix, no sequence or structural similarity exists
between them and the GHI-domain segment found in EPKs. Functionally, this region
can play a part in substrate binding,35 allosteric regulation,20 and protein-protein
interactions,36,37 depending on the kinase.

The three helices which comprise this

subdomain are superimposable, but variations in the loops between helices have allowed
protein kinases to evolve different regulatory mechanisms and substrate specificities. For
example, the CMGC group of EPKs contains a number of variable helical insertions
between the G-helix and H-helix, while the AGC group share an insertion between the Hhelix and I-helix.16 While this subdomain contains no residues directly involved in
catalysis, it is believed that interactions with a core of conserved hydrophobic residues
allow this segment to regulate and stabilize or destabilize the active conformation of a
kinase.18 The general role played by the GHI-domain is not well understood, but it is
clearly important for kinase function and regulation because somatic mutations in this
region have been tied to congenital disease.38 Thus, the GHI-domain provides a second
mechanism by which protein kinases can regulate activity and recognize appropriate
substrates.
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1.4.2 Dynamic Regulatory Modules
Many EPKs additionally utilize other protein domains to regulate their activity
and assist in the recognition of substrates. This is most commonly done through one or
more accessory domains that are covalently tethered to a protein kinase domain, though
one or more proteins interacting directly with a protein kinase domain can play a similar
role. At least 35 interaction domains have been identified as regulatory subunits that can
serve as swappable, cassette-like modules to alter activation pathways and substrate
specificities39,40 (Figure 1.5). These domains recognize a wide array of binding partners,
including posttranslationally modified proteins, certain peptide motifs, nucleic acids,
phospholipids, and in some cases as protein-protein dimerization domains. As such,
these regulatory subunits generally serve to regulate protein kinase activity either by
providing addition mechanisms through which a kinase can become active or by ensuring
that phosphorylation not only occurs at the right time, but at the right place.
The interaction between cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) and cyclins provide the
canonical, and perhaps simplest, scenario for how kinases can require a second binding
protein in order to become activated and fully functional. As a family, this group of
kinases regulate the eukaryotic cell cycle.41 CDK2 is the most well-studied of the eleven
CDKs found in the human genome and possesses no accessory domains, consisting of no
more than a single protein kinase domain.

Though phosphorylation at T160 of its

activation segment increases basal activity,42 heterodimerization with one of five cyclins
is required to achieve full activation.

Dimerization of the cyclin-CDK complex is

mediated by the PSTAIRE motif found in the C-helix of all CDKs, and crystallographic
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Figure 1.5 Examples of interaction domain modules and their general binding targets.
Signaling domains can recognize many different biomolecules and are usually fused to an
enzyme or other protein to impart selectivity.
These domains can recognize
posttranslational modifications, specific peptide motifs, nucleic acids, and phospholipids,
as well as act as dimerization domains. Abbreviations: pTyr (phosphotyrosine); pSer
(phosphoserine); pThr (phosphothreonine); Me-Lys (methylated lysine); Ac-Lys
(acetylated lysine); PI-P3 (phosphatidyl inositol triphosphate); PI-P2 (phosphatidyl
inositol diphosphate); PI-P (phosphatidyl inositol monophosphate); DAG (diacyl
glycerol); PC (phosphatidyl choline); PS (phosphatidyl serine).
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studies have shown that this interaction results in the correct positioning of E51 (the “E”
in PSTAIRE; E91 in PKA) required for catalysis and removes steric barriers for ATP
binding43 (Figure 1.6). In its inactive, monomeric form, the active site residues of CDK2
are non-optimally positioned to transfer a phosphate from ATP.44 Phosphorylation at
T160 serves to not only stabilize the active conformation of the activation segment but
also results in a net gain in hydrogen bond interactions with the cyclin.45 In this sense,
both phosphorylation of the activation segment and interaction with a cyclin have a
synergistic effect on CDK2 activation, where the total enhancement in activity of both
events has a significantly greater effect than either by itself. Furthermore, cyclins play a
second regulatory role through interactions with protein substrates. Cyclin A contains a
docking site for proteins containing a RXL motif, and when bound to CDK2 this serves
to recruit cyclin-interacting substrates to be phosphorylated by CDK2.46 Thus, seemingly
simple protein-protein interactions can play a central role in regulating kinase activity and
substrate recognition.
Accessory domains can conversely play an autoinhibitory role by locking a kinase
in an inactive conformation unless one or more conditions are met, ultimately freeing the
kinase to phosphorylate its substrates.

The full-length construct of proto-oncogene

tyrosine-protein kinase Src (SRC) contains two accessory modules that serve precisely
such a function. These two relatively short domains of roughly 50-70 amino acids each
are located N-terminal to the protein kinase domain and are termed the SRC homology 3
(SH3) domain and SRC homology 2 (SH2) domain, respectively. The SH3 domain
recognizes and binds to PXXP epitopes,47 while the SH2 domain binds to phosphorylated
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Figure 1.6 Structural differences between active and inactive CDK2. In inactive CDK2
(grey; PDB ID: 1HCL) the PSTAIRE motif (pink) and the activation segment (yellow)
are inoptimally positioned for catalysis. Fully active CDK2 (green; PDB ID: 1JCL)
requires phosphorylation of the activation segment (orange) at T160 and the binding of
cyclin A (dark blue). The interactions between CDK2 and cyclin A primarily serve to
reorientate the PSTAIRE motif (light blue), and in particular E91, into a catalytically
competent conformation.
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tyrosine residues.48 The solved crystal structure of an autoinhibited form of full-length
SRC49,50 revealed how these accessory domains function as autoinhibitory subunits. A
tyrosine located at the C-terminal end of the kinase domain, Y530, is phosphorylated in
the autoinhibited state and provides a docking site for the N-terminal SH2 domain, and an
extended linker between the SH2 domain and the protein kinase domain contains a
binding site for the SH3 domain (Figure 1.7). Intramolecular interactions between the
SH3 and SH2 modules and their recognition sites effectively lock SRC in an inactive
conformation, but only when Y530 is phosphorylated.51 As in the case of CDK2 in the
absence of cyclin, a critical active site residue found on the C-helix (E313; E91 in PKA)
is flipped out of the active site and is unable to carry out its catalytic function. Based on
studies with SRC and its closely related family member Hck, several potential pathways
exist to relieve the conformational restrictions imposed by these interactions:
dephosphorylation of Y530, or the binding of either SH2 or SH3 domain to competing
ligands.52-54 Similar to nearly every protein kinase, SRC must be phosphorylated on an
activation segment residue, in this case Y419, to become maximally active.
Phosphorylation of this residue without displacement of the restricting SH2/SH3
interactions yields only 20% of the maximum activity.55 Several other tyrosine kinases
employ an SH2 and SH3 domain in a similar arrangement relative to SRC, but not all of
them utilize a similar activation mechanism.

For example,ABLexploits a pair of

homologous domains to maintain an autoinhibited state, but it lacks a phosphotyrosine
site comparable to Y530 in SRC and is therefore regulated through a distinctly different
mechanism.56 This speaks to the malleability of these interaction domains in that their
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Figure 1.7 Autoinhibition of SRC by interaction domains. Full-length SRC kinase (PDB
ID: 2SRC) contains two N-terminal domains which lock the protein in an inactive
conformation. The SH2 domain (blue) binds to a C-terminal phosphorylated tyrosine,
Y530 (red), and the SH3 domain (yellow) binds to the linker region between the SH2 and
kinase domains (red). In this state, E313 of the C-helix is moved away from the ATPbinding site to prevent catalysis. In addition to relieving the structural constraints
induced by SH3 and SH2 domains, Y416 of the activation segment must be
phosphorylated for SRC to become maximally active.
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functions are both general and specific enough to allow them to be used in different
contexts depending upon the needs of the organism. Not only do SH2 and SH3 domains
function as negative regulators of kinase activity, but they also assist in the recognition of
substrate.

Many of the best SRC family kinase substrates contain SH2 and SH3

recognition sites,57,58 allowing these domains to promote phosphorylation by directly
interacting with part of a substrate and presenting it to the kinase domain. This dual role
performed by SH2 and SH3 domains is an intramolecular system by which kinases can
regulate activity through accessory domains while relying on the domains to ensure
phosphorylation of the correct substrate.
Localization to organelles or subcellular compartments is another effective
mechanism by which kinase function can be controlled. This is most simply done
through accessory interaction domains that recognize localized functional groups. A
prime example of this is the Pleckstrin homology (PH) domain found at the N-terminus
of the AGC kinase AKT1. PH domains usually bind to phosphorylated forms of the
membrane-bound

phosphatidylinositols

(PIs),

like

phosphatidylinositol

(3,4,5)-

trisphosphate (PI-P3)59 and phosphatidylinositol (4,5)-bisphosphate (PI-P2).60

With

respect to AKT1, this has the effect of recruiting the kinase to the surface of the
membrane where it can be phosphorylated on its activation loop at T308 by 3phosphoinositide-dependent protein kinase 1 (PDPK1), which possesses a C-terminal PH
domain61,62 (Figure 1.8). Colocalization of AKT1 with an activating kinase provides an
efficient mechanism by which AKT1 can be phosphorylated, and an additional level of
control can be exerted by adjusting the number of phosphate groups attached to PIs.
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Figure 1.8 Activation mechanism of AKT1. Interactions between the PH domain of
AKT1 and PI-P3 localize the inactive enzyme to the plasma membrane. Phosphorylation
by PDPK1 at T308 and the rictor-mTOR complex at S473 are required in order to
activate the protein kinase domain of AKT1.
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Though it remains unclear exactly how it serves to regulate AKT1 activity, a second
phosphorylation site near the C-terminus of the protein, S473, must also be
phosphorylated by the rictor-mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) complex for
AKT1 to become its most active.63 As a result, this pair of phosphorylation sites work
synergistically to serve as positive regulators of AKT1 activity,64 demonstrating yet
another means by which protein kinase activity can be precisely coordinated.
1.4.3 Role of Protein Kinases in Signal Transduction
Together, all of these regulation mechanisms combine to create complex signaling
pathways that dictate critical cellular functions, with EPKs playing a central role in all of
it. Signal transduction events are initiated by some form of extracellular event like the
binding of growth factors to membrane bound receptors, introduction of a membranecrossing hormone to interact with its intracellular target, or some form of environmental
stress like nutrient depletion. Such stimuli most immediately result in a conformational
change that causes the activation of a protein kinase. Through a series of pathwayspecific phosphorylation events, a message can be transmitted from one kinase to
another, frequently through the activation of a downstream kinase by the phosphorylation
of its activation segment.

This ultimately effects changes to cellular growth,

differentiation, or metabolism.2,5 As many as 30% of all eukaryotic proteins are believed
to be phosphorylated on at least one residue,65,66 and kinases must be able to discriminate
the correct substrate from a milieu of thousands of proteins in order to guarantee that the
downstream message received is commensurate with the signaling event that initiated it.
Some kinases, like the mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs), are believed to
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recognize a minute set of substrates, as few as one, while others, like the CDKs, are
probably responsible for phosphorylating hundreds.67 With few exceptions, individual
EPKs are only capable of phosphorylating either serine and threonine or tyrosine. The
deeper active site cleft required to correctly position tyrosine substrates in relation to the
-phosphate of ATP allows TKs to discriminate between it and the significantly smaller
serine and threonine residues.68

Protein kinases exhibit a considerable degree of

variability in the surface charge and hydrophobicity of the substrate binding site (Figure
1.9), and this complements the depth of the active site cleft to ensure phosphorylation of
the correct substrate. Multiple other interactions can contribute to the specificity of
phosphorylation like the binding of substrate to more distal sites, peripheral interaction
domains, the formation of higher order complexes, or subcellular localization.67 A given
protein kinase may employ one or more of these mechanisms to correctly propagate
signaling events, but in any case, appropriate signaling is essential for maintaining
cellular health.

1.5 Protein Kinases as Targets for Small Molecule Intervention
As important as EPKs are for maintaining healthy cellular function, their
dysregulation has been implicated in numerous diseases and disorders69 including
cancer,70 inflammation,71 and rheumatoid arthritis.72 At least 50 protein kinase genes
have shown the potential to be oncogenic,73 meaning that mutations or changes in these
genes can ultimately lead to cancer through aberrant signaling events. In fact, cancer
genome sequencing studies have found an enrichment of mutations in protein kinase
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Figure 1.9 Distribution of surface charge for select protein kinases. The location of
charged and hydrophobic patches on the surface of different protein kinases aids in the
recognition of the correct protein substrate. Shown are the kinases PKA (PDB ID:
1ATP), CDK2 (PDB ID: 1QMZ), IRK (insulin receptor kinase; PDB ID: 1IRK), and
PHK (phosphorylase kinase; PDB ID: 2PHK). Yellow circles denote the general area of
protein substrate binding. Positively charged surfaces are represented in blue, and
negatively charged surfaces in red.
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genes,74,75 many of which are likely to occur as secondary mutations after an oncogenic
transformation. Because kinase signaling pathways regulate cellular functions like cell
growth and angiogenesis, cancerous cells can manipulate the kinases involved to improve
tumor survivability through enhanced proliferation or blood flow. The high degree of
similarity between protein kinases was long thought to make targeting them with
therapeutic small molecules impractical, but the last ten years have seen a dramatic
increase in the development of selective protein kinase inhibitors.76
The first successful example of a small molecule kinase inhibitor making its way
through clinical trials and onto the market is imatinib, sold as Gleevec. This compound
was found to selectively inhibit the oncogenic fusion protein BCR (breakpoint cluster
region)-ABL1, which was shown to be responsible for causing chronic myeloid leukemia
(CML).77-79 As a therapeutic, imatinib has exhibited exceptionally good response rates,
as high as 80%, much better than traditional chemotherapy.80 The validation of protein
kinases as viable targets for drug development and the treatment of disease sparked the
pursuit of new protein kinase inhibitors. To date, twelve compounds have been approved
by the FDA for the treatment of various cancers81 (Table 1.1), with many more currently
undergoing clinical trials. The utility of kinase inhibitors is by no means limited to the
treatment of disease. The precise function of many protein kinases remains a mystery,
and the development of selective inhibitors remains the most promising method for
answering this question.82 In either case, as a therapeutic reagent or biological probe,
kinase inhibitors continue to generate a great deal of interest and fuel scientific
innovation.
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Table 1.1 List of approved small molecule drugs for the treatment of cancer.
Abbreviations: CML: chronic myeloid leukemia; GIST: gastrointestinal stromal tumor;
ALL: acute lymphocytic leukemia; RCC: renal cell carcinoma; NSCLC: non-small cell
lung cancer; HC: hepatocellular carcinoma; PC: pancreatic cancer.
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As our understanding of protein kinase structure and function has grown, so too
has our ability to exploit different facets of kinase regulation with small molecules.
Traditional kinase inhibitors are typically competitive with ATP, binding in the active
site cleft between the N and C-lobes. These active-site targeted compounds are typically
identified as either type 1 or 2 inhibitors, binding to different active site conformations
(Figure 1.10a). Both types of inhibitors typically mimic the one to three H-bonding
contacts the adenosine ring of ATP makes with the hinge region, which connects the two
kinase lobes.83 But while type 1 inhibitors bind to active kinases, type 2 inhibitors are
only capable of binding to an inactive kinase with its DFG motif in the “out”
conformation.84 This allows part of a small molecule to occupy a hydrophobic pocket in
the active site that would otherwise be inaccessible. For the most part, type 2 inhibitors
have been shown to be more selective in the number of kinases that they inhibit. One
caveat associated with type 1 inhibitors is that targeting the active site of a kinase can
cause hyperphosphorylation of the kinase activation segment and thus increased activity
in vivo.85,86 As a third class of inhibitors, molecules that bind to an allosteric site can
modulate kinase activity by docking to a pocket other than the ATP-binding site and
inducing an inactive conformation (Figure 1.10b).

Protein kinase structure is most

heavily conserved in the ATP-binding pocket and targeting regions outside of this
provide promising avenues to design exceptionally selective small molecules. As has
been shown with the development of MAPK inhibitors, these sites can be immediately
adjacent to the ATP-binding site,87 or they can be found on the surface of the kinase in
the C-lobe,88 quite far from the active site. In either case, binding of these inhibitors to
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Figure 1.10 Different modes of kinase inhibition with small molecules. a) Dasatinib, a
type 1 inhibitor, and imatinib, a type 2 inhibitor, are each shown bound in the ATPbinding site of ABL1 (PDB ID: 2QCQ and 1IEP respectively). Type 1 inhibitors can
potentially bind either the DFG-out or in conformations, but type 2 inhibitors occupy a
hydrophobic pocket filled by the DFG-phenylalanine in the “in” conformation, making
them selective for inactive kinases. b) Noncompetitive, allosteric inhibitors bind sites
other than the ATP-binding site but are still able to inhibit kinase activity. PD318088, an
inhibitor of MAP2K1 (green; PDB ID: 1S9J), binds to a pocket immediately adjacent to
the ATP-binding site. Compound 10, an inhibitor of MAPK14 (yellow; PDB ID:
3NEW), binds to a hydrophobic pocket in the C-lobe, well removed from the kinase
active site.
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these unique pockets has the effect of inactivating the target. Furthermore, allosteric
inhibitors need not bind to the kinase domain directly to effect activity changes.
Molecules have been identified that require the presence of peripheral interaction
domains to effect kinase inhibition. For example, an AKT1 inhibitor was found to be
ineffective upon the removal of the Pleckstrin homology (PH) domain normally found in
AKT1,89,90 and a recent crystal structure of this interaction revealed how this compound
induces a conformation which both prevents phosphorylation of the activation segment
and access of ATP to the active site.91 Allosteric agonists that bind outside of the active
site have also been identified. The compound PS48 was identified through computational
docking with PDPK1 and seems to work by mimicking the activated state of the
kinase.92,93 Thus, scientists have found numerous ways to take advantage of many of the
mechanisms that protein kinases utilize to regulate their activity.
The discovery of new compounds will continue to shed light on protein kinase
function and aid in the treatment of disease, but the selectivity of many existing
molecules remains an open question. Traditional methods for assaying kinase inhibitors
requires not only a large amount of purified protein but also the handling of radioactive
material.94 Efforts by Cohen and coworkers95-97 using these techniques have revealed
numerous off-target inhibitor activities, which brings into question the results obtained
through their use as biological probes. Future advancement of the field will require the
development of new methods to interrogate inhibitor selectivity in a more highthroughput, cost effective manner.
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CHAPTER 2: DEVELOPMENT AND OPTIMIZATION OF A COILED-COILENABLED, THREE-HYBRID SPLIT-LUCIFERASE SYSTEM FOR
INTERROGATING PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS

2.1 Introduction
Portions of the work described below are taken from the published manuscript “A
Coiled-Coil Enabled Split-Luciferase Three-Hybrid System: Applied Toward Profiling
Inhibitors of Protein Kinases,” which can be found in its entirety in Appendix A.
Synthesis of the peptide-staurosporine conjugates and isolation of staurosporine were
performed by Carolyn Shomin, Kurt Cox, and Karla Camacho-Soto, while all other
contributions to this work, including development and application of the split-luciferase
kinase sensor using an in vitro translation system, were solely mine. The following
contains the critical initial experiments with PKA used to validate the design of a sensor
for kinase inhibition.
Protein kinases catalyze the transfer of the -phosphate of ATP to specific serine,
threonine or tyrosine residues on a protein substrate. Protein kinases play a central role in
almost all cellular signaling cascades and are tightly controlled both spatially and
temporally. The aberrant function of many protein kinases has been linked to numerous
diseases, namely cancer,76,98 inflammation,99,100 and metabolic disorders.71 After intense
efforts, protein kinases have emerged as an important class of biological targets amenable
to small molecule intervention, resulting in both therapeutics and probes for interrogating
signal transduction.101

Several inhibitors, such as imatinib (Gleevec),77,79,80 have
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emerged as FDA-approved therapeutics with many more in clinical development.81,102
Typically, protein kinase inhibitors function by outcompeting ATP at the architecturally
conserved active site, which poses a significant hurdle as the approximately 518 human
protein kinases5 display considerable sequence and structural conservation.

Recent

studies have shown that numerous FDA-approved kinase inhibitors, though effectively
inhibiting their intended target(s), exhibit limited selectivity when tested against a large
panel of protein kinases.102-104 This often unintended promiscuity or polypharmacology
displayed by kinase inhibitors can be potentially beneficial by targeting several protein
kinases, such as the broad spectrum activity of PKC-412 an analog of the pan-kinase
inhibitor, staurosporine, or the activity against KIT and PDGFR exhibited by imatinib.
Although promiscuity has both potential benefits and pitfalls in therapeutics, it is clearly
a significant liability for the selective elucidation of the role of a specific kinase in signal
transduction.97 Shokat and co-workers have provided an important rationale for the need
for protein kinase selective small molecule probes,82,105 since they function at a
significantly different temporal scale than biological knockdowns and thus more
accurately reflect the cellular consequences of small molecule therapeutics.
Not surprisingly, there has been much recent effort in profiling protein kinases
against small molecule targets, but existing methods are not without their limitations.106
The gold standard remains the direct measurement of enzymatic activity in vitro as
exemplified by profiling studies from Cohen and coworkers94-97 (Figure 2.1a). However,
this usually requires access to a large number of purified and functional protein kinases, a
suitable substrate, and radioactive materials for sensitivity, and is quite resource
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Figure 2.1 Common methods for screening protein kinase inhibitors. a) Activity-based
assays require an active kinase, radiolabeled ATP, and a peptide or protein substrate.
Activity is measured by the extent of phosphorylation of the substrate, but the addition of
an inhibitor prevents the transfer of the radiolabeled -phosphate (P) of ATP. b) For
phage-display methods, a kinase is expressed on the surface of a phage particle and
allowed to bind beads containing an immobilized inhibitor. A second, free inhibitor is
then added to competitively displace bound phage and any phage remaining bound to the
beads are subsequently eluted and detected by quantitative PCR. c) Immobilized
inhibitors can also be used to capture their cellular targets from a complex mixture of
proteins, such as cell lysates. After unbound proteins are washed from the beads, bound
protein can be eluted and identified using mass spectrometry (MS).
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intensive. Moreover, these purified, recombinant kinases must be in an active form,
limiting their use in testing type 2 inhibitors, which are intended to target an inactive
kinase. Inhibition curves generated from these types of experiments, or IC50’s (the
concentration at which 50% of enzyme activity is retained), are also usually influenced
by the amount of ATP present, which is often a higher concentration than the KM. More
recently, Fabian and coworkers have described a kinase inhibitor profiling strategy that
does not require the expression and purification of each protein kinase and is based upon
the ability to rapidly express kinases on the surface of phage that can be subsequently
interrogated for small molecule binding through competition experiments103,104 (Figure
2.1b).

This first requires access to a known ligand for each kinase which can be

chemically modified with biotin, without causing a significant loss in binding, and
consequently immobilizing the conjugated ligand to a streptavidin-coated bead. The
addition of a test compound allows for competitive binding of the phage-displayed kinase
between either ligand-modified beads or the free inhibitor. This permits the measurement
of Kd values for the free small molecule binding to the kinase based upon how much
phage is displaced from the beads. Though capable of measuring dissociation constants
in the low picomolar range, many details of this methodology remain a mystery, such as
what ligands are used to immobilize each kinase, how phage titer is measured, and the
phosphorylation or activation state of each kinase domain.

A third approach for

identifying the targets of protein kinase inhibitors is the affinity purification of proteins
from a complex matrix107 (Figure 2.1c). As with the phage display methodology, an
inhibitor must first be modified and immobilized on a surface or bead. Exposure of the
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immobilized ligand to a cell lysate containing a large number of different possible kinase
targets allows any protein with sufficiently high affinity for the small molecule to become
bound and purified by washing away the unbound proteins, and the isolated targets can
then be identified using mass spectrometry. While this does present the advantage of
being relatively unbiased and kinase-neutral, it requires that the target be soluble and
expressed in that particular cell line at that point in time. Additionally, the chosen site of
modification may not hinder the binding of the ligand to its intended target but it could
very easily affect the ability of the ligand to bind to other proteins, increasing the
likelihood of false negatives.
In related approaches that do not require purified protein kinases, chemical
inducers of dimerization (CIDs)108 have been employed for addressing protein kinase
inhibitor selectivity in a cellular context.109,110 These CIDs stemming from the seminal
work by Schreiber and co-workers111,112 were utilized by Liu and co-workers in a yeast
three-hybrid (Y3H) approach (Figure 2.2a) enabled by a dexamethasone–FK506 CID.113
More recently, Cornish and co-workers established an elegant dexamethasone–
methotrexate based CID for three-hybrid and related applications.114 What is common
among the CID approaches is the availability of a high affinity small molecule ligand and
a protein receptor pair of considerable size to impart affinity and selectivity, and a
number of ligand-receptor pairs have been successfully used in Y3H systems (Figure
2.2b). For example, the FK506 binding protein that binds FK506 is the smallest at 12
kD,113 dihydrofolate reductase that binds methotrexate is 18 kD,114 the glucocorticoid
receptor that binds dexamethasone is 31 kD,114 and the estrogen receptor that binds
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Figure 2.2 Yeast three-hybrid systems. a) Transcription factors typically consist of a
DNA-binding domain (DBD) and an activator domain (AD), which when bound to the
promoter of a gene recruit the larger transcription complex required for RNA synthesis.
The resulting increase in transcription results in an increase in protein expression of said
gene. In yeast three-hybrid assays, the DBD and AD domains are no longer covalently
linked to each other and are instead appended to a pair of proteins A and B. In this case,
a third component, such as a chemical inducer of dimerization (CID), is required for
transcription of the target gene to be turned “on.” The CID consists of a pair of
covalently tethered ligands, C and D, which interact with the proteins A and B
respectively, forming a three component complex capable of enhancing transcription. b)
Shown are the ligand-binding domains of FK506-binding protein (FKBP), dihydrofolate
reductase (DHFR), glucocorticoid receptor (GR), and estrogen receptor (ER) along with
their respective ligands, FK506, methotrexate, dexamethasone, and estradiol. Each of
these proteins has been used as either the A or B protein, and the corresponding ligand as
either the C or D moiety of a CID. The positions denoted with a red circle on each
molecule highlight the positions modified with a linker for attachment to the second
ligand of the CID.
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estradiol is 29 kD.115 Building on the above observations, we envisioned an easily
implemented, modular, and general three-hybrid kinase inhibitor screen utilizing a new
peptide based CID that can function in cell-free translation systems.116,117 Towards this
goal, we detail our progress towards the design, validation, and application of a new
three-hybrid design paradigm, where one pair of a coiled-coil peptide conjugated to a
kinase ligand117 can potentially function as a CID and bridge a user-defined kinase
attached to one split-protein fragment with the cognate coiled-coil peptide attached to the
second fragment (Figure 2.3). This three-hybrid approach would potentially provide a
new synthetically accessible CID and complement the large protein receptor/ligand pair
CID approaches for profiling protein kinases in an in vivo context. The peptide-small
molecule CID would be particularly suited for lysate based translation systems or
functions in an extracellular context, where cell permeability is not a hurdle.116
The proposed three-hybrid approach for designing a protein kinase inhibitor
sensor relies both on split-protein design as well as the specificity of natural and designed
heterodimeric

coiled-coils.

Split-protein

reassembly

or

protein

fragment

complementation methods rely on the interaction-driven, conditional reassembly of
carefully fragmented proteins.118

Beginning with split-ubiquitin,119 which has been

recently utilized in a CID approach,120 several new split-protein sensors that generate an
easily detectable output have been developed, such as GFP,121-123 dihydrofolate
reductase,124 -lactamase,125-127 firefly luciferase,116,128 and Gaussia luciferase.129
Similarly, natural and designed coiled-coils have emerged as one of the smallest
synthetically accessible self-assembling modular units with wide utility in synthetic
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Figure 2.3 Design of a coiled-coil-enabled three-hybrid split-protein system for kinases.
The two fragments of split-luciferase are attached to a coiled-coil Fos and a kinase (FosNfluc and Cfluc-Kinase). Ternary complex formation results in the reassembly of active
luciferase from the two fragments mediated by the chemical inducer of dimerization
(CID) comprising an active-site-directed ligand conjugated to a coiled-coil peptide, Jun
(yellow). The addition of a competitive small molecule (grey) reverses luciferase
reassembly.
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biology.130-133 To the best of our knowledge, coiled-coil-enabled three-hybrid systems
have not been utilized as a means for driving the reassembly of split-proteins to provide a
direct read-out for the binding of a ligand to a protein kinase and its subsequent
displacement by an inhibitor. Previous work with the CID-dependent interaction between
the proteins FKBP and FRBP demonstrated that small molecules could be readily used to
drive the reassembly of luciferase.116 Likewise, the coiled-coil pair of Fos and Jun have
been previously attached to complementary halves of luciferase in a binary interaction
resulting in bioluminescence.116 By extension, a system designed to rely upon both the
interaction of a protein kinase domain and a small molecule ligand and a pair of coiledcoils should be amenable to split-protein complementation. We envisioned that our
general biosensor architecture for interrogating protein kinase/ligand binding would
comprise the fragmented firefly luciferase, with one fragment attached to a protein kinase
of interest and the complementary fragment attached to the Fos coiled-coil peptide
(Figure 2.4). Upon the addition of the cognate Jun coiled-coil conjugated to the pankinase inhibitor, staurosporine (1), the split-protein reporter fragments would be brought
into proximity to allow for split-protein reassembly and restore the activity of the
reporter. We envisioned that the addition of a staurosporine-competitive small molecule
would result in the displacement of Jun-staurosporine (J-Staur, 2) and thereby dissociate
the luciferase fragments with corresponding loss in luminescence.
Herein, we successfully demonstrate the feasibility of our new coiled-coil-enabled
CID that allows for the construction of a three-hybrid biosensor, utilizing the reassembly
and subsequent activity of split-firefly luciferase as a sensitive luminescent readout. We
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Figure 2.4 Model of reassembled ternary complex. The luciferase halves of Fos-Nfluc
(red) and Cfluc-Kinase (blue) are brought together by addition of the Jun peptide
conjugated to staurosporine (1), Jun-staurosporine (J-Staur (2); yellow), through specific
interactions between Fos and Jun and the staurosporine ligand at the active site of a
kinase domain. Staurosporine with a 3--alanine (St3A, 3) linker represents the
unconjugated, modified staurosporine.
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utilize an in vitro translation system to test our methodology,116 which provides a rapid
assay platform with in situ production of the necessary proteins without the need for
purification, a potential impediment for large scale experiments.134 Moreover, the study
of protein kinases and their inhibitors in a lysate environment that perhaps approximates
a complex in vivo setting may be beneficial for eliminating generic off-target hits.134,135
To demonstrate feasibility we began with the well-studied cAMP-dependent protein
kinase A, catalytic subunit  (PKA).

2.2 Demonstration and Optimization of a Protein Kinase A Split-Luciferase Sensor
PKA was selected as an initial test protein kinase based on our previous
experience with PKA, where we had established that it effectively binds a Junstaurosporine conjugate,117,136 and its importance as a model protein kinase. The catalytic
domain of PKA was conjugated to the C-terminal fragment of luciferase, Cfluc, through a
13-residue linker (Cfluc-PKA), while the Fos peptide was conjugated to the N-terminal
fragment of luciferase, Nfluc (Fos-Nfluc).

While many split-reporter proteins are

generated by engineering a split site in the full-length protein at a flexible or
hypervariable position within the protein, such as a solvent exposed loop, the
complementary pair of luciferase halves used here were developed by incremental
truncation from a previously reported split site.128 In this instance, the N and C-terminal
luciferase fragments contain a 19 residue overlap, with Nfluc comprised of residues 2414 of the full-length firefly luciferase and Cfluc made up of residues 396-550. While it
is unclear how this duplicated segment interacts upon reassembly of the enzyme, this split
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variant appears to impart a number of favourable attributes, including low levels of
background reassembly and a high level of active enzyme upon specific interactions
between appended domains. The addition of Jun-staurosporine to a mixture of both
Cfluc-PKA and Fos-Nfluc proteins was expected to lead to the formation of a ternary
complex containing both proteins and CID (Figure 2.4). The generation of a competent
ternary complex would permit the subsequent addition of a second competing ligand,
wherein displacement of the active-site bound staurosporine would lead to a loss in
bioluminescence.
2.2.1 Validation of the Sensor Design in the Reassembly of Split-Luciferase
As an initial test case, mRNAs of the two constructs, Cfluc-PKA and Fos-Nfluc,
were translated using an in vitro translation system. Concomitant expression of both
mRNA constructs in reticulocyte lysate exhibited little luminescence. However, upon
addition of Jun-staurosporine, 2, the signal increased by >100-fold (Figure 2.5a). To
confirm that the observed signal was indeed due to the CID, its constituent components
of either the free Jun peptide or staurosporine modified with three -alanine residues
(St3A, 3), to replicate the linker between staurosporine and Jun, were added to a lysate
mixture of Cfluc-PKA and Fos-Nfluc proteins. The negligible signal observed upon
addition of each of the compounds, excepting J-Staur, suggests that background
luciferase reassembly was minimal unless the covalent adduct was present. Radiolabeled
expression of Cfluc-PKA was also performed with
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S-methionine to confirm that the

desired protein was indeed being made (Figure 2.5a, inset). A gel of the translation
products revealed that a protein between 55 and 70 kD had been expressed in the lysate,
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Figure 2.5 Staurosporine-conjugate-dependent luciferase reassembly.
a) Junstaurosporine (J-Staur) and each of its constituent components were added to a pair of
luciferase fusions. The addition of either buffer, staurosporine 3--alanine (St3A), or
the unmodified Jun peptide to a mixture of Cfluc-PKA and Fos-Nfluc failed to generate
appreciable luminescence relative to the addition of J-Staur Inset: 35S-methionine-labeled
expression of Cfluc-PKA. The radio-image of the same gel containing the radiolabeled
Cfluc-PKA was overlayed on a white light image of molecular weight standards using
Photoshop. b) Several alternate luciferase fragment fusions also tested to determine the
best domain orientation. For the protein pairs containing Fos fused to either Cfluc or
Nfluc, J-Staur was used as the staurosporine (staur.) conjugate, while staurosporine
conjugated to Fos (F-Staur) was used for the Jun-luciferase fragment fusions. c) A
diagram illustrating the relative size of each protein construct, the domain positioning,
and the predicted orientation of each of the five tested ternary complexes.
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consistent with an expected molecular weight of 58.5 kD for Cfluc-PKA. Relatively few
truncation products were observed.
2.2.2 Effect of Domain Orientation on Sensor Sensitivity
Next, we wanted to test the optimal orientations of the proteins fused to the
luciferase fragments. Our initial constructs of Fos-Nfluc and Cfluc-Kinase were chosen
based primarily upon previous experience with split luciferase,116 but several different
construct orientations were tested to validate this presumption (Figure 2.5b, c). To test
the effect of swapping the proteins attached to each luciferase half, Fos and PKA were
attached to the opposite halves of luciferase, creating Cfluc-Fos and PKA-Nfluc
respectively. This new orientation was tested for signal enhancement upon addition of JStaur and exhibited an 8-fold increase in luminescence upon the addition of CID,
considerably less than the ~100-fold signal enhancement in the alternate orientation.
Additionally, if Fos is fused to the C-terminus, as opposed to the N-terminus of Nfluc
(generating Nfluc-Fos) and tested with Cfluc-PKA, a significantly higher raw signal was
observed but with a considerably high background, resulting in a signal-to-noise ratio of
~30-fold.

Finally, the constructs containing Fos and Jun were switched to create

staurosporine attached to Fos (F-Staur) and Jun attached to Nfluc (Jun-Nfluc). In this
orientation, appreciable luminescence can be generated but this set of proteins exhibits an
exceptionally high background luminescence. Using F-Staur with PKA-Nfluc and Jun
attached to Cfluc (Cfluc-Jun), only a 2-fold increase in luminescence was seen over the
addition of buffer.

This collection of construct variants validated our initial set of

constructs as the most effective in the formation of luminescent ternary complex.
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2.2.3 Optimization of Protein Kinase A Assay Conditions
Anticipating that the degree of knockdown in signal resulting from the addition of
a free inhibitor would be dependent upon both the amount of protein, and kinase in
particular, and the amount of J-Staur, we sought to optimize the conditions to enhance the
sensitivity of our assay in detecting a free inhibitor. A lower concentration of kinase
would be expected to require proportionately less inhibitor to observe competitive
dissolution of ternary complex, and likewise, less CID means less ligand for the free
inhibitor to compete against and therefore a more sensitive inhibitor response. Thus, by
limiting the amount of protein present and minimizing the amount of J-Staur added to the
protein cocktail, the sensitivity of an inhibitor response should be improved, at the
expense of signal generation.
Several different amounts of Cfluc-PKA and Fos-NFluc RNA were first cotranslated and tested for signal enhancement upon addition of J-Staur (Figure 2.6a). The
translation mix containing 0.5 pmol of each RNA was the lowest amount to demonstrate
very good signal-to-noise, and this condition was carried on for further optimization.
Secondly, a titration of Cfluc-PKA RNA was performed to identify what limiting amount
of kinase would still permit reasonable signal generation with the CID (Figure 2.6b). We
found that a significant decrease in luminescent activity was observed at 0.2 pmol of
Cfluc-PKA RNA while still retaining fairly good signal generation. Lastly, using this
ratio of 0.5 pmol of Fos-Nfluc RNA with 0.2 pmol of Cfluc-PKA RNA, a titration of JStaur was performed to identify the optimal amount (Figure 2.6c).

The several

concentrations of J-Staur tested exhibited a peak at around 250 nM with smaller levels of
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Figure 2.6 Optimization of assay components for complex assembly and inhibition. a)
Titration of both Cfluc-PKA and Fos-Nfluc RNAs with 10 nM J-Staur b) Titration of
Cfluc-PKA RNA using 0.5 pmol of Fos-Nfluc RNA and 50 nM J-Staur c) Titration of JStaur using 0.5 pmol of Fos-Nfluc RNA and 0.2 pmol Cfluc-PKA RNA. The shape of
the curve is due to ternary complex formation with varying amounts of CID. At low
concentrations (I) complex formation, and luminescence, is limiting, until an ideal
concentration (II) is reached. At high concentrations (III), each protein binds a molecule
of J-Staur independently as opposed to simultaneously.
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luminescent activity at both lower and higher concentrations. While a curve of this shape
was somewhat unexpected, it is not an uncommon response for CIDs.

At low

concentrations, the amount of CID is limiting, resulting in low levels of ternary complex
reassembly (state I, Figure 2.6c). A peak is observed upon formation of the maximal
amount of complex (state II, Figure 2.6c), but the addition of more CID at this point leads
to each protein binding its own small molecule instead of both binding the same
compound to form the functional complex (state III, Figure 2.6c). We elected to continue
further with a limiting concentration of J-Staur (125 nM) on the lower side of the peak
which still provided appreciable signal over background.
2.2.4 Small Molecule-Induced Inhibition of the PKA Ternary Complex
The utility of this split-protein three-hybrid approach assay ultimately lies in its
potential as a methodology for measuring the selectivity of a protein kinase for its
inhibitors. Thus, in order to determine if we could measure protein kinase inhibition, the
ternary complex was titrated with staurosporine (Figure 2.7).

At two different

concentrations of J-Staur, either 48 nM or 240 nM, two different IC50 values were
measured of 100 nM and 169 nM respectively. This is consistent with the expected
results because both the free ligand and Jun-conjugate are competing for binding at the
active site of the kinase, and higher concentrations of J-Staur would require more free
staurosporine in order to observe knockdown to the same extent. Inhibition curves such
as these do not represent true binding constants because they are subject to the
experimental conditions under which they were acquired, but use of the Cheng-Prusoff
equation (Figure 2.7) allows us to approximate two unknowns: both the inhibition
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Figure 2.7 Demonstration of reversible complex inhibition with a free inhibitor. Using
two different concentrations of J-Staur, 48 nM and 240 nM, a pair of IC50’s of 101 nM
and 169 nM were observed respectively at each concentration. Using these two data sets,
the Ki for staurosporine (free inhibitor) and the Kd for J-Staur (Jun-conjugate) can be
solved using the Cheng-Prusoff approximation and the IC50’s for staurosporine at their
relative concentrations of J-Staur ([S]).
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constant for a free inhibitor (Ki), in this case staurosporine, and the dissociation constant
(Kd) for the ligand it is competing against, J-Staur Using the two IC50’s at their relative
concentrations of J-Staur ([S] in the equation), it becomes possible to solve for both
variables with simple algebra. Doing so yields a Ki for staurosporine of 84 nM and a Kd
of 237 nM for Jun-staurosporine. These numbers are consistent with reported binding
constants and with respect to each other. The modifications made to staurosporine in
order for it to be attached to Jun frequently result in reduced affinity for the ligand and
the 4-fold worse binding constant for J-Staur is not unexpected.

Compared to the

reported Kd of 19 nM reported by Karaman and co-workers,104 the measured Ki is 4-fold
worse. This discrepancy is likely a function of weak affinity between the split-luciferase
halves and and the high levels of ATP present in the lysate, which would be expected to
increase the Kapp for a competing ligand. The ability to inhibit the reassembled luciferase
is important because similar experiments with split-GFP are difficult, as the reassembled
complex has been observed to be kinetically trapped.137 These results confirm earlier
suspicions that a lower concentration of J-Staur would be required in order to improve
assay sensitivity, but it also suggests that two titrations could be performed to obtain
more quantitative results.

Importantly, this set of proof-of-principle experiments

validated that ligand binding capable protein kinase domains could be produced in situ
and that the reassembly of split-luciferase, brought about by the coiled-coil enabled CID,
could be reversed by addition of a small molecule ligand for the kinase.
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2.3 Conclusions
As the role of protein kinases continue to be unraveled in a wide array of signal
transduction cascades and diseases, the need for new methodologies capable of rapidly
probing the more than 500 human protein kinases for inhibitor selectivity has become
increasingly evident. Simple and rapid approaches that are amenable for large-scale
screens would potentially aid in the discovery of new ligands as reagents for probing
biology as well as early candidates in the quest for a drug. Toward this long-term goal
we have demonstrated a new three-hybrid paradigm, where a kinase inhibitor conjugated
to one pair of a coiled-coil serves as a chemical inducer of dimerization. The protein
kinases can be expressed in cell-free translation systems and directly interrogated in
competitive binding assays with a split-luciferase reassembly-dependent luminescent
readout. Thus, this approach has the potential to provide a simpler alternative to the
existing small-molecule competition based approach previously reported by Fabian et
al.103,104 This CID-based approach also has the added benefit that it does not require
extensive propagation of cells, phage display, quantitative PCR, or halo-based assays but
relies on widely utilized luminescence measurements.
However, our methodology is not without certain limitations. For one, the actual
phosphorylation state of a particular kinase is not known, which is also true for the
aforementioned large-scale profiling methods, where the protein kinases are expressed in
non-native hosts such as bacteria or yeast. Secondly, while protein expression can be
tracked with radiolabeled samples, it is relatively difficult to accurately determine the
amount of protein being translated. Just as the concentration of J-Staur was shown to
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have an effect on the observed IC50 of an added inhibitor, so too should the amount of
protein present. Based on the lysate manufacturer’s manual, each protein should be
present in the mid-nanomolar range (100-10 nM), and this is likely to result in the
underestimation of the potency of inhibitors with Kd values below this concentration.
Thus given the advantages and disadvantages, on balance this new approach may have
the potential to provide a simple and rapid competition-based method to interrogate
inhibitors of protein kinases. Expanding the system to include more kinases will be
relatively trivial, with the optimization experiments shown here providing a solid
groundwork for future analyses. More generally, this three-hybrid approach potentially
provides a general method to utilize split-proteins for interrogating inhibitors that target
small molecule/enzyme interactions as well as providing a new class of chemical
inducers of dimerization that utilize coiled-coil handles, which may have utility outside a
cell.

2.4 Materials and Methods
All reagents were from Sigma-Aldrich unless otherwise noted. Enzymes and
oligonucleotide primers for cloning were purchased from NEB and IDT respectively.
Mg(OAc)2 was obtained from EM Sciences and Tris-HCl was obtained from Research
Products International Corp. All translation materials were from either Promega or
Luceome Biotechnologies.
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2.4.1 Cloning and mRNA Synthesis of Split-Luciferase Constructs
All clones were prepared by generating DNA strands encoding appropriate
protein fragments by PCR and cloning them into modified pETDuet-1 vector (Novagen)
or pRSFDuet-1 vector (Novagen) using standard cloning techniques. Each Cfluc or
Nfluc domain was connected to the luciferase fragments by a 13 amino acid (GGS)n
linker. Plasmid maps for the clones described here can be found in Appendix B. All
clones were verified by dideoxyoligonucleotide sequencing. All protein kinase DNA
fragments for cloning were generated by PCR using relevant primers and specific DNA
template sequences. To generate mRNAs of each clone, PCR fragments of each cloned
fusion construct were produced from a forward primer containing a T7 RNA polymerase
promoter and mammalian Kozak sequence and a reverse primer encoding a 3’ hairpin
loop.116 These PCR products were subsequently used as templates for in vitro mRNA
synthesis using a RiboMax Large Scale RNA Production System-T7 (Promega)
according to the manufacturer’s protocols.
2.4.2 Synthesis of the Peptide-Inhibitor Conjugate
All small molecules and peptide conjugates used in the present study have been
previously described in the literature.117,136 Staurosporine was either purchased from LC
Labs or produced from Lentzea albida.138
2.4.3 In Vitro Translation and Luciferase Assay Conditions
Split-firefly luciferase mRNA constructs were translated in Flexi-Rabbit
Reticulocyte Lysate (Promega) according to manufacturer’s protocol and assayed for
luminescence activity as previously reported.116 Translation reactions (25 μL) were
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performed in duplicate using 0.5 pmol of Fos-Nfluc mRNA, 0.2 pmol of Cfluc-Kinase
mRNA, 2 mM DTT, and 0.5 μL RNasin Plus (Promega), unless otherwise stated.
Alternate constructs were tested under identical conditions using 0.5 pmol mRNA of the
Fos or Jun-containing luciferase half and 0.2 pmol mRNA of the PKA-containing
luciferase half. After translations were incubated at 30 °C for 90 min, 1 μL of 3.125 μM
J-Staur in buffer A (6.76 mM TrisHCl, 3.38 mM Mg(OAc)2, pH 7.45) was added to 24
μL of each reaction for complex formation. Similarly, 1 μL of buffer A, Jun, or St3A at
3.125 μM in buffer A were added to 24 μL of a reaction as negative controls. In initial
studies, samples were equilibrated at 4 °C for 4 hr before being treated with inhibitor.
For positive control (with J-Staur) and negative control (only buffer A) samples, 24 μL of
each reaction was treated by addition of 1 μL DMSO. Inhibition by staurosporine was
tested by adding 1 μL of inhibitor at appropriate concentrations in DMSO to 24 μL
mixtures of lysate containing J-Staur at 125 nM. All samples were equilibrated for 1 hr
in the dark at room temperature upon addition of DMSO or inhibitor.

The final

concentration of J-Staur prior to measurement of luminescence was 120 nM. Luciferase
activity was determined by mixing 20 μL lysate (containing J-Staur, staurosporine, etc.)
with 80 μL luciferase assay reagent incubating for 1 min, and measuring luminescence
using a Turner Biosystems 20/20n luminometer with a 10 sec integration time.
2.4.4 Radiolabeled Expression of Cfluc-PKA
Translation of radiolabeled protein with
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S-methionine was performed as

described in the user manual for Flexi-Rabbit Reticulocyte Lysate (Promega). Posttranslation, 10 μL of a 2x loading dye was mixed with 10 μL of lysate. The mixture was
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heated at 95 °C for 2 min, and 8 μL was loaded onto a 12.5% SDS-PAGE gel. The gel
was dried and imaged overnight with a phospho-imaging screen, and the resulting image
was developed with a Typhoon scanner (GE Healthcare).
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CHAPTER 3: APPLICATION OF A SPLIT-LUCIFERASE ASSAY TOWARD
PROFILING INHIBITORS OF PROTEIN KINASES

3.1 Introduction
Having successfully demonstrated that the general design of our kinase inhibition
assay was effective with PKA, we next sought to test additional protein kinases in the
three-hybrid system. The following contains some of the results reported in “A CoiledCoil Enabled Split-Luciferase Three-Hybrid System: Applied Toward Profiling Inhibitors
of Protein Kinase,” which can be found in its entirety in Appendix A.
The more than 500 protein kinases comprising the human kinome5 represent a
wealth of potential targets for small molecule inhibitors. With such a high degree of
similarity shared among their ATP-binding sites and with most kinase inhibitors designed
to target this pocket, it becomes quite important to screen new inhibitors against multiple
protein kinases to determine their selectivity. For our split-luciferase kinase inhibition
assay to become useful with respect to the existing methods used to screen protein kinase
inhibitors, it must be general enough to accommodate protein kinases other than PKA.
This could be verified by systematically fusing different protein kinases to the C-terminal
end of the Cfluc construct where PKA was attached in previous experiments. As long as
a kinase meets the condition of being capable of binding to the Jun-staurosporine
conjugate with sufficiently high affinity, it should be possible to observed both CIDdependent luminescence and reversible inhibition of the complex upon addition of a free
small molecule (Figure 2.3). Furthermore, the ease and speed with which samples can be
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prepared and tested for inhibition should render itself to a relatively facile method for
screening inhibitors on a larger scale, such as a 96-well plate. Toward this aim, 11
additional protein kinases that span the kinome were tested successfully, of which six
were subsequently tested against a panel of 80 known inhibitors.

3.2 Validation of Assay Adaptibility to Diverse Protein Kinases
Though all protein kinases share considerable sequence identity and structural
similarity, the vast majority of them contain multiple other domains which can serve to
regulate kinase activity, embed the protein in a membrane, or direct the kinase toward the
correct substrate.39,40 The number of and type of domains and their orientation relative to
the kinase domain is exceptionally variable (Figure 3.1), and this could affect our ability
to use such kinases in our assay. In the context of a full-length protein, these domains
can play an autoinhibitory role, as in the case of SRC and ABL,51,56 which could
potentially interfere with our ability to probe interactions at the active site of the kinase
domain. Additionally, some kinases are membrane bound, as with the TK growth factor
receptors,139 with an extracellular ligand binding domain and an intracellular kinase
domain, which would not necessarily be compatible with a solution-phase analysis.
Others contain more than one protein kinase domain, as is the case with the ribosomal
protein S6 kinase alpha (RPS6KA) family, which would make it impossible to know
which domain is bound to J-Staur and causing complex reassembly. With PKA this did
not have to be taken into account because the full-length protein contains no additional
domains. Previous tests of the effect of different orientations of the protein kinase with
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Figure 3.1 Multidomain architecture of several protein kinases. The genes for eukaryotic
protein kinase (EPK) domains include additional proteins fused to either the N or Cterminal ends of the kinase. Most AGC kinases, such as PKA, AKT1, and RSK1, possess
a C-terminal regulatory subunit (PkC) that is unique to the family. A handful of kinases,
including RSK1, incorporate multiple kinase domains in the full-length protein. Many
kinases, like FYN and AKT1, contain additional regulatory domains similar to the SH3
and SH2, and PH domains respectively. Kinases can also traverse the plasma membrane,
as with PDGFR, through a transmembrane helix (Tm), utilizing an extracellular series
of immunoglobulin (Ig) domains to signal activation.
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respect to the luciferase fragments (Figure 2.5b) clearly demonstrated a significant signalto-noise advantage afforded by the Cfluc-PKA/Fos-NFluc pair of constructs, leading to
all subsequent protein kinases being tested as Cfluc conjugates. For these reasons, we
elected to attach only the kinase domain, as opposed to the full-length protein, to our
Cfluc fragment in all subsequent constructs, using the previously mentioned 15 amino
acid linker to link the luciferase and the kinase domain of interest. To reduce the
likelihood that domain stability would be compromised by removing it from the full
protein, thirty additional N and C-terminal residues from the wild-type protein were
included with the kinase domain when fusing it to Cfluc when possible. The kinase
domains used from the AGC family were the lone exception to this rule; in this instance,
a C-terminal tail was included in each construct because of its unique importance in
stabilizing the kinase domain.140
3.2.1 Effect of Kinase Domain Length on Signal Generation
Because we were uncertain what effect removing the kinase domain from its
native environment would have on its ability to bind J-Staur, we first tested several
different lengths of protein for several kinases. While the Cfluc-PKA fusion contained
the full-length kinase, most additional kinases would have to be limited to only the
protein kinase domain with a few additional residues flanking either end of the kinase.
To analyze what sort of effect this approach may have had on the ability of several of
these to form functional ternary complex, several truncation constructs of platelet derived
growth factor receptor beta (PDGFR) were cloned onto Cfluc and tested with J-Staur
(Figure 3.2a). Clone lengths were restricted to the intracellular region of PDGFR in
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Figure 3.2 Truncation constructs for three protein kinases. a) Four PDGFR constructs
of various lengths of the intracellular region of the kinase were tested as Cfluc fusions for
the generation of functional ternary complex with J-Staur Shown are the sizes of the four
constructs relative to the length of the full-length gene product. b) A minimal AKT1
construct consisting of the kinase domain and its C-terminal tail (residues 122-480) was
compared with full-length AKT1 for its ability to form reassembled luciferase. c)
Likewise, a construct containing just the kinase domain of FYN (residues 235-537) was
tested against the full-length protein attached to Cfluc.
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order to prevent interference or solubility issues by including the transmembrane helix.
Neither the minimal protein kinase domain, residues 600-958, nor the full intracellular
sequence used in traditional kinase assays, residues 557-1106, provided appreciable
signal over background. On the other hand, two intermediate constructs, residues 591962 and residues 581-972, generated measurable signal over background luminescence,
providing greater than 2-fold and 5-fold enhancements respectively. It is likely that the
minimal construct has been destabilized by the removal of residues immediately adjacent
to the kinase domain, while the full intracellular region may be autoinhibited a region Cterminal to the transmembrane helix.141 Both intermediate PDGFR constructs lack this
autoinhibitory region, possibly explaining the improvement in ternary complex
formation, and the fact that the longer of the two signal-generating constructs provided
the best signal over background suggests that at least 20-30 residues at either end of the
kinase domain are likely to enhance binding and the generation of luminescence.
Without structural information it is difficult to know precisely what determinants led to
this enhancement, and rapid testing of truncations like those described above could prove
useful in other applications for identifying an optimally active or stable construct.
As a case for determining the effect of using a soluble, full-length protein which
contains one or more additional interaction domains, both full-length AKT1 and FYN
were tested for comparison against just their kinase domain alone. Inherent to the native
AKT1 protein is an N-terminal PH domain responsible for localizing the kinase to the
plasma membrane and facilitating its activation.142,143 When either the full-length AKT1
(residues 1-480) or just the kinase domain (residues 122-480) was attached to Cfluc, the
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kinase domain alone was much more effective in generating signal upon addition of JStaur (Figure 3.2b); with full-length AKT1, the included PH domain perhaps interferes
with ternary complex formation. On the otherhand, FYN kinase, a member of the SRC
family, contains a pair of regulatory N-terminal domains (SH3 and SH2 domain) which
regulate its function.144 In testing either the kinase domain of FYN alone (residues 235537) or the full-length construct (residues 1-537) attached to Cfluc, it was observed that
the full-length protein generated nearly twice the signal over the background
luminescence in the presence of J-Staur (Figure 3.2c). Under this set of conditions it is
possible that the added domains stabilize the kinase and improve its ability to bind to the
staurosporine-peptide conjugate. All in all, this set of experiments indicated that the use
of a full-length kinase containing peripheral domains was only restricting in certain cases.
Due to the difficulty in predicting the effect regulatory domains might have on our ability
to reassembly luciferase with J-Staur and the impracticality of optimizing the
neighbouring region cloned for every kinase, we opted to use just the kinase domain and
the neighbouring 20-30 flanking residues for all future Cfluc-kinase fusions.
3.2.2 Complex Assembly and Inhibition of Alternative Kinase Domains
Using reported binding data for a number of kinases with the pan-kinase inhibitor,
staurosporine,104 we selected nine diverse kinases with which to create the first library of
Cfluc-kinase variants. The human kinome is typically segregated into seven genetically
and functionally diverse groups5 (Figure 3.3a) and at least one kinase from each,
excepting the CK1 group, was selected for further validation.

In each case, the

appropriate protein kinase catalytic domains were cloned in place of PKA attached to
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Figure 3.3 Inhibition of diverse protein kinases. a) A representation of the human
kinome, highlighting the seven major groups. b) Structure of the staurosporine derivative
PKC-412 (4). c) Ten representative kinases from six major groups were tested for signal
generation with J-Staur and subsequent inhibition. Each Cfluc-kinase fusion was treated
with J-Staur and either exposed to 10 μM 4 or DMSO (no inhibitor) to determine if
ternary complex could be inhibited.
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Cfluc. The respective mRNAs for ten different protein kinases (PKA, AKT1, AKT2,
PKC, PDGFR, FGFR1, MAP3K11, SLK, PIM1, and CLK2) fused to Cfluc were
expressed in reticulocyte lysate and tested for luciferase reassembly and concomitant
luminescence only upon addition of J-Staur All ten tested in the three-hybrid system
showed significant signal enhancement upon addition of the Jun-ligand conjugate (Figure
3.3b).

Thus, this experiment demonstrated that this new three-hybrid approach is

potentially general across the kinome, when a protein kinase ligand can be identified that
retains binding affinity upon conjugation to Jun.

Having established successful

reassembly of split-luciferase with the ten protein kinases upon addition of J-Staur, we
then determined if the addition of PKC-412 (Figure 3.3c; 4), a potentially better mimic of
the staurosporine conjugate than unmodified staurosporine, could reverse luciferase
reassembly and reduce signal.

Either no inhibitor (DMSO only) or PKC-412 at a

concentration of 10 μM in DMSO was added to the lysate to measure signal loss (Figure
3.3b). In each case, 4 caused a >50% loss in luminescence relative to no inhibitor,
demonstrating that the CID-dependent complex formation can be effectively disrupted
upon addition of a competitive inhibitor for a variety of protein kinases.
3.2.3 Inhibitor Profiling with Known Small Molecule Kinase Inhibitors
Next we turned to establishing whether this three-hybrid assay could be
effectively utilized for testing a large number of inhibitors against several of the protein
kinases that had demonstrated functional three-hybrid assemblies and could be
subsequently inhibited by the addition of a competitive ligand (Figure 3.3b). Towards
this goal, PKA, AKT1, FGFR1, and PIM1 were each tested for inhibition by 80 known
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kinase inhibitors from a commercial kinase panel, the Tocriscreen Kinase Inhibitor
Toolbox, with some substitutions. Each Cfluc-kinase fusion was translated along with
Fos-Nfluc, followed by the addition of J-Staur to induce ternary complex formation and
aliquoted into a 96-well plate containing a unique inhibitor in each well. The small
molecule inhibitors were present at a final concentration of 10 μM in the lysate and
incubated for 1 hour to allow for competitive displacement of the staurosporine-peptide
conjugate. Positive controls, containing only J-Staur, and negative controls, containing
neither J-Staur nor inhibitor, were also included on each plate. Plates were prepared in
duplicate for each kinase, and inhibitor potency was determined as percent inhibition
relative to vehicle alone.

To ensure small molecules were targeting the desired

staurosporine/kinase interaction, a Fos-Nfluc and Cfluc-Jun dimer116 was used as a
control for identifying potential inhibitors of either luciferase145 or the Fos/Jun coiled-coil
itself. Any loss in signal observed upon addition of inhibitor to Fos-Nfluc and Cfluc-Jun
was subtracted from the kinase percent inhibition values.
All four kinases used in this proof-of-principle three-hybrid screen showed very
distinct inhibitory profiles against the panel of kinase inhibitors (Figure 3.4), with AKT1
being targeted by very few inhibitors from the panel. A cursory examination of the
complete data set (Table 3.1) clearly reveals that this three-hybrid method can be
potentially utilized to predict inhibitor selectivities. For example, the positive inhibitor
control, PKC-412 (4), inhibited all four kinases with inhibition values between 55% and
73%. Similarly, the known PKA inhibitor H-89 (5) was seen to inhibit PKA and AKT1,
at 67% and 21% inhibition respectively, but showed no appreciable inhibition of the other
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Figure 3.4 Small molecule screen of 80 inhibitors tested against four kinases. a) PKA, b)
AKT1, c) FGFR1, and d) PIM1 were each profiled against the full library. Results are
shown as the percent loss of inhibition upon addition of inhibitor (% inhibition). A full
table of results can be found in Table 3.1. e) Shown are the structures of several
compounds tested, with the corresponding results highlighted in the three-dimensional
plots.
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Table 3.1 Results of 80 inhibitors screened against 6 protein kinases.
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Table 3.1 - Continued
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two protein kinases, consistent with previous reports.95 A group of structurally similar
CDK inhibitors, aminopurvalanol A (6), purvalanol A (7), and purvalanol B (8), were
found to inhibit FGFR1 at 68%, 28%, and 58% respectively. Another group of inhibitors
(PI 828 (9), LY 294002 (10), and NU 7026 (11)) sharing structural similarity and
originally designed to target members of the phosphoinositide 3-kinase family, all
selectively inhibited PIM1 between 37% to 78% while not significantly inhibiting the
other three kinases. Given that 10 has been recently co-crystallized with PIM1 in a
crystallization screen,146 it is perhaps not surprising that both 9 and 11 are also inhibitory.
We also observed the lack of activity in this assay for an inhibitor reported to be selective
for AKT1, API-2 (12), which has been shown to prevent the activation of AKT1 in vivo,
by prohibiting its localization to the inner-membrane surface, which requires the PH
domain.147,148 It is possible that the reported activity exhibited by this small molecule
against AKT1 has been abolished, as the Cfluc-AKT1 fusion used in this screen
contained only the protein kinase domain. The structures of the remaining compounds
can be found in Figure 3.5.
To further interrogate the ability of this three-hybrid system to potentially profile
inhibitors of protein kinases that exist as oligomers in their native state, we turned
towards testing the catalytic domain of the AMP-activated protein kinases, AMPK1 and
AMPK2. We found that either Cfluc-AMPK1 or Cfluc-AMPK2 in the presence of FosNFluc and J-Staur provided signals of >100-fold over background luminescence. This
demonstrated that the catalytic domain for a natively trimeric kinase149,150 can potentially
be utilized independently from the oligomerization domain in this three-hybrid system.
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Figure 3.5 Structures of remaining compounds tested.
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Subsequently, both kinases were tested against the 80 compound panel and the results are
summarized in Table 3.1.
With profiling results of the panel of 80 known kinase inhibitors against six
kinases in hand, we turned towards comparing the results from this study with published
large-scale profiling studies.97,103,104 Of the 80 inhibitors tested in our panel, 9 have been
previously tested utilizing the phage-display capture methodology103,104 and 17 have been
recently profiled in standard kinase assays by Cohen and co-workers.97 The selectivity
profiles in our new three-hybrid approach were found to mirror the previously measured
selectivities reported utilizing phage-display capture (Table 3.2).

Similarly, the

compound selectivities utilizing this methodology were found to be similar to that
utilizing activity based assays for 13 compounds. Of the 4 compounds tested between all
three methods there was a single discrepancy, where compound SP 600125 demonstrated
no inhibition against PIM1 in both our experiments and the phage-display method,103
while the activity-based assay showed 60% inhibition.97 Noteworthy differences were
also found for three compounds tested in the traditional assay for PIM1 and AMPK1
(Table 3.3), where significantly more inhibition was observed compared to our method;
however, corresponding data from the phage-display approach have not been reported for
these compounds.

A major difference between the activity based assay and this

methodology is the relative ATP concentrations, where the activity based methods utilize
between 5-50 μM,97 while this method utilizes cellular levels of ATP (0.5-1 mM),151
which may result in different levels of inhibition observed for ATP-competitive
compounds. We plan to systematically investigate these potential differences between
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Table 3.2 Comparison of current data with existing reports. ND: no data.
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Table 3.3 Comparison of current results with existing reports which disagree. ND: no
data
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methodologies in future experiments.
Overall, these experiments clearly demonstrate that this three-hybrid assay
provides a potentially simple method for rapidly profiling in situ expressed kinases
against a large set of inhibitors. Even with this small test set of 80 known kinase
inhibitors, many of which are reported as selective inhibitors and have been utilized in
probing biology, it is clear that profiling compounds against several protein kinases can
reveal new activities against off target kinases. Moreover, this set of experiments also
speaks to three-hybrid design considerations, such as the need for testing the three-hybrid
system upon addition of additional kinase domains in the case of AKT1.
3.2.4 High-Throughput Generation of Binding Curves
Just as the 96-well plate can be applied to the qualitative screening of multiple
inhibitors for a kinase, so too can it be utilized for the determination of IC50’s of
individual small molecules. Using the four kinases first tested in the inhibitor screen,
PKA, AKT1, FGFR1, and PIM1 were each titrated with several concentrations of the
inhibitor PKC-412 (4), to ascertain the corresponding inhibition values (Figure 3.6). A
comparison of each of these calculated IC50’s with their corresponding reported Kd
values104 reveals some minor discrepancies. With both AKT1 and PIM1, the observed
IC50’s were approximately 3-fold higher than the apparent Kd values. The source of this
observed disagreement is likely similar to that observed in the titration of PKA with
staurosporine (Figure 2.7); the free small molecule, in this case PKC-412, must compete
with a second ligand (J-Staur) and high endogenous levels of ATP.

These IC50’s

underestimate the reported potency of PKC-412, consistent with the notion of having to
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Figure 3.6 Titration of four kinases with PKC-412. IC50 values for each kinase was
measured using a 96-well plate format, and the resulting inhibition curves were compared
to previously reported Kd’s.
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compete with other compounds. The remaining two kinases, PKA and FGFR1, gave
IC50’s suggesting tighter binding than previous reports. With PKA the inconsistency is
neglible, but the inhibition of FGFR1 by PKC-412 was almost 3-fold better than the
apparent Kd. This is probably due to a difference in conditions used to perform each of
the titrations, or possibly a result of different kinase constructs used to probe affinity.
The utilization of a 96-well plate to acquire IC50’s significantly improves the timescale
with which binding curves can be measured, relative to initial trials, and provides an
efficient means by which follow-up studies can be performed on molecules which
generate “hits” in an initial screen.

3.3 Conclusions
The set of experiments discussed here demonstrate that our split-luciferase system
is general and flexible enough to accommodate a number of diverse protein kinases and
rapidly use them in a high-throughput format to investigate protein kinase inhibitor
selectivity. This can be done by a cursory screen of a large number of compounds
against a single kinase and followed up with the titration of individual “hits,” which
exhibit appreciable potency, to obtain IC50’s. Even in the absence of full binding curves,
screens with a single concentration of inhibitor can provide significant insight into the
selectivity of many compounds. The results from our relatively small panel of kinases
tested against the 80 compound library were corroborated by a number of previously
reported off-target inhibitor activities, helping to authenticate our methodology as a valid
approach to screening kinase inhibitors.
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Though adaptable enough to incorporate a wide array of protein kinases, in its
current state, our system is not without limitations. A potential drawback is that the Junconjugated staurosporine will be unable to target protein kinases that have poor affinity
for staurosporine, such as MAPKs. However, we anticipate that replacing staurosporine
with appropriate kinase inhibitors, such a sunitinib or dasatinib, will in the long term
allow us to sample a large fraction of the kinome. Finally, certain small molecules that
potently inhibit luciferase activity will not be amenable for the split-luciferase-based
three-hybrid approach, but we anticipate that for such luciferase inhibitors145 a similar
strategy can be realized with alternate split-proteins, such as -lactamase.116,125,127
The set of truncation experiments shown here confirmed our earlier suspicion that
including a full-length kinase domain could be prohibitive to forming the desired ternary
complex, but also showed that this may not always be the case. The fact that the fulllength variants for FYN and AKT1 worked at all indicates that while interaction domains
are often inhibitory, they do not preclude the possibility of binding ligands at the active
site. In the future, it may be possible to use constructs like these to investigate inhibitors
targeting particular kinase conformations. This will warrant further investigation to
determine if allosteric modes of inhibition, requiring the full-length protein, can be
observed in our system.

3.4 Materials and Methods
All reagents were from Sigma-Aldrich unless otherwise noted. Enzymes and
oligonucleotide primers for cloning were purchased from NEB and IDT respectively.
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Mg(OAc)2 was obtained from EM Sciences and Tris-HCl was obtained from Research
Products International Corp. All translation materials and assay reagents were from
either Promega or Luceome Biotechnologies.
3.4.1 Cloning and mRNA Synthesis of Kinase Constructs
All Cfluc-Kinase clones were prepared by generating DNA strands encoding
appropriate protein fragments by PCR and cloning them into modified pRSFDuet-1
vector (Novagen) using standard cloning techniques. The modified vector, pRSF CflucMCS, was engineered to contain a multiple cloning site 3’ to Cfluc and a 13 amino acid
(GGS)n linker to facilitate the cloning of any new kinase as a split-luciferase fusion. The
previously mentioned Fos-Nfluc construct was used as the complementary luciferase half
for all experiments. Clones were verified by dideoxyoligonucleotide sequencing. All
protein kinase DNA fragments for cloning were generated by PCR using relevant primers
and specific DNA template sequences.

To generate mRNAs of each clone, PCR

fragments of each cloned fusion construct were produced from a forward primer
containing a T7 RNA polymerase promoter and mammalian Kozak sequence and a
reverse primer encoding a 3’ hairpin loop.116 These PCR products were subsequently
used as templates for in vitro mRNA synthesis using a RiboMax Large Scale RNA
Production System-T7 (Promega) according to the manufacturer’s protocols.
3.4.2 In Vitro Translation and Luciferase Assay Conditions
Each split-firefly luciferase mRNA construct was translated in Flexi-Rabbit
Reticulocyte Lysate (Promega) according to manufacturer’s protocol and assayed for
luminescence activity as has been described previously.116 Translation reactions (25 μL)
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were performed in duplicate using 0.5 pmol of Fos-Nfluc mRNA, 0.2 pmol of CflucKinase mRNA, 2 mM DTT, and 0.5 μL RNasin Plus (Promega), unless otherwise stated.
Truncation constructs were tested under identical conditions using 0.5 pmol mRNA of
the Fos-Nfluc and 0.2 pmol mRNA of the kinase-containing luciferase half (Cfluc).
After translations were incubated at 30 °C for 90 min, 1 μL of 3.125 μM J-Staur in buffer
A (6.76 mM TrisHCl, 3.38 mM Mg(OAc)2, pH 7.45) was added to 24 μL of each
reaction to form ternary complex. Similarly, 1 μL of buffer A was added to 24 μL of a
reaction as negative controls. For positive control (with J-Staur) and negative control
(only buffer A) samples, 24 μL of each reaction was immediately treated with 1 μL
DMSO. Inhibition by PKC-412 was tested by adding 1 μL of inhibitor at 250 μM in
DMSO to 24 μL mixtures of lysate containing J-Staur at 125 nM for initial inhibition
tests. All samples were equilibrated for 1 hr in the dark at room temperature upon
addition of DMSO or inhibitor. The final concentration of J-Staur prior to measurement
of luminescence was 120 nM, with PKC-412 at a concentration of 10 μM. Luciferase
activity was determined by mixing 20 μL lysate (containing J-Staur, staurosporine, etc.)
with 80 μL luciferase assay reagent incubating for 1 min, and measuring luminescence
using a Turner Biosystems 20/20n luminometer with a 10 sec integration time.
3.4.3 Small Molecule Inhibitor Profiling in a 96-well Plate Format
For plate-based small molecule screens, translations were scaled up to provide
sufficient reagents for duplicate reactions in 96-well plates. Each Cfluc-Kinase was
translated separately along with Fos-Nfluc using the conditions listed above.

After

translation and incubation at 30 °C for 90 min, several 24 μL aliquots of lysate were
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supplemented with 1 μL of buffer A and set aside as negative controls. The remaining
lysate was treated with J-Staur to a final concentration of 125 nM. 24 μL aliquots of
lysate treated with J-Staur were added to each well of a 96-well Lumitrac 200 plate
(Grenier Bio-one) containing 1 μL DMSO (for positive controls, no inhibtor) or 250 μM
inhibitor (final concentration of 10 μM). 76 of the inhibitors used on each plate were
from the Tocris Kinase Inhibitor Toolbox (Tocris Bioscience). Four inhibitors, PKC-412
(LC Labs), Sunitinib (LC Labs), Flavopiridol (Alexis), and Roscovitine (LC Labs), were
also included. A list of all compounds tested and their location on each plate can be
found in Table 3.1. The final concentrations of J-Staur and inhibitor were 120 nM and 10
μM respectively. For the PKC-412 titrations, the same procedure was followed, only
varying the concentration of inhibitor used in DMSO for each point. Plates were covered
with foil and equilibrated for 1 hour at room temperature. The Fos-Nfluc with Cfluc-Jun
control was prepared in parallel under identical conditions, excluding the addition of JStaur. Using a Centro XS LB 960 plate reader (Berthold Technologies), 80 μL of
luciferin assay reagent was injected into each well containing sample and luminescence
immediately measured with a 1 sec integration time.
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CHAPTER 4: EXPANDING THE PROTEIN KINASE LIBRARY AND TESTING
NEW INHIBITOR-ENABLED THREE-HYBRID SYSTEMS

4.1 Introduction
The ultimate goal of this project is to develop a comprehensive platform through
which every human protein kinase can be quickly interrogated for small molecule
inhibition, permitting the rapid determination of the selectivity of a compound for any
subset of kinases. We have therefore taken two tandem approaches to reaching this goal.
The first approach was to systematically test as many kinases as possible in our system,
and to date, just under 300 of the more than 500 human protein kinases have been fused
to the C-terminal half of firefly luciferase (Figure 4.1). Nearly all of these have been
tested in our three-hybrid system for signal generation upon complexation with Junstaurosporine (J-Staur, 2). About half of these have demonstrated reproducible increases
in luminescence upon addition of the staurosporine-derived CID.

This is largely

consistent with the reported affinities of these kinases for staurosporine (1), meaning that
a different, higher affinity ligand attached to the Jun peptide will be necessary to generate
ternary complex using the remaining kinases. This obstacle naturally leads into the
second approach: the systematic modification and conjugation of different inhibitors
possessing selectivity profiles that are complementary to that of staurosporine to afford
new Jun-small molecule CIDs. Toward this goal, we have synthesized peptide-ligand
conjugates which contain one of two alternative inhibitors attached to Jun, either
dasatinib (84) or sunitinib (20). Preliminary results suggest that we can reasonably
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Figure 4.1 Kinome map of cloned Cfluc-kinase constructs. The ~300 kinase domains
which have been fused to the C-terminal luciferase fragment are denoted in red circles,
while those which have yet to be cloned are labeled in blue. A list of all current Cfluckinase constructs can be found in Appendix B. The kinome phylogenetic tree reproduced
courtesy of Cell Signal Technology, Inc. (www.cellsignal.com).
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predict which kinases will successfully work with a given Jun-conjugate based upon
reported Kd values. This combination of expanding both the Cfluc-kinase panel and Junligand CIDs has enabled us to significantly enhance the utility of our assay and will assist
future developments.

4.2 Results and Discussion
4.2.1 Correlation Between Split-Luciferase Reassembly with J-Staur and Kinase
Affinities
As a promiscuous inhibitor capable of binding to a large number of kinases with
relatively high affinity, staurosporine (1) has proven an exceptionally effective handle for
generating functional ternary complexes with many different proteins.

When

staurosporine was originally modified for conjugation to the Jun peptide,117,136 design
considerations took into account the orientation of the small molecule in the active site of
the kinase (Figure 4.2a).

The position chosen for chemical conjugation not only

protrudes from the active site but can be selectively modified for attachment to Jun,
yielding Jun-staurosporine (J-Staur, 2). Though easily adapted to conjugation, steric
congestion around this secondary amine means that the affinity for staurosporine is likely
to be perturbed by adding an amide bond at this position in attaching it to Jun. Thus, the
reported staurosporine Kd values for various kinases may not accurately reflect the
dissociation constants the same kinases would have for J-Staur. In addition to having
extensively profiled staurosporine Kd values, Ambit Biosciences has reported apparent Kd
values for the staurosporine analog PKC-412 (4).103,104,152 Though quite different from J-
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Figure 4.2 Analysis of staurosporine and PKC-412 binding affinities relative to complex
formation. a) Staurosporine (1) was modified for conjugation to Jun based upon the
crystal structure of the molecule with PKA (PDB ID: 1STC). J-Staur (2) is modified
similarly to the staurosporine analog PKC-412 (4) in that both contain an amide bond to
the same amine. b) A comparison of reported Kd values for staurosporine and PKC-412
shows an approximate 100-fold loss in affinity when 1 is modified with a benzamide. All
kinases which generated a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) >2-fold have reported Kd values for
staurosporine of 300 nM or less. c) A plot of signal-to-noise generated with J-Staur for
all kinases tested versus the apparent Kd values of the same kinases for staurosporine.
Staurosporine works quite well with kinases from a wide variety of diverse groups, but in
general the affinities for TK kinases (dotted circle) are lower.
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Staur due to the benzyl ring, both 2 and 4 share an amide bond at the same site, which
results in critical differences in hydrogen bonding for certain kinases.146,153-156
Thus, we wanted to examine whether the reported staurosporine and PKC-412
affinities were better able to predict the success or failure of each individual three-hybrid
assay.

Toward this goal, we first generated a plot of the apparent Kd values for

staurosporine versus those for PKC-412 for all kinases tested in our assay, using the
negative log of each Kd (pKd) (Figure 4.2b). Each point on this plot represents a different
protein kinase. It is immediately apparent that the pKd values for PKC-412 are almost
universally lower than those for staurosporine with any given kinase. This distribution of
points suggests that modification of the secondary amine typically results in one to three
orders of magnitude in lost affinity when a benzamide is attached at that position.
Additionally, the points are color-coded into two groups; one group represents kinases
that demonstrate a better than 2-fold enhancement upon addition of J-Staur (red), while
the other is of those which do not generate reproducible levels of luminescence with JStaur (less than 2-fold, green).
It is significant to note two main observations. First, all of the kinases that
provide a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) better than 2 have an affinity for staurosporine of at
least 300 nM (pKd of 6.5). This provides us with a maximum Kd which can be used to
anticipate the effectiveness of future kinases in our assay. Secondly, a similar cutoff can
not be made for PKC-412. Though most of the operant kinases have affinities for PKC412 of at least 1 μM, a good number of them have reported Kd values worse than 10 μM
(pKd of 5; points falling on the x-axis). Thus, PKC-412 affinity is not as valuable a
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predictor of kinase utility in this system.

Together, these observations allow us to

presuppose that the affinity of these kinases for J-Staur lies somewhere in between that
for staurosporine (1) and PKC-412 (4).
Though the ability to bind staurosporine with sub-300 nM affinity may be a
necessary condition to form functional ternary complex and reassemble luciferase, it is
not always a sufficient one. Several aberrant kinases with relatively high affinities for
both staurosporine and PKC-412 were unable to generate a S/N better than 2. TNK1 and
GRK1 are prime examples of this, with both having reported Kd values of ~1 nM for
staurosporine and ~100 nM for PKC-412, yet neither kinase fused to Cfluc was able to
form reassembled luciferase upon addition of J-Staur.

Future work will focus on

determining the source of this discrepancy for this aberrant set of protein kinases.
An exceptionally large number of kinases are able to tightly bind staurosporine,
but many are not. If we now plot the reported staurosporine pKd values versus the
measured signal-to-noise ratio for each kinase and sort by kinase group (Figure 4.2c), it is
instantly clear that some families tend to have higher affinities for the ligand and as a
group are more useful than others. For example, both the CAMK and AGC groups enjoy
relatively high affinities for staurosporine and provide consistently good S/N with JStaur. Other families, like the TK and TKL groups, tend to have much lower affinities
for staurosporine, with the overwhelming majority described as binding worse than 10
nM (pKd lower than 8). Given that the modifications used to attach staurosporine to Jun
are likely to further impede binding, this explains the comparably low S/N for these
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kinases. In order to generate a functional ternary complex for many of these kinases, new
Jun-inhibitor conjugates with different selectivity profiles will be required.
4.2.2 Design of New Jun-Ligand Conjugates
Two new inhibitors were chosen for constructing new CIDs to allow us to sample
a larger portion of the currently cloned protein kinases: dasatinib (Figure 4.3a, 84) and
sunitinib (Figure 4.3b, 20). Both of these inhibitors are currently approved by the FDA
for the treatment of cancer and are known to primarily target members of the TK
group,157-159 providing us with ligands targeting kinases that can only weakly bind
staurosporine. Crystal structures for both of these compounds bound in the active site of
a kinase have been solved, allowing us to identify an appropriate, solvent-exposed
position to modify for conjugation to the Jun peptide. The highlighted positions (red
circle) extend away from the surface of the protein and are considerably less sterically
congested than in the structures of staurosporine bound in the active site of kinase. In
fact, in the structure of sunitinib bound in the active site of KIT, the triethylamine
attached at the highlighted amide was so flexible that no electron density was
observed.160 This lead us to believe that modifications to 84 and 20 to create Jundasatinib (J-Das, 85) and Jun-sunitinib (J-Sun, 86) at the positions highlighted were not
likely to be significantly detrimental to the ability to bind either ligand.
4.2.3 Results for J-Sun and J-Das in Complex Assembly
A sizable portion of the existing kinase panel has now been tested for complex
formation with either J-Sun or J-Das, though not as thoroughly as with J-Staur. As a
proof of principle, we first sampled three kinases, PKA, an AGC kinase, and VEGFR2
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Figure 4.3 Modifications made to dasatinib and sunitinib for attachment to Jun. Crystal
structures of a) dasatinib (84) bound to ABL (PDB ID: 2GQG) and b) sunitinib (20)
bound to KIT (PDB ID: 3G0E) were used to identify positions amenable to modification
for conjugation to Jun. The structures of Jun-dasatinib (J-Das, 85) and Jun-sunitinib (JSun, 86) are also shown.
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and RIPK2, both tyrosine kinases, with each of our three Jun-conjugates. The results
clearly illustrate that each one of the CIDs is orthogonal with respect to certain kinases
(Figure 4.4a).

For example, PKA generated the most luminescence with J-Staur,

VEGFR2 with J-Sun, and RIPK2 with J-Das. VEGFR2 was the only kinase of these
three that was capable of demonstrating better than 2-fold S/N with more than one Junconjugate, and even in this case it was clearly much more effective with J-Sun than with
J-Staur. Thus, these new Jun-ligand CIDs gave us access to new kinases which would
not have worked in our three-hybrid system otherwise.
So far, roughly 100 kinases, or a third of the available Cfluc-kinase fusions, have
been tested with either J-Das or J-Sun for luciferase reassembly.

With J-Das, the

overwhelming majority of kinases resulting in reproducible levels of luminescence come
from the TK group, with a handful of TKL kinases also working (Figure 4.4b). J-Sun
also produced the most amount of luminescence when used with TK group members, but
its selectivity profile overlaps a fair amount with that for staurosporine103,104,152 and can
competently bind kinases from a number of different kinase groups (Figure 4.4c). As
was seen with J-Staur, the majority of kinases that provide better than 2-fold S/N with JSun and J-Das have reported Kd values for their respective inhibitors of lower than 300
nM. The fact that a number of kinases with affinities for sunitinib and dasatinib below
this value were still able to accumulate ternary complex could be a case of the modified
inhibitors actually binding to these kinases with higher affinity than the unmodified form.
There are a few exceptions, for example, the kinase LCK and J-Das, where, despite
having a reported sub-nanomolar affinity for dasatinib, the kinase was unable to generate
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Figure 4.4 Results of testing Jun-dasatinib and Jun-sunitinib with available kinases. a)
Relative luminescence observed when Cfluc fused to either PKA, VEGFR2, or RIPK2
was tested with each of the three available Jun-conjugated CIDs. Each kinase generated
the most signal with a different ligand. Correlation between pKd and signal-to-noise
observed for all kinases tested with either b) J-Das or c) J-Sun. Note the prevalence
among TKs for generating the most signal over background and having the highest
reported affinities with these inhibitor-conjugates.
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signal above the background. Further investigation will seek to understand the basis for
this disagreement.

4.3 Conclusions
Modifications to the ligand attached to our Jun peptide clearly provide a path for
us to tune split-luciferase assembly to accommodate potentially any kinase for which a
sub-micromolar ligand is available. The trio of J-Staur, J-Das, and J-Sun will allow us to
begin screening a large fraction of the currently cloned kinome based on their unique
patterns of promiscuity. Future work will be devoted to completing the split-luciferase
protein kinase library into our split-luciferase system and identifying the necessary set of
compounds which can be readily tethered to Jun for three-hybrid complex formation.
The correlation between apparent Kd values and the observed signal-to-noise
ratios will make testing new kinases with one of these Jun-conjugates much more
efficient in the future. Being able to predict a priori whether or not a kinase should work
with a given Jun-conjugate will alleviate the need to test each new kinase with all
available Jun-conjugates.

4.4 Materials and Methods
4.4.1 Cloning Kinases
All Cfluc-Kinase clones were prepared as previously discussed, using the
modified pRSFDuet vector, pRSF Cfluc-MCS. The cloning of many of the kinases
reported here was assisted by Alicia Gaj, Ahmed Badran, and Sarah Edwards. A table of
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all current Cfluc-kinase clones can be found in Appendix B. The Fos-Nfluc construct
was used as the complementary firefly luciferase fragment for all experiments. Clones
were confirmed by dideoxyoligonucleotide sequencing. To generate mRNAs of each
clone, PCR fragments of each cloned fusion construct were produced a pair of specially
designed in vitro T7 transcription primers.116 These PCR products were subsequently
used as templates for in vitro mRNA synthesis using a RiboMax Large Scale RNA
Production System-T7 (Promega) according to the manufacturer’s protocols.
4.4.2 Synthesis of New Jun-Conjugates
The J-Staur construct use here has been previously described in the
literature.117,136 J-Sun was synthesized by Carolyn Shomin and J-Das was used courtesy
of Luca Ogunleye.
4.4.3 Validation of New Jun-Conjugates
All mRNA constructs were translated in Flexi-Rabbit Reticulocyte Lysate
(Promega) according to manufacturer’s protocol and assayed for luminescence activity as
has been described previously.116

Translation reactions (25 μL) were performed in

duplicate using 0.5 pmol of Fos-Nfluc mRNA, 0.2 pmol of Cfluc-Kinase mRNA, 2 mM
DTT, and 0.5 μL RNasin Plus (Promega), unless otherwise stated. After translations
were incubated at 30 °C for 90 min, 1 μL of either 3.125 μM J-Staur, 7.5 μM J-Das, or
μM 7.5 J-Sun, each in buffer A (6.76 mM TrisHCl, 3.38 mM Mg(OAc)2, pH 7.45), was
added to 24 μL of each reaction. Similarly, 1 μL of buffer A was added to 24 μL of a
reaction as negative controls. The final concentration of each Jun-conjugate was 125 nM
J-Staur, 300 nM J-Das, or 300 nM J-Sun. All samples were then equilibrated for 30 min
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to 1 h in the dark at room temperature upon addition of Jun-conjugate. Luciferase
activity was determined by mixing 20 μL lysate (containing Jun-conjugate or buffer) with
80 μL luciferase assay reagent incubating for 1 min, and measuring luminescence using a
Turner Biosystems 20/20n luminometer with a 10 sec integration time. Signal-to-noise
ratios were calculated by dividing the luminescence observed with the inclusion of Junconjugate by the signal observed when only buffer was added.
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CHAPTER 5: TESTING THE PROMISCUITY OF 80 KINASE INHIBITORS
AGAINST THE AGC KINASE GROUP

5.1 Introduction
The contents from the following chapter are taken from the manuscript “Testing
the Promiscuity of 80 Kinase Inhibitors Against the AGC Kinase Group Using a Splitluciferase Screen,” which was recently submitted to the Journal of Medicinal Chemistry.
Cloning of the Cfluc-Kinase fusions was assisted by Alicia Gaj, and the J-Staur conjugate
was synthesized by Carolyn Shomin and Kurt Cox.

All other experiments were

performed by the author.
Protein kinases are characterized by their ability to specifically phosphorylate the
hydroxyl group of serine, threonine, or tyrosine residues on client proteins, thereby
affecting almost all intracellular signal transduction pathways. More than 500 protein
kinases comprise the human kinome5 and many kinases have been extensively targeted
with small molecule inhibitors as therapeutics for the treatment of disease and also for the
development of reagents for elucidating the function of a particular kinase in a signaling
pathway.101 The high degree of similarity among kinases often results in off-target
inhibition, which can be a significant impediment for correctly interpreting a small
molecule’s effect on signal transduction97 as well as resulting in undesirable side-effects
in therapeutic applications. Thus there is continued interest in the assessment of the
selectivity of small molecule inhibitors to afford appropriately selective biological probes
and therapeutics.
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The human kinome is commonly divided into seven major groups, based
primarily upon function and sequence identity, one of which is the serine/threonine group
of AGC kinases.5 The AGC group of protein kinases consists of 60 related proteins and
is so named for three key members: cAMP-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit
alpha (PRKACA; also known as PKA), cGMP-dependent protein kinase 1 (PKG1), and
protein kinase C (PKC).161,162 As is common among kinases, members of this group are
involved in the regulation of cell proliferation, differentiation, and survival. Many of the
AGCs are believed to phosphorylate a large number of substrates in vivo, and they play
diverse roles in signaling, from the phosphorylation of BCL2-antagonist of cell death to
prevent the activation of the apoptotic pathway,163 to the direct control of gene regulation
through phosphorylation of transcription factor forkhead box O.164

The consensus

substrate motifs recognized by each of the AGC kinases tend to be quite similar within
the group, and this redundancy perhaps exists to allow various extra-cellular stimuli to
modulate the same downstream effect through different mechanisms.162
A number AGC kinases have emerged as potential therapeutic drug targets for the
treatment of cancer and diabetes.162 Oncogenic mutations resulting in the increased
activity of both AKT1 and PDPK1 have been shown to play a role in the survival of
certain cancers.165-167

Recent years have seen a push toward multi-kinase targeted

inhibitors,98 but the off-target inhibition of kinases critical to normal cellular function can
have significant negative consequences.168 For example, the inhibition of AMP-activated
protein kinase by sunitinib, a multi-target tyrosine kinase inhibitor used in the treatment
of a number of solid tumors, has recently been implicated in cardiotoxic side effects
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associated with its use.169 Adverse side effects caused by off-target interactions are
perhaps acceptable for the short-term treatment of cancer,81 however, long-term therapies
will likely require improved selectivity in order to minimize undesirable side effects.
A number of recent publications have detailed significant strides toward screening
kinase inhibitors against increasingly larger portions of the kinome. More thorough
preclinical screens can be expected to improve clinical outcomes,168 enhance the ability
of medicinal chemists to design optimally selective therapeutics,98 and aid in the
identification of truly selective small molecule probes for in vivo signal transduction
studies. Seminal papers by Cohen and coworkers represent some of the earliest efforts
toward developing more complete selectivity profiles of commonly used signal
transduction reagents.95-97 More recently, several datasets of small molecules profiled
against

kinase

panels

have

been

published

by

Ambit

Biosciences,103,104

GlaxoSmithKline,170,171 and Abbott Laboratories.172 While the Ambit results focused
primarily on generating comprehensive selectivity profiles for already characterized
kinase inhibitors and therapeutics, the studies from GlaxoSmithKline and Abbott
laboratories sought to identify characteristics common to kinase inhibitors and what types
of chemical scaffolds afford the ability to target different, distally related kinases, with
particular focus upon the tyrosine kinases. Taken together, these efforts represent a
major step in painting a clearer picture of kinase pharmacology.
Many commercially available small molecule sets are used to dissect signal
transduction pathways, though their potential off-target effects have not been
systematically investigated.

Herein we seek to improve the knowledge base regarding
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kinase inhibitor selectivity, particularly with regard to understanding potential off target
effects against the AGC family. To this end we have screened a library of 80 previously
characterized kinase inhibitors against a panel of 27 protein kinases. This panel was
comprised of 23 AGC kinases as well as the three Aurora kinase isforms and STK32B
because of their relatively high identity to this group (Figure 5.1). Of the 80 compounds
tested, only 10 of them have been reported to selectively target members of the AGC
group. We employed a recently reported cell-free kinase inhibition assay which relies
upon competitive active-site interactions to effect luminescence generation.138

This

method allows for the rapid interrogation of many kinases without first having to
optimize recombinant protein expression or identify substrates for poorly studied kinases.
The selectivities of each compound were evaluated by examining how similarly
structured small molecules affected highly similar kinases. In order to appraise the
relationship between kinase identity and inhibitor promiscuity, kinase identity groups of
either the kinase domain or only active-site residues were scored for inhibition frequency
and compared between identity groups.

5.2 Results and Discussion
5.2.1 AGC Kinase Library Construction and Screening Assay
In order to utilize the aforementioned competitive binding assay, each kinase was
prepared by first fusing the protein kinase domain of 27 kinases to the C-terminal half of
firefly luciferase (Cfluc) through a 13-residue linker. Only the kinase domain and the
AGC C-terminal domain,140 where relevant, were included for these constructs. Because
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Figure 5.1 Dendrogram of the 27 AGC kinases screened. Six families are highlighted.
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we were interested in interactions at the active site of the kinases, and in particular the
ATP-binding site, peripheral domains were excluded to prevent potential interference.
Several of the kinases used in this study contain two kinase domains, namely the
ribosomal protein S6 kinases (RSKs), and in these instances only the N-terminal kinase
domain was attached to the appropriate luciferase half. A second construct consisting of
the complementary N-terminal half of luciferase (Nfluc) was attached to the coiled-coil
Fos and translated in reticulocyte lysate alongside each Cfluc-kinase chimera. The Jun
peptide, which binds Fos, was conjugated to an ATP-competitive kinase inhibitor, a
staurosporine analog, and added to a mixture of these two proteins, resulting in increased
luminescence due to a functional ternary complex (Figure 2.3).

Because of its

promiscuity, staurosporine (1) provides an ideal active-site anchor, allowing us to
interrogate any kinase that binds our modified staurosporine conjugated to Jun (2).117,136
Following the formation of the light-generating ternary complex, the addition of free
kinase inhibitors targeting the ATP-binding site could be used to outcompete
staurosporine binding, resulting in a loss of luminescence. A library of 80 common
kinase inhibitors, designed to target a diverse array of kinases, was screened against each
of the 27 kinases in a 96-well format to identify potential interactions. Inhibitors were
tested at a final concentration of 10 μM in order to qualitatively generate selectivity
profiles for each small molecule against the AGC group of kinases. The extent to which
luminescent signal was abrogated by the addition of a compound was tabulated as percent
inhibition values; a higher percent inhibition means a greater relative loss of
luminescence. A full table of all of the results can be found in Table 5.1, with selectivity
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Table 5.1 Results of an 80 inhibitor screen against 27 AGC kinases. Each inhibitor was
tested at a final concentration of 10 μM, with eight inhibitors excluded from these results
due to the effect observed on a Fos/Jun control.
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Table 5.1 - Continued
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Table 5.1 - Continued
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Table 5.1 - Continued
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Table 5.1 - Continued
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Table 5.1 - Continued
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5.2.2 Nonselective Kinase Inhibitors
Several of the small molecules screened in this panel were quite promiscuous and
were found to have activity against a relatively large fraction of the kinases tested. Many
of these “nonselective” inhibitors share very similar structural elements to staurosporine,
containing a bisindolylmaleimide or indolocarbazole scaffold. Interest in these structural
motifs has not waned as can be seen from recent drug discovery efforts by Novartis173
and ArQule.174 Two inhibitors, SB 218078 (61) and PKC-412 (4), possess the most
staurosporine-like structural features and were also the most promiscuous compounds in
this set. Interestingly, SB 218078 is marketed as being a selective inhibitor of checkpoint
kinase (CHK1),175 and PKC-412, also known as midostaurin, is currently in phase III
clinical trials for the treatment several cancer types.81 Every kinase in the panel was
inhibited at least 20% by one or both of these compounds. Most of the kinases were
inhibited relatively equally by both compounds, but some of them demonstrated a
preference for one over the other. For example, PKC-412 was much more active against
PKG1 and STK32B, while SGK2 showed >60% more inhibition by SB 218078.
Two bisindolylmaleimides, Ro 31-8220 (43) and GF 109203X (17), constitute a
second pair of staurosporine-like compounds sharing similar structural features, but these
two demonstrated more selectivity than 4 and 61. Both 43 and 17 were originally
developed as PKC inhibitors176,177 with the former inhibiting all five of the PKC isoforms
tested at least 47%. Across the board, Ro 31-8220 was the more potent and less selective
inhibitor of the two, with no kinase exhibiting greater inhibition by compound GF
109203X. Three of the PKC isoforms, , , and , appeared relatively tolerant to
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Figure 5.2 Selectivity profiles for compounds against the AGC kinase panel. Results
were mapped to the AGC dendrogram (Figure 5.1) based on the measured % inhibition
values (Table 5.1). Profiles were generated for every compound which displayed >25%
inhibition against at least one kinase.
Inhibitor potency is represented by a
proportionately sized pink circle, with the circles positioned according to the kinase
inhibited.
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differences between the two compounds and showed less loss in inhibitory activity by 17
than did many of the other kinases. It is significant to note that only PDPK1 and the
three Aurora kinases were not appreciably inhibited by either of these compounds.
Arcyriaflavin A (52), PD 407824 (67), and CGP 53353 (51), represent minimal
analogs of staurosporine, where 52 and 67, containing an indolocarbazole scaffold, have
been reported to selectively inhibit cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) 4/cylin D1 and CHK1
and Wee1 respectively.178,179 Eight of the kinases tested showed no inhibition by either
compound, but more than half were inhibited >25% by one or both. CGP 53353, a PKC
inhibitor selective for the II isoform,180 was the lone selective compound within this
group, possibly because of lack of potency, inhibiting only PKC and DMPK at 22% and
30% respectively. In contrast with the other compounds similar to staurosporine, 51
lacks the indole ring and is by far the most conformationally flexible within this class of
compounds. Two other maleimide-based compounds, SB 415286 (38) and SB 216763
(37), were also tested, and neither molecule exhibited better than 25% inhibition against
any of the kinases tested.
Sunitinib (20), a tyrosine kinase inhibitor currently FDA-approved for the
treatment of gastrointestinal stromal tumors, was the most promiscuous inhibitor lacking
significant structural similarities with staurosporine, aside from an indolone ring. All six
of the members of the RSK family were inhibited >50%, with eight additional kinases
inhibited >25%.
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5.2.3 Selective Kinase Inhibitors
In contrast with the staurosporine-like group of inhibitors, the overwhelming
majority of compounds in our library exhibited more limited selectivity profiles. In fact,
a large number of the small molecules showed no measurable activity at 10 μM against
any of the kinases tested here. While some of the compounds possess decidedly unique
structures relative to other library members, several groups of molecules sharing
conserved or similar substructures can be readily identified.

Similarly structured

inhibitors consistently demonstrated activity toward the same protein kinase and
frequently against groups of proteins sharing high identity.
One such group of structurally similar small molecules found in this library is the
sulfonylisoquinoline-containing molecules: H-89 (5), fasudil (16), and HA-1100 (49; also
known as hydroxyfasudil). Two other compounds can be included in this group because
of structural similarity (ML-9, 14) and a common identified target (Y-27632, 21). H-89
has been marketed as a relatively selective inhibitor of PKA, but is known to exhibit
activity against a number of other kinases,95,97 and AKT1 and eight other AGC kinases
were inhibited at least 20%.

Among those inhibited were both isoforms of

serum/glucocorticoid-regulated kinase (SGK), PKC, and PKC. Additionally, all three
members of the PKA family (PKA, PKA, and PRKX) and the highly similar PKG1
were inhibited by more than 65%. Fasudil, its active metabolite HA-1100, and Y-27632
have been identified as potent inhibitors of Rho-associated protein kinase 1 (ROCK1),181183

and all of them exhibited activity toward PKG1 and PRKX, with 16 also inhibiting

PKA and PKA. All four of these targets are fairly similar, based on kinase domain
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identity, and some cross-kinase activity for relatives is not unexpected. Interestingly,
ML-9 is structurally similar to HA-1100 but is a considerably less potent inhibitor of
PKG1 and PRKX. This is likely due to the replacement of the isoquinoline nitrogen with
a carbon and the substitution of a hydroxyl for a chloro group. Based on the crystal
structures of 49 bound to ROCK1 and PKA, the nitrogen and hydroxyl group make
important hydrogen bonds to a backbone carbonyl and amide nitrogen respectively
(Figure 5.3). The inability of ML-9 to form this hydrogen bond is perhaps the basis for
the low activity of this compound toward this set of kinases.
A second group of compounds sharing a pyrazolopyrimidine core includes PP1
(29), PP2 (32), 1-naphthyl PP1 (77), and CGP 57380 (69). 29 and 32 were first identified
as potent inhibitors of SRC family kinases,184 but further studies revealed activity toward
several non-tyrosine kinases and that this is controlled by the residue size at a putative
gatekeeper site.185,186 The kinases most potently inhibited by PP1 possess either a valine
or threonine at this position (Figure 5.4), while those which are weakly inhibited usually
contain a larger hydrophobic residue, such as isoleucine, leucine, or methionine. Using a
chemical genetics approach, 1-naphthyl PP1 was developed to target mutant kinases with
a glycine in the gatekeeper position, enabling the active site of such mutants to
accommodate the larger naphthyl ring,187 but 1-naphthyl PP1 has also demonstrated
activity against a number of wild-type kinases. Among the members of the panel tested
here, STK32B was the most potently inhibited by 29, 32, and 77 and was the sole kinase
to contain a valine at the gatekeeper site. The other 26 kinases tested have either a
leucine or methionine at this position. The only other kinases to be inhibited by all three
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Figure 5.3 Structural features contributing to selective inhibition by HA-1100. From the
crystal structure of HA-1100 bound to the active site of PKA (PDB ID: 2ERZ), several
hydrogen bonds are formed between the small molecule and a pair of active site residues
(T183 and D184), as well as between the isoquinoline nitrogen and hydroxyl groups and
a neighboring backbone amine and carbonyl respectively. While ML-9 would be able to
H-bond with both T183 and D184, changes to the isoquinoline would prevent favorable
interactions with backbone moieties.
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Figure 5.4 Selective inhibition by PP1 and its derivatives. PP1 (shown in the active site
of the SRC family kinase HCK; PDB ID: 1QCF) and two analogs, PP2 and 1-naphthyl
PP1, contain an adenosine ring (blue) that binds in much the same conformation as the
adenosine of ATP-analog AMP-NP. The adenosine ring is modified with a bulky
aromatic group (pink) that occupies a nearby pocket in the active site. A residue in the
vicinity of this binding pocket, known as the gatekeeper residues (T338) is exceptionally
variable among protein kinases and sterically controls the selectivity of PP1. Kinases
potently inhibited by PP1 typically contain a threonine, valine or smaller residue this
position. The majority of kinases tested contain a larger methionine (M) or leucine (L) at
this position, with the exception of STK32B, which was the most significantly inhibited
of all AGC kinases tested.
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of these compounds were PKA and DMPK, though weakly (between 19% and 32%
inhibition). In spite of it having been designed to be more selective, 77 exhibited >20%
inhibition against seven kinases. While it lacks the t-butyl functional group and contains
a secondary amine linkage to a fluorophenyl modification, CGP 57380 can be included in
this group as well because it contains the same pyrazolopyrimidine substructure.
Reportedly selective for MNK1 over SRC and several other kinases inhibited by PP1,188
69 was significantly active only against STK32B (42% inhibition). STK32B was the
only kinase to be inhibited >40% by any and all of the four pyrazolopyrimidine-based
inhibitors.
Due to their involvement in NFB signaling, a number of protein kinases are
potential targets for the treatment of rheumatism and inflammation.189 Recent work by
Novartis led to the development of a selective inhibitor for IB kinases 1 and 2 (IKK1
and IKK2), IKK 16 (57).190 In our assay, this molecule was found to be one of the few
non-staurosporine-like compounds to potently inhibit SGK2 and SGK3, both at >60%
inhibition. IKK 16 was also observed to inhibit Aurora kinase B (AURKB), PRKX, and
three of the five PKC isoforms (, , and ) >29%. PKC was the most potently
inhibited of these 7 kinases at 83% inhibition, which was the greatest inhibition measured
by any of the compounds against this kinase.
Several purvalanol derivatives, purvalanol A (7), purvalanol B (8), and
aminopurvalanol A (6), were also included in the inhibitor screen. All three of these
compounds were engineered to target cyclin-dependent kinases191,192 but have been
reported to have significant, though less potent, activity toward several other kinases,
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including RSK1.96,97 Each of the three purvalanol compounds was found to inhibit at
least three of the six RSK family members at >40% inhibition. Purvalanol A was the
least potent, with purvalanol B and aminopurvalanol A exhibiting comparable activity
against five RSKs. Nuclear mitogen- and stress-activated protein kinase 1 (MSK1) was
the only member of this family not to be inhibited >40% by at least two of these
compounds. Roscovitine (18) and olomoucine (23), two other CDK-targeted inhibitors
with structures similar to the purvalanols,193,194 were seen to have negligible activity
against any of the kinases tested.
Two inhibitors, Ki 8751 (58) and ZM 447439 (53), were among several
compounds to show activity against one or more of the Aurora kinases. Compound 58,
reported to be selective for vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 2 over a number
of other receptor tyrosine kinases,195 was quite effective at inhibiting several AGC
kinases. In particular, all three Aurora kinases were inhibited the most, between 41-80%,
and four of the RSK family kinases were inhibited >20%. ZM 447439, an inhibitor
found to preferentially target AURKB and AURKC over AURKA and a number of other
kinases,196 was found to be very selective for its targets. Within the subset of protein
kinases assayed, both AURKB and AURKC were inhibited >50% at 10 μM, with the
compound failing to show appreciable activity toward any other kinase.
SD 208 (80) was first derived as an inhibitor of transforming growth factor-beta
receptor 1 (TGFR1).197 Transforming growth factor-beta signaling has been implicated
in playing a role in the migration and invasion of malignant glioma,198 and as such, its
receptor, TGFR1, has drawn interest as a target in order to block signaling by this
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ligand. In our assay, SD 208 was shown to have >25% inhibition toward all three AKTs
and as well as three of the PKC isoforms (, , and ).
Though quite structurally distinct inhibitors, TPCA-1 (60), PHA 665752 (66), and
GW 843682X (74) demonstrated somewhat similar patterns of inhibition. Intended to
target IKK2,199 c-MET,200 and polo-like kinase 1,201 respectively, each of these molecules
showed activity against AURKB, AURKC, and at least two of the RSKs at >25%
inhibition. Compound 60 was the only one of these to also significantly inhibit PKC.
A number of compounds showed activity against just one or two of the kinases
tested.

This group of inhibitors included flavopiridol (40),202 which hit PKC and

AURKC; GW 5074 (28),203 LY 364947 (68),204 and Iressa (75),205 which hit AURKB;
terreic acid (31),206 SB 239063 (41),207 and SB 203580 (30),208 which hit STK32B; and
Ro 08-2750 (46);209 and rottlerin (35),210 which hit PKC.

Very few structural

similarities exist between these molecules, and their activities were relatively lower than
some of the other inhibitors, with no inhibition >40% being measured.
Interestingly, 36 of the 80 compounds tested showed little to no activity (<25%
inhibition) at 10 μM against any of the kinases tested. Given the conserved nature of
protein kinase active sites, this level of selectivity against the AGC family is encouraging
for the future development of highly selective molecular probes. These scaffolds may
provide a starting point for designing new inhibitors that avoid the off-target inhibition of
the AGC family of kinases tested here.
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5.2.4 Inhibition of Luciferase
One potential limitation associated with screening methods dependent upon the
enzymatic activity of luciferase is the inhibition of the reporter enzyme itself by test
compounds. Luciferase, like kinases, requires ATP as a substrate, and because the
overwhelming majority of kinase inhibitors target the ATP-binding site, the observance
of activity toward luciferase in library screens is estimated to be at least 3% of
compounds.145,211 Indeed, quinoline containing compounds, which are known to act as
potent inhibitors of kinases,212 have also been found to inhibit at least two different forms
of luciferase.145
We previously reported six compounds which were seen to affect luciferase
activity (SU 4312 (33); BIO (79); BI 78D3 (82); FPA 124 (73); TCS 359 (63) and
dorsomorphin (78)),138 but two additional compounds were identified upon a subsequent
analysis: SU 5416 (76) and GW 441756 (44) (Figure 5.5a).

Initial luminescence

readings, taken 1 s after addition of luciferin to a Fos-Nfluc/Cfluc-Jun control, suggested
no unusual activity with respect to 76 and 44. Measurements taken either 120 s or 600 s
after addition of luciferin were 15% and 20% higher than controls containing only
DMSO (i.e. a negative percent inhibition) for SU 5416 and GW 441756 respectively.
TCS 359 and dorsomorphin, which inhibited luciferase in the first pass of readings, not
only exhibited a loss of inhibition but also an increase of luminescence over the
maximally anticipated signal upon longer exposure to luciferin. This apparent small
molecule-induced gain in luminescence was first reported in in vivo studies in 1991,213
and is perhaps due to the ligand-based stabilization of the enzyme by the small molecule,
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Figure 5.5 Inhibition of a Fos-Nfluc/Cfluc-Jun control. a) A Fos/Jun dimer containing
reassembled luciferase was screened against the same inhibitor panel as the kinases to
determine if any compounds affected luciferase activity. Luminescence measurements
were taken at different time points (1 s, 120 s, and 600 s). Shown are the percent
inhibition values for 8 compounds seen to perturb luciferase activity, along with a nonluciferase kinase inhibition (PKC-412) for comparison. The higher the percent
inhibition, the greater the abrogation of enzymatic activity. Negative percent inhibiton
values represent an increase in luminescence over no inhibitor. b) Structures of the 8
luciferase effectors. Four the compounds contain a similar indolone ring core
(highlighted in pink).
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followed by accumulation of stabilized luciferase in the cell, resulting in a commensurate
increase in activity.211,214 These compounds may be having a similar effect in our assay,
though instead of causing an increase in the accumulation or expression of the enzyme, it
is also possible that these inhibitors are assisting the reassembly of luciferase by binding
to the reassembled enzyme. The four other compounds, SU 4312, BIO, FPA 124, and BI
78D3, saw a decrease in the observed percent inhibition over time, but even at longer
time points continued to inhibit luciferase activity. This decrease in percent inhibition is
likely caused by the displacement of some inhibitor molecules upon addition of a much
higher concentration of ATP and luciferin. Though no major structural features are
common to all eight luciferase inhibitors (Figure 5.5b), four of compounds, 33, 76, 79,
and 44, contain an indolone ring.

A number of other heterobicyclic chemotypes,

including quinolines, benzothiazoles, benzimidazoles, and benzoxazoles, have been
previously identified as core moeities for potent luciferase inhibitors.145

It remains

unclear exactly how luciferase is being affected by these compounds, but the inhibition
data for kinases tested against these compounds is unreliable and was excluded from
further analyses. These findings warrant additional studies to more clearly elucidate
precisely how these compounds affect luciferase.
5.2.5 Trends in Inhibition
To analyze the extent to which kinase identity plays a role in the patterns of
inhibition observed among the AGC kinases tested, we compared the relationship
between kinase domain identity and the likelihood of cross-kinase activity. A cursory
examination of the data already discussed, clearly suggests that more similar kinases tend
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to be inhibited consistently by the same inhibitors. In attempting to generate a more
quantitative evaluation of this phenomenon, we sought to answer the question “If an
inhibitor shows activity against any given kinase, what is the likelihood that it will inhibit
other similar kinases?” Toward this goal, we aligned each kinase against every other
kinase tested to tabulate all possible pairwise identity scores using only their respective
kinase domains. Kinase identity groups were defined based upon what set of kinase
domains are linked to each other through a minimum percent identity score. We then
analyzed the inhibition data using the following equation that describes the probability of
an inhibitor hitting multiple kinases (F) within a given identity group:
n

x
F=

i

i=1

nT

For a group of kinases connected through a given percent identity, x is defined as the
number of inhibitors showing >25% inhibition against each kinase in that group, n is the
number of kinases in that identity group, and T is the total number of unique inhibitors to
demonstrate >25% inhibition against at least one of the kinases within the identity group.
This function was applied to each kinase group at several different identity cutoffs, and
the aggregate F values at each cutoff were averaged to observe general trends across the
identity groups (Figure 5.6).

The identity cutoffs were selected based upon what

minimum percent identity would result in a change in the number of possible identity
groups. For example, at 100% identity, each kinase is related only to itself, resulting in
27 groups consisting of one kinase each and an F value of 100%. At the opposite
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Figure 5.6 Comparison of the frequency of inhibition between kinase domain or active
site identity groups. Average F values were plotted for either the full kinase domain
(blue) or active site residues (pink).
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extreme, all kinases would be lumped into one group and necessarily have the same F
value, in this case 22%. The data for all intermediate numbers of groups, including the
percent identity cutoffs used to achieve that group number, can be found in Table 5.2.
The spread of pairwise identity scores for the kinase domains ranged from 95% to 29%
(Table 5.3). In general, these results confirm that as the identity cutoff is lowered and the
relationship between kinases becomes more diffuse (lower number of groups) the
calculated F values also decrease.
In order to compare how the consistency of inhibition might trend differently for
active site residues relative to the full kinase domain, we also rescored the F values using
identity groups based on active site homology (Figure 5.6 and Table 5.4).

A

pseudosequence of active site residues was assigned to each kinase by identifying any
residues within 6 Å of the kinase active site (Figure 5.7a). The crystal structure of PKA
was aligned with the structures of two other kinases, AKT2 and AURKA, and any amino
acids that were within 6 Å of the ATP analogs bound in the active site of all three
structures were included in the 34 residue pseudosequence (Figure 5.7b). AKT2 and
AURKA were chosen to ensure that structural elements important for substrate binding in
kinases more distantly related to PKA were not neglected.

The corresponding

pseudosequence residues in all 27 kinases were used to generated pairwise percent
identity values based on the active site only (Table 5.5). Newly defined identity groups
were then used to regenerate the frequency of inhibition values for the same percent
identity cutoffs used with the full kinase domain. Relative to the full kinase domain, the
range of percent identity values for the active site pseudosequence alignment was much

Table 5.2 F values tabulated for kinase domain groups.
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Table 5.3 Pairwise percent identity scores for the kinase domains of all kinases tested.
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Figure 5.7 Identification of active-site pseudosequence residues. a) Sequence alignment
for PKA, AKT2, and AURKA with all pseudosequence amino acids highlighted in red
with the exception of the catalytic lysine (blue), its regulatory aspartate (purple), and the
DFG-motif (green). b) The crystal structures and aggregate pseudosequence for the
residues within 6 Å of an ATP analog (green) aligned for PKA (PDB ID: 3O7L), AKT2
(PDB ID: 1O6K), and AURKA (PDB ID: 2DWB).

Table 5.4 F values tabulated for kinase active site groups.
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Table 5.5 Pairwise percent identity scores for active site pseudosequences of all kinases tested.
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more narrow, ranging from 100% to 47%. By binning the kinases into groups according
to what minimum percent identity results in new connectivities, any bias which would
otherwise be introduced by trying to directly compare the two sets of identity scores is
normalized. As is clearly illustrated by a comparison of this data with that for the kinase
domain, the aggregate F values follow a nearly identical trend.

This is somewhat

surprising because one might expect there to be a different curve for the active site
residues which more directly dictate active site structure, and therefore the shape of
inhibitor binding pockets, than the more subtle structural constraints imposed by distal
residues.
Even so, important differences exist between the identity groups defined by the
full kinase domain or the active site alone. This shift in identity connectivities can be
readily illustrated by comparing the homology maps when 9 groups are present using the
pairwise kinase-to-kinase identity scores of either the full kinase domain (Figure 5.8a) or
the active site pseudosequence (Figure 5.8b).

The percent identity cutoffs used to

generate these groups were 54% and 82% respectively. Some kinases are more closely
associated with alternative sets of nearest-neighbor kinases when comparing the two
homology maps. For example, the kinase domains for SGK2 and SGK3 share a higher
identity with the three AKT kinases (52-55%) than they do with the six RSKs (44-49%),
but when looking at only the active site proximal residues, they appear more identical to
the latter (73-85%) rather than the former (73-76%). This difference in sequence could
potentially explain why both SGKs and the RSKs are inhibited by the staurosporine
analogs arcyriaflavin A and PD 407824, while the AKTs are not. Likewise, several of
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Figure 5.8 Homology maps for the highest 10% of identity scores for a) kinase domain
and b) actives site pseudosequence.
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the PKCs (, , ) exhibited no inhibition by arcyriaflavin A and PD 407824, similar to
the three AKT isoforms. With respect to kinase domain identity, the AKTs are more
closely related to the SGKs than the PKCs. In terms of active site residues, all three
AKTs are closer in identity to PKC and PKC (76-82%) than to either SGK (73-76%),
possibly providing an explanation as to why only the SGKs were inhibited by 52 and 67.
Importantly, a comparison of these homology maps suggests that when a new inhibitor is
developed and resources are limited, it may ultimately be more informative to test for offtarget activity against kinases which are closely related by active site as opposed to the
entire kinase domain. Certainly, testing a small molecule against the largest fraction of
the human kinome possible is more desirable when resources permit, because off-target
activity can be exceptionally unpredictable, with inhibitors demonstrating potency for
kinases very poorly related to the intended target. If a limited subset of kinases must be
selected, profiling inhibitors against of panel of active site relatives may be more
representative of overall selectivity. It is worthwhile to note that this simplification may
have caveats, as a few kinases which are completely identical in their active site residues
by our analysis still demonstrate differential preference for small molecules inhibitors.
For example, RSK1, RSK2 and RSK4 contain identical active site pseudosequences, yet
7, 8, 60, and 74, exhibited at least 30% more inhibition for one or two of these kinases
over the others.
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5.3 Conclusions
Herein, we have reported the inhibition profiles of 27 AGC kinases with a library
of 80 commercially available protein kinase inhibitors, with the aim of contributing to
publicly available knowledge of compound selectivities. The small molecule profiles
against the AGC family may aid in the design of new inhibitors that target this family and
at the same time allow for understanding the biological effects of these compounds
arising from off-target activities described herein.

As small molecule intervention

continues to play an important part in resolving the physiological role of protein kinases
in signal transduction and disease, the level of confidence applied to cell-based assays
studying the modulation of kinase signaling and the predictability of off-target toxicity
caused by therapeutics is of utmost concern. The most expedient method of improving
confidence in experimental conclusions is through more thorough inhibitor screens for
off target activity. Off-target kinases expressed ubiquitously and at a high level are the
most likely candidates to interfere with experimental results reliant upon selectively
inhibiting a particular protein kinase with a small molecule inhibitor.

Cell-based

signaling studies can overcome this issue by using cell lines that don’t express these
enzymes or by confirming results with two or more structurally distinct small
molecules.215 Poorly selective molecules may still prove useful for implicating a target
kinase in certain cellular processes,95 but in the absence of truly comprehensive inhibitor
profiling, only limited conclusions can be drawn regarding a more fundamental role for a
specific kinase in a given signal transduction pathway. Relatively little is known about
several of the kinases tested here, like STK32B and PRKX, and a suitable probe would
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prove efficacious toward the identification of physiological substrates and revealing the
mechanism of action. Furthermore, selective inhibitors do not yet exist for the vast
majority of AGC kinases.162 Though the last several years have seen the publication of
the most comprehensive kinase inhibitor screens to date, a great number of commercially
available reagents have yet to be comprehensively screened for the frequency and
potency of off-target interactions.
We have shown that the screening of a group of closely related kinases is useful
for identifying patterns of inhibition and in confirming the structural determinants of
ligand binding.

While the staurosporine-like series of compounds tested were

promiscuous, many of the molecules demonstrated limited off-target associations, with
about half of the library compounds demonstrating minimal activity toward any of the
AGC kinases tested here. As trends in therapeutic inhibitor design continue to move
toward a multi-targeted approach,98,216 the ability to avoid off-target interactions will be
improved by screens which identify scaffolds that do not inhibit a large number of
kinases. One general trend that can be identified within these results is that like inhibitors
frequently exhibit activity toward like kinases.

Our ability to anticipate off-target

interactions is significantly improved when the similarity of kinase active site sequences
are used as a predictor of promiscuity. Nearly identical small molecules differing only by
minor functional groups would be anticipated to have subtly modulated effects on the
inhibition of a given target. This is additionally reinforced by the correlation between
high sequence identity and the frequency with which related kinases are inhibited by the
same set of small molecules. As an example, 16 different compounds inhibited at least
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one of the RSKs >25%, with more than half of those molecules hitting at least five of the
six kinases in that family. The existence of kinase-ligand co-crystal structures can also
aid in the analysis of specific inhibition patterns, suggesting why some inhibitors show
activity for certain targets, as in the case of fasudil and HA-1100 versus ML-9, and in
explaining selectivity based on specific active site residues, as in the case of PP1. Our
confidence in predicting inhibitor promiscuity and future work toward an extensive
profiling of this group of compounds against larger kinase libraries will lend more
support to the general trends observed here.

5.4 Materials and Methods
5.4.1 Construction of the Fusion Proteins and mRNA Synthesis
Kinase and Fos constructs attached to luciferase fragments were prepared as
previously reported.138 Briefly, DNA fragments encoding their respective proteins were
generated by PCR and cloned into either pETDuet-1 or pRSFDuet-1 vectors (Novagen).
Each fusion construct was linked to its respective luciferase fragment via a 13 residue
(GGS)n linker. PCR fragments were prepared with appropriate primers from template
sequences, and cloning results were verified by dideoxyoligonucleotide sequencing. A
full list of the luciferase constructs and kinase NCBI reference sequence numbers can be
found in the Appendix B. A PCR product of each fusion construct was generated with
primers containing a T7 RNA polymerase promoter, a mammalian Kozak sequence, and
a 3’ hairpin loop116 as a template for in vitro mRNA synthesis. RiboMax Large Scale
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RNA Production System-T7 kits (Promega) were used to prepare mRNA from PCR
fragments.
5.4.2 Synthesis of the Jun-Staurosporine Conjugate
The peptide-ligand conjugate used here has been previously described in the
literature.117,136,138
5.4.3 Small Molecule Inhibitor Profiling
Plate-based small molecule screens were performed as previously reported.138
mRNA for each of the Cfluc-kinase fusions was co-translated with mRNA for Fos-Nfluc
in rabbit reticulocyte lysate (Luceome Biotechnologies) at a sufficient volume to take
measurements of each control and assay point in duplicate. Bulk translations (~4.5 mL of
lysate) were divided into 400 μL aliquots and incubated at 30 ºC for 90 min. After
incubation, aliquots were stored at -80 ºC overnight before being thawed on ice,
collected, and assayed. Several 24 μL aliquots from the recollected bulk solution were
set aside and treated with 1 μL of Buffer A (6.76 mM Tris HCl, 3.38 mM Mg(OAc)2, pH
7.45) per aliquot to serve as a negative control. The remaining lysate was treated with
3.125 μM 2 in Buffer A, to a final concentration of 125 nM. Treated lysate was then
aliquoted into appropriate wells of a 96-well Lumitrac 200 plate (Greiner Bio-one)
containing either 1 μL of DMSO for controls or 1 μL of an inhibitor diluted to 250 μM in
DMSO. All of the inhibitors tested were taken from the Tocris Kinase Inhibitor Toolbox
(Tocris Biosciences) with the exception of PKC-412 (LC Laboratories), Sunitinib (LC
Laboratories), Flavopiridol (Alexis Biochemicals), and Roscovitine (LC Laboratories).
The final concentrations of J-Staur and inhibitor prior to the addition of a luciferase
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reagent were 120 nM and 10 μM, respectively. Plates were covered and allowed to
incubate 1 h at room temperature prior.

Luminescence measurements were taken

immediately upon addition of 80 μL of a luciferin assay reagent to each well using a
Centro XS LB 960 plate reader (Berthold Technologies) and a 1 s integration time.
5.4.4 Percent Inhibition Calculations
Percent inhibition values for each inhibitor were calculated by first normalizing to
the relevant controls. The luminescence measured for each negative control (no J-Staur)
was subtracted from the raw positive control (with J-Staur) and inhibitor values.
Measurements for each inhibitor were normalized to the positive control and subtracted
from 1 to generate percent inhibition values. A control of dimerized Fos-Nfluc and
Cfluc-Jun was used to identify small molecule activity against reassembled luciferase,
and the measured percent inhibition values of each inhibitor for Fos/Jun were subtracted
from the corresponding inhibition values for each kinase, with percent inhibition values
<0 adjusted to 0% inhibition. Eight of the initial 80 compounds tested were excluded
from the final analysis because they affected luciferase activity in the Fos/Jun control,
and their structures can be found in the Figure 5.5b. The full table of percent inhibition
values is located in the Table 5.1. The results for PKA and AKT1 are reproduced from a
previously published report.138
5.4.5 Kinase Sequence Identity and Homology Mapping
The kinase domain sequences used in alignments were taken from the
corresponding

Swiss-Prot

(http://www.uniprot.org).

annotations

found

at

the

UniProt

website

Pairwise percent identity scores were generated using a
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ClustalW2 alignment tool hosted by the European Bioinformatics Institute. Residues
within 6 Å of an ATP analog were identified using the aligned structures of PKA (PDB
ID: 3O7L), AKT2 (PDB ID: 1O6K), and AURKA (PDB ID: 2DWB) in PyMOL
(http://www.pymol.org). The 34 amino acids retrieved by this search were used to define
a pseudosequence for these three kinases. This pseudosequence was extrapolated to the
other 24 kinases by identifying homologous residues in an alignment of all of the kinase
domains. Active site pseudosequences were aligned to obtain percent identity scores as
previously mentioned. Full tables of the identity scores acquired for both the kinase
domain and the active site pseudosequence alignments can be found in the Tables 5.2 &
5.3. The homology maps were created by importing the tables of identity scores into
Cytoscape (http://www.cytoscape.org) and filtering out the lowest ~90% of identity
scores.
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CHAPTER 6: INTERROGATING THE STRUCTURAL DETERMINANTS
GOVERNING KINASE-LIGAND INTERACTIONS

6.1 Introduction
The following chapter collects portions of the manuscript “A Coiled-Coil Enabled
Split-Luciferase Three-Hybrid System: Applied Toward Profiling Inhibitors of Protein
Kinases,” which can be found in its entirety in Appendix A. Mutagenesis of several
clones reported here was assisted by Micah Nelp, synthesis of the Jun-sunitinib conjugate
was performed by Carolyn Shomin, while all other work was performed by the author.
The relative ease with which the modifications can be made to our three-hybrid
system, either in the case of swappable kinase domains or tunable ligands conjugated to
Jun, has facilitated our ability to rapidly expand the portion of the kinome which we can
effectively screen. Coupling this with the amenability of the assay platform to highthroughput applications makes it a powerful tool for the interrogation of small molecule
selectivities.

Here, modifications to an inhibitor of interest can be used to adjust

selectivity and enhance binding to a single target in the context of multiple potential
binders. This sort of inhibitor-centered approach is most meaningful in the context of
many kinases, but our method readily lends itself to more kinase-centered inquiries. For
example, structural alterations can be made to a specific kinase or a subset of kinases,
such as addition or deletion of associated domains or specific site-directed mutations, to
inform our understanding of different modes of inhibition, kinase regulation, and the
specific determinants of ligand binding.
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Keeping this in mind, further studies were designed to test if the three-hybrid
methodology could be utilized to interrogate the effect that relatively subtle alterations to
the kinase domain have on ligand binding and inhibition. Using standard cloning and
mutagenesis techniques, we were able to rapidly interrogate the importance of specific
residues implicated in protein kinase activity and examine the selectivity of allosteric
inhibitors which do not directly target the active site. Lastly, we sought to demonstrate
that this methodology could be potentially used to rapidly engineer an orthogonal high
affinity ligand-protein pair with multiple prospective uses.

6.2 Results and Discussion
6.2.1 Allosteric Inhibition
We first sought to investigate the utility of this method for testing allosteric
inhibitors that act at sites distal to the active site, known as type 3 inhibitors. Much
recent research has been devoted toward this novel mode of inhibition because it has the
potential to afford much greater selectivity compared to type 1 and 2 inhibitors, which
target the conserved ATP-binding site. Type 3 inhibitors can target unique binding
pockets immediately adjacent to the ATP binding site87 or grooves located on nearly the
opposite end of the kinase.88 These allosteric inhibitors can also act by inducing an
inactive conformation upon binding (Figure 6.1a).

The AKT1 and AKT2 inhibitor

Akt1/2 (87, Figure 6.1b) is particularly interesting as it has been previously shown to
only impact the activity of a protein kinase constructs containing both the PH domain and
the stretch of residues connecting it to the kinase domain.89,90 The proposed mechanism
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Figure 6.1 Allosteric inhibition of AKT1. a) Some allosteric kinase inhibitors, like the
AKT1 inhibitor Akt1/2 (b, 87), work by inducing an inactive conformation through
accessory domains. c) Shown is the crystal structure of 87 bound to full-length AKT1
construct (PDB ID: 3O96). The small molecule promotes dimerization of the kinase
domain (grey) and the attached PH domain (blue). In this conformation, ATP is blocked
from entering the active site of the kinase and the PH domain is prevented from binding
to phosphatidyl inositol triphosphate (PI-P3) (binding pockets shown in pink). d) To test
for selective inhibition, both a full-length clone of AKT1 (flAKT1) and the kinase
domain (EPK) alone were each attached to the C-terminal fragment of split-luciferase. e)
Both constructs were tested for inhibition against an active site directed inhibitor (PKC412 (4)), and two different allosteric inhibitors (Akt1/2 (87) and API-2 (12)). Only
Akt1/2 showed selective inhibition for the full-length AKT1 construct.
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of action suggests that binding of this inhibitor induces a conformation which prevents
substrate access to the AKT1 active site.217 A recent crystal structure of 87 bound to fulllength AKT191 illustrates how the compound stabilizes a dimerization interface between
the kinase domain and the attached PH domain, effectively occluding the ATP and
substrate binding sites of the kinase as well as the PH domain binding site for
phosphorylated forms of phosphatidyl inositol (Figure 6.1c). Thus, we set out to compare
the effectiveness of Akt1/2 against the protein kinase domain only, as well as the fulllength AKT1 construct in our assay (Figure 6.1d). We also wanted to test PKC-412 (4),
known to target the active site, against both constructs. Finally we wished to interrogate
a second allosteric AKT1 inhibitor API-2 (12), which did not display significant
inhibition against the kinase domain alone (Figure 3.4). For Akt1/2 (87) we observed a
>70% inhibition of the full-length kinase while not inhibiting the kinase domain alone
(Figure 6.1e), while PKC-412 (4) inhibited both domains equally. Additionally, the
allosteric AKT1 inhibitor 12 showed little effect on both forms of AKT1. Unlike 87,
compound 12 is believed to derive its in vivo activity from binding to the PH domain of
AKT1 and preventing its subcellular translocation,148,218 a requirement for activation of
the kinase domain. Thus, while our method appears to be useful for some types of
allosteric inhibition, it may not allow for the identification of inhibitors that do not
necessarily block the active site but function by other mechanisms, such as preventing
phosphorylation of the kinase domain.

These studies in concert demonstrate that

simultaneously screening different constructs of a protein kinase in the three-hybrid assay
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provides us with a facile method to identify selective allosteric inhibitors that can block
the active site such as 87.
6.2.2 Effect of Activating Mutations on Ligand Binding
We next wanted to test whether this methodology would allow us to study the
protein kinase domain as a function of its regulation and activation. Protein kinases
typically require one or more specific serine, threonine, or tyrosine residues to be
phosphorylated in order to achieve a fully active conformation, and this modification may
also be important for ATP and inhibitor binding at the kinase active site.33,219 This can
occur through either cis29 or trans-phosphorylation220 events, with phosphorylation of
activation segment residues being particularly critical.24,28,221

Numerous crystal

structures of kinases in either the inactive, unphosphorylated form or active,
phosphorylated form have shown that the a kinase can remain inactive by sterically
occluding access to the active site or by parking certain residues, like the DGF-motif,
directly in the active site (Figure 1.4).

Reticulocyte lysate is known to contain

endogenous protein kinase activity222,223 that could potentially result in the
phosphorylation and activation of protein kinases attached to the luciferase fragments.
However it is unclear whether the protein kinases attached to Cfluc in the three-hybrid
assay are present in an active, phosphorylated form.

This ambiguity regarding

phosphorylation is also the case when protein kinases are expressed in E. coli or yeast as
in the previously reported high-throughput methods for protein kinase profiling.103,110
Thus we set out to systematically test the importance of known residues that play a role in
protein kinase activation and possibly ligand binding. Toward this end, mutations were
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introduced in the two protein kinases PAK1 and AKT2, replacing particular serine and
threonine residues with aspartate or glutamate to chemically mimic the phosphorylated,
active state or alternatively to alanine to simulate the dephosphorylated, inactive form. In
the case of PAK1, mutation of an activation segment residue (T423) to glutamate224,225
demonstrated a clear increase in luminescence of the CID-induced complex over either
the wild-type or the alanine mutant (Figure 6.2a). These results to a first approximation
suggest that PAK1 is likely not in a fully active conformation in the lysate and an
unphosphorylated threonine limits its ability to bind to the modified staurosporine
attached to Jun. It is also interesting that the modified staurosporine can still bind PAK1
with a T423A substitution, which suggests that the active site is still capable of ligand
binding. Next we tested this approach on AKT2, which has been reported to be primarily
activated by phosphorylation at T309 and S474.64 In addition to phosphorylation of the
activation segment, AGC kinases are known to also require phosphorylation at the
hydrophobic motif for optimal activation.34,226,227 Mutating both of these residues to
aspartate, only increased the luminescence by 2-fold over the wild-type, suggesting that
AKT2 may be partially phosphorylated in the lysate (Figure 6.2b).

Surprisingly,

mutating both of these residues to alanine, thereby eliminating the possibility of
phosphorylation at either site, causes only a small loss in binding to J-Staur (Figure 6.2b).
Overall, these results with AKT2 suggest that the (T309A, S474A) mutant, that has been
proposed to mimic the inactive form and exhibits a nearly 40-fold increase in
luminescence upon addition of J-Staur, is still very competent for binding active-site
targeted inhibitors. Thus, these results demonstrate that systematic mutagenesis studies
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Figure 6.2 Effect of activating mutations on ternary complex assembly. Mutations were
made in a) PAK1 (PDB ID: 1YHV) and b) AKT2 (PDB ID: 1O6K) to simulate either
constitutive activation (serine or threonine to aspartate or glutamate) or inactivation
(serine or threonine to alanine). Shown are the structures of both kinases with the
phosphorylation sites and activation segments highlighted in red and the relative position
of an ATP analog (yellow) bound in the active site. While PAK1 contains a single
phosphorylation site in its activation segment (T423), AKT2 contains two: one in the
activation segment (T309) and a second at a C-terminal hydrophobic motif common
among AGC kinases. Each mutant was tested for its ability to generate luminescence
upon addition of J-Staur relative to the wild-type.
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of protein kinases in the context of this three-hybrid system may allow for understanding
the determinants that govern inhibitor binding and may find use in delineating the
consequences of protein kinase mutations that result in drug resistance.228
6.2.3 Insights into the Structural Determinants of Active Site Ligand Binding
Having shown that changes to single amino acids could be used to determine a
residue’s effect on ligand binding, we next sought to apply our methodology to
engineering a unique kinase-ligand pair through enhancements in binding affinity. An
orthogonal high affinity small molecule-protein interaction has numerous potential
applications. One such use would be as part of a chemical inducer of dimerization in an
engineered signaling pathway.229

The chemical toolbox available for controlling

designed protein-protein interaction states in a cell or in a yeast 3-hybrid assay is
currently limited to a handful of interactions (Figure 2.2), and an orthogonally interacting
pair would allow multiple interactions be regulated temporally with multiple small
molecules. More specifically with respect to protein kinases, Shokat and co-workers
have developed an elegant strategy for using ATP-analogs with co-engineered kinases to
study the in vivo activity of a single kinase.105 The simplest example of this can be found
with the SRC family inhibitor PP1 (29) and its derivatives which were used in concert
with kinases mutated in their gatekeeper residue to generate an exceptionally selective
inhibitor-kinase pair.185 Similarly, our methodology should allow us to design alterations
to the active site of a kinase and very rapidly test whether those changes result in
improved binding and a subsequent signal enhancement upon binding to a Jun-conjugate.
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To validate this approach we decided to use the wealth of inhibitor Kd values
available103,104,152 to engineer binding to one of our Jun-conjugates into a kinase which
was reported to have either a low or no affinity for the ligand. We opted to use the JunSunitinib (86) conjugate as our target small molecule and sought to identify a candidate
kinase(s) for modification.

Many members of the TK group of kinases possess

exceptionally high affinity for sunitinib (20), and an examination of this branch of the
kinome reveals a subset of closely related kinases exhibiting a wide range of affinities
(Figure 6.3a). The thirteen kinases which make up this arm of the TK group share
between 43 and 87% identity and exhibit a range of affinities for sunitinib covering at
least five orders of magnitude, though the majority of them are in the low nanomolar to
picomolar range. The four FGFRs (1-4) represent a clear exception to this, with all their
reported dissociation constants above 200 nM. The sunitinib Kd for FGFR4 is presumed
to be above 10 μM and has not been systematically measured. It stands to reason that
because all of these kinases differ relatively little in sequence, relatively few changes in
active site residues would need to be made in order to recover or enhance affinity for
sunitinib.
Using available structure and sequence information as a guide, we first sought to
locate active site residues which differ between kinases which tightly bind sunitinib and
those which do not (namely the FGFRs). The solved crystal structures of sunitinib bound
in the active sites of KIT160 and another tyrosine kinase, ITK,230 were used to identify all
residues within 4 Å of sunitinib. The residues retrieved from this search yielded a
seventeen amino acid pseudosequence from which a consensus logo231 for all kinases
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Figure 6.3 Sequence identities among kinases targeted by sunitinib. a) The growth factor
receptor (GFR) subgroup of tyrosine kinases exhibit a wide range of affinities for
sunitinib despite sharing relatively high sequence identity. b) The solved crystal structure
of sunitinib (20) bound in the active site of KIT (PDB ID: 3G0E) and ITK (PDB ID:
3MIY) was used to locate residues proximal to the active site. Shown is the structure of
KIT (grey) with all residues within 4 Å (red) of the small molecule (yellow). A
consensus logo was generated for the homologous positions in all kinases which bind
sunitinib with Kd values <2 nM. Below the logo are the corresponding amino acid
sequences for four FGFR kinases. The residue numbering denotes the amino acid
position in FGFR1 and was used as a reference for equivalent residues in all other
kinases.
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binding sunitinib with lower than a 2 nM affinity could be generated (Figure 6.3b). An
examination of the analogous residues found in FGFR1, FGFR2 and FGFR4 revealed
identical residues at many positions, though with some noteworthy differences. In order
to simplify our search, we decided to focus primarily on residues which were relatively
invariant in the pseudosequence of high affinity kinases (a logo bit score >1). Three
positions in FGFR1 and FGFR2 and four residues FGFR4 were found to be substantially
different from the consensus. The first residue is a valine found in the back of the active
site of KIT (Figure 6.4a) which is an isoleucine in all three FGFRs (I545; note: all residue
numbers refer to that position in FGFR1 unless otherwise stated). Two residues, a
tyrosine and cysteine, are located in the hinge region of the active site. In FGFR4, these
positions are a cysteine and alanine, though both FGFR1 and FGFR2 only contain the
alanine (A564), retaining a tyrosine (Y563) as observed in the consensus (Figure 6.4b).
Finally, a cysteine at the far end of the ligand binding site in KIT was found to be an
alanine (A640) in all three FGFRs (Figure 6.4c). All of these residues appear to play an
immediate role in shaping the active site of KIT and form direct contacts with the small
molecule, sunitinib. If a kinase and small molecule were to be used as a high affinity
protein-ligand pair, it would be additionally important to eliminate the native activity of
the enzyme. This is most commonly done by mutating an active site lysine (K514) to a
methionine (Figure 6.4d).232 We therefore hypothesized that several of these positions or
a combination of all of them were critical for the high affinity for sunitinib seen in closely
related TKs and form the basis for the observed selectivity profile within this subgroup.
Mutating residues in the weakly binding kinases to correspond with those in the tighter
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Figure 6.4 Residues proximal to sunitinib and targeted for mutagenesis. In each image,
sunitinib (yellow) is surrounded by five residues from KIT (grey) which were selected for
mutagenesis. The individual amino acids a) valine, b) tyrosine and cysteine, c) cysteine,
and d) lysine are highlighted red with the corresponding positions in FGFR1 denoted
below the amino acid name.
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binding TKs would be expected to improve affinity.
To test our hypothesis, we introduced mutations into several kinases that altered
one or more of these residues to match those seen in the consensus sequence and tested
them for signal generation in our split-luciferase assay. Before attempting to enhance
binding of a kinase, we first made mutations in PDGFR that would be predicted to
negatively impact binding (Figure 6.5a). Wild-type PDGFR has a Kd for sunitinib of
790 pM and exhibited nearly 20-fold enhancement in signal upon addition of J-Sun.
When Y676 and C677 (positions 563 and 564 in FGFR1) were mutated to a cysteine and
alanine respectively to replicate the amino acids at those positions in FGFR4, a nearly 10fold loss in luminescence was observed. Mutating just one of these residues, C677,
resulted in roughly half of the signal relative to wild-type being lost. Examining the
equivalent residue to C677 in FGFR2, we sought to improve binding of this kinase by
introducing the consensus residue at this position (Figure 6.5b). Wild-type FGFR2 is
reported to bind to sunitinib in the high nanomolar range and generated appreciable
signal upon addition of J-Sun. In agreement with the consensus pseudosequence, FGFR2
already contains a tyrosine at position 566 (Y563 in FGFR1), and we only mutated A567
(A563 in FGFR1) to a cysteine. This single mutation near the active site of FGFR2 lead
to a ~50% increase in luminescence relative to the wild-type. Overall, the increase in
signal caused by this single mutation was comparable in magnitude to the loss observed
in the reverse mutation of the same residue in PDGFR (C677A). With wild-type
FGFR4 the binding of J-Sun was too weak to provide reproducible signal over
background, changing C552 and A553 (Y563 and A564 in FGFR1) to a tyrosine and
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Figure 6.5 Results of kinase mutants engineered to bind sunitinib. Mutations were made
in four kinases (a) PDGFR, b) FGFR2, c) FGFR4, and d) FGFR1) with the goal of
modifying the domain’s ability to bind a ligand. Each mutant was tested for signal
generation by addition of a Jun-sunitinib conjugate (J-Sun).
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cysteine produced a mutant which demonstrated a >5-fold enhancement in signal upon
addition of J-Sun (Figure 6.5c). Taken together, this set of experiments appears to
confirm the importance of these residues in binding sunitinib and allowed us to engineer
binding back into these proteins.
To look further into what effect the other identified residues might have on ligand
binding, we chose to mutate all three positions in FGFR1. Here, we mutated K514 to
methionine, I545 to valine, A564 to cysteine, A640 to cysteine, and created a mutant
containing all three alterations (Figure 6.5d).

Individually, mutating each of these

residues had a moderate effect. The I545V mutant failed to provide an improvement in
signal generation, while each alanine to cysteine mutations had a moderate enhancing
effect. It is interesting to note that the mutation of the catalytic lysine (K514) to a
methionine resulted in the greatest signal increase for all of the single mutations. This
effect is not entirely unexpected, as the presence of positively charged residue close to a
hydrophobic, fluorinated ring is much less favorable than if a methionine were at that
position. When both A564C and A640C mutations were introduced simultaneously, an
additive effect was observed, where the enrichment of signal was roughly double that
provided by either mutation alone. A triple mutant containing all three changes generated
a variant displaying a nearly 15-fold signal-to-noise ratio, the best of the FGFR1 mutants.
It is interesting to note that the isoleucine to valine mutation had little to no effect on
binding until it was present in the context of the two cysteine mutations. These three
residues are close enough to space to directly affect each other’s orientation, and it is
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quite possible that these residues work in concert to form an active site exquisitely shaped
to bind sunitinib.

6.3 Conclusions
The addition or deletion of associated domains or specific site-directed mutations
to the kinase domains fused to Cfluc can provide a powerful tool for investigating the
effect that alternate conformations have on a kinase domains ability to bind a ligand in its
active site.

Multiple constructs consisting of the kinase domain alone or with the

accessory regulatory domains attached will allow us to screen for new inhibitors which
operate only on the multi-domain, full-length form. These types of inhibitors are of great
interest to the scientific community, such as Akt1/2, as they usually afford a much better
selectivity profile. Likewise, mutant forms of a kinase which mimic an inactive or active
state may be useful for the to identification of type 2 inhibitors which bind to the inactive
form of a kinase with significantly higher affinity. Traditional activity-based assays are
incapable of making this latter distinction because an inactive kinase would be unusable
in such a method.
Through a combination of sequence homology and structural information we were
able to successfully identify residues important to the binding of several TKs for sunitinib
and engineer enhanced binding for the kinases for our Jun-conjugated ligand. While it
may not be possible to use this method to know precisely how much a Kd increases with
each mutation, it allows one to quickly identify mutants which provide tighter binding.
This approach could work just as effectively using inhibition with a competing small
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molecule in lieu of binding to a ligand which must be conjugated to a peptide. Under this
method, chemical modifications to the ligand would be used to correlate changes in
inhibition with increased binding. Synthetically tuning the small molecule along with
mutations to the kinase domain would additionally facilitate the creation of a truly
orthogonal ligand-protein pair. Though providing a potentially faster route to testing
ligand modifications, it would require a starting Jun-ligand conjugate whose affinity is
not too negatively impacted by mutations to the kinase domain. In all, the relative ease
with which mutants can be assayed in our system provides valuable avenues for future
studies on the effect of structural changes to kinase domains to small molecule binding.

6.4 Materials and Methods
6.4.1 Prepation of Cfluc-Kinase Fusions and mRNA Synthesis
Cfluc-kinase fusions were prepared as previously reported.138

PCR products

encoding their respective proteins were prepared and cloned into a modified pRSFDuet-1
vector (Novagen) containing Cfluc followed by a multiple cloning site. After verification
of a successful clone by dideoxyoligonucleotide sequencing, a PCR product of each
Cfluc-kinase fusion or mutant construct was generated with primers containing a T7
RNA polymerase promoter, a mammalian Kozak sequence, and a 3’ hairpin loop116 as a
template for in vitro mRNA synthesis. RiboMax Large Scale RNA Production SystemT7 kits (Promega) were used to prepare mRNA from PCR fragments.
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6.4.2 Mutagenesis of Kinase Domains
Kinase mutants used in this study were created using a QuikChange Site-Directed
Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene) according the manufacturer’s protocols.

Each

complementary forward and reverse mutagenesis primer consisted of 13 codons: the site
of mutagenesis flanked by 6 codons on both the 5’ and 3’ ends. All mutagenesis products
were verified by dideoxyoligonucleotide sequencing and the corresponding mRNA was
produced as described for the wild-type clones.
6.4.3 Synthesis of the Jun-Inhibitor Conjugates
The peptide-ligand conjugate used here has been previously described in the
literature.117,136,138 The Jun-sunitinib conjugate used here was synthesized and purified by
Carolyn Shomin using similar conditions.
6.4.4 Sequence Alignment and Generation of Consensus Sequence
For the study of sunitinib binding residues, the crystal structures of KIT160 and
ITK230 with sunitinib bound in their active sites were used in PyMol to identify all
residues within 4 Å of the small molecule. Kinases with reported dissociation constants
for sunitinib of >2 nM103,104,152 were aligned using a ClustalW alignment tool hosted on
the

European

Bioinformatics

(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalw2/).

Institute’s

website

To generate the consensus logo, an

alignment of pseudosequences from the ClustalW alignment and based upon residues
identified in the PyMol search was inserted into an automated WebLogo generator231,233
(http://weblogo.berkeley.edu/) hosted by the University of California, Berkeley.
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6.4.5 Ternary Complex Reassembly and Inhibition
Fos-Nfluc and Cfluc-Kinase mRNA constructs were translated in Reticulocyte
Lysate (Luceome) according to manufacturer’s protocol and assayed for luminescence
activity as has been previously reported.116 Translation reactions (25 μL) were performed
in duplicate using 0.5 pmol of Fos-Nfluc mRNA, 0.2 pmol of Cfluc-Kinase mRNA, 2
mM DTT, and 0.5 μL RNasin Plus (Promega), unless otherwise stated. After translations
were incubated at 30 °C for 90 min, 1 μL of either 3.125 μM J-Staur or 7.5 mM J-Sun in
buffer A (6.76 mM TrisHCl, 3.38 mM Mg(OAc)2, pH 7.45) was added to 24 μL of each
reaction to form ternary complex. Similarly, 1 μL of buffer A was added to 24 μL of a
reaction as negative controls. For positive control (with Jun-conjugate) and negative
control (only buffer A) samples, 24 μL of each reaction was immediately treated with 1
μL DMSO. For inhibition of the AKT1 constructs by PKC-412, Akt1/2, and API-2 was
tested by adding 1 μL of inhibitor at 250 μM in DMSO to 24 μL mixtures of lysate
containing J-Staur at 125 nM for initial inhibition tests. All samples were equilibrated for
1 hr in the dark at room temperature upon addition of DMSO or inhibitor. The final
concentration of J-Staur prior to measurement of luminescence was 120 nM, with
inhibitor at a concentration of 10 μM. For experiments requiring the use of J-Sun, as the
CID, the final concentration of peptide-inhibitor conjugate was 288 nM. Luciferase
activity was measured by mixing 20 μL lysate (containing J-Staur, staurosporine, etc.)
with 80 μL luciferase assay reagent, incubating for 1 min, and measuring luminescence
with a Turner Biosystems 20/20n luminometer using a 10 s integration time.
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CHAPTER 7: FUTURE DIRECTIONS

7.1 Introduction
The methodology reported here provides a new, rapid platform for investigating
the selectivity of many protein kinases in a high-throughput fashion. These results have
laid the groundwork for a number of possible future research projects.

7.2 Expanding the Targetable Kinome
The current panel of Cfluc-kinase fusions consists of more than 300 protein
kinases, leaving just over 200 of the known human kinases remaining to be cloned. A
more complete library of kinases will allow us to develop truly comprehensive selectivity
profiles of inhibitory compounds. Currently, the single greatest hurdle to being able to
use all of these proteins in our system is the availability of ligands which have been
modified and conjugated to Jun for use as chemical inducers of dimerization. The
combination of Jun covalently tethered to staurosporine, sunitinib, and dasatinib have
allowed use to generate functional ternary complex with the majority of the kinases
tested. These three active site-directed ligands have been exceptionally effective in
binding to a majority of the kinases found within the AGC, CAMK, TK, and TKL
groups. Unfortunately, the affinity of many CMGC, STE, and CK1 kinases is quite low
for each of our three Jun-conjugates and future efforts should be directed toward
attaching new pan-kinase inhibitors, which sample a different chemical space, to the Jun
peptide. Additionally, it may prove useful to revisit the modification of staurosporine
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used to covalently tether it to Jun. The loss of binding affinity attributed to modifications
of the secondary amine in staurosporine may be partially recovered by removing the
methyl group attached here, potentially permitting this new Jun-staurosporine to be used
with many of the kinases incapable of binding to the staurosporine analog, PKC-412.
This expanded kinase panel would enable one to profile and characterize new
small molecules which show promise as drugs or in vivo reagents. It would also facilitate
kinome-wide structure-activity relationship studies, allowing molecules to be optimized
for a desirable subset of one or more targets. To date we have only focused on screening
commercially available inhibitors used as therapeutics or biological probes.
Given the flexibility of our assay, one is not limited to the study of human protein
kinases. Recent work with the malaria parasite, Plasmodium falciparum, suggests that
inhibitors targeting the malarial kinome may provide an effective means to treat parasitic
infection.234-236 Certainly, any protein domain capable of binding one of the available
Jun-conjugates could easily be investigated by attaching it to the C-terminal half of
luciferase.

7.3 In Vivo Investigation of Kinase Inhibition Using Split-Luciferase
Our assay is exceptionally efficient at measuring kinase-ligand interactions in
vitro, but because all of the components used here are protein-based (with the exception
of the peptide-inhibitor conjugate), it should be relatively trivial to adapt the assay to
interrogate the same interactions in an in vivo context. Because it is unlikely that our
Jun-inhibitor conjugate would be able to cross the cell membrane, the Fos/Jun interacting
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pair would ideally be swapped with one of the protein-ligand pairs commonly used in
CIDs (Figure 2.2). By tethering this ligand to one of the existing kinase inhibitors, one
could generate a new bifunctional ligand more amenable to entering the cytoplasm of a
cell.

7.4 Application to Other Protein-Ligand Interactions
Interest in designing kinase inhibitors as therapeutics began over ten years ago
with the discovery of imatinib,77 but researchers have more recently begun targeting the
same signaling pathways through the doppelganger of protein kinases, phosphatases.237239

Altering our system to accommodate phosphatases would be as simple as replacing

the kinase domain attached to Cfluc with a phosphatase and identifying a suitably
promiscuous phosphatase inhibitor that could be chemically modified for attachment to a
peptide.

This would allow one to be able to quickly determine the selectivity of

inhibitors for this important class of enzymes. Similarly, any class of enzymes could be
feasibly interrogated as long as an acceptable ligand can be conjugated to Jun.

7.5 Overcoming Luciferase Inhibition
The interference of kinase inhibitors with the activity of luciferase creates a
significant hurdle for being able to investigate certain small molecules.

The most

obvious way to overcome this impediment is by using a different split-protein reporter
which is not similarly affected by these compounds. An optimal candidate for fragment
exchange with Cfluc and Nfluc would be a split-luciferase derived from a different
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organism. The luciferase genes from Renilla reniformis240 and Gaussia129 have been
previous split, though neither affords a signal-to-noise ratio nearly as good as split-firefly
luciferase.116 This may ultimately require the engineering of a new split luciferase from a
different organism, such as one of the various fungi or marine organisms known to
bioluminesce. The relative increase in split-luciferase luminescence caused by some of
these compounds is indeed curious, and future efforts may be directed toward
determining the precise mechanism of action through which they derive this effect.

7.6 Conclusions
The utility of our assay for the discovery of new kinase inhibitors is readily
apparent, and it may eventually result in the discovery of a new compound with valuable
applications as a therapeutic or biological reagent.
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APPENDIX A: A COILED-COIL ENABLED SPLIT-LUCIFERASE THREE-HYBRID
SYSTEM: APPLIED TOWARD PROFILING INHIBITORS OF PROTEIN KINASES

Reproduced with permission from:
Jester, B.W.; Cox, K.I.; Gaj, A.; Shomin, C.D.; Porter, J. R.; and Ghosh, I. A coiled-coil
enabled split-luciferase three-hybrid system: applied toward profiling inhibitors of
protein kinases. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 132, 11727-11735 (2010).
Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.
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<)<176 5-<07,; :-4A 76 <0- 16<-:)+<176 ,:1>-6 +76,1<176)4
:-);;-5*4A 7. +):-.=44A .:)/5-6<-, 8:7<-16;  -/16616/ ?1<0
;841<=*19=1<16  ?01+0 0); *--6 :-+-6<4A =<141B-, 16 ) 
)88:7)+0  ;->-:)4 6-? ;841<8:7<-16 ;-6;7:; <0)< /-6-:)<- )6
-);14A ,-<-+<)*4- 7=<8=< 0)>- *--6 ,->-478-, ;=+0 ); ! ,10A,:7.74)<- :-,=+<);- 4)+<)5);- -   A 4=+1.-:);-  
)6, (&& =+1.-:);-  #1514):4A 6)<=:)4 )6, ,-;1/6-, +714-,
+714; 0)>- -5-:/-, ); 76- 7. <0- ;5)44-;< ;A6<0-<1+)44A
)++-;;1*4- ;-4.);;-5*416/ 57,=4): =61<; ?1<0 ?1,- =<141<A 16
;A6<0-<1+ *1747/A - $7 <0- *-;< 7. 7=: 367?4-,/- +714-,
+714 -6)*4-, <0:--0A*:1, ;A;<-5; 0)>- 67< *--6 =<141B-, ); )
5-)6; .7: ,:1>16/ <0- :-);;-5*4A 7. ;841<8:7<-16; <7 8:7>1,- )
,1:-+< :-),7=< .7: <0- *16,16/ 7. ) 41/)6, <7 ) 8:7<-16 316);)6, 1<; ;=*;-9=-6< ,1;84)+-5-6< *A )6 1601*1<7: 1/=:-  '

 =;;-A #  =,,)6) # # !-<-:;76  "  ! ! #
   C  
  !7:<-:  #<)16;  -;<-:  07;0   ! ! #  
 C 
  -A-: # #07516  )2 $ 07;0   ! ! # 
    C  
  1+061+3 # ' ): !  )6,-:;76   "-5A  #<-.)6 
' V %( &#V%)   C  
  706;;76  &):;0)>;3A  %# '        
 C 
  1:6*-:/-:  %6;16  #+04-63-: # "-1+0-4  ! # !
   C 
  07;0  )514<76   "-/)6   ! ! #  
C 
  =   -:8874) $  ' #'"#    C

  #<)16;   !7:<-:  " 71  $ #-/)4   07;0   !
! #     C 
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Coiled-Coil Enabled Split-Luciferase Three-Hybrid System

ARTICLES

  :77.7.8:16+184- ;<=,1-; .7: <0- ;841<4=+1.-:);- <0:--0A*:1, ;A;<-5   <7;+)4- 57,-4 7. :-);;-5*4-, <-:6):A +7584-@ ?1<0 316);- ,75)16
.:75  "841< .:)/5-6<; 7. 4=+1.-:);- )88-6,-, <7 <0- +714-,+714 7; )6, <0- 316);- ,75)16 ):- *:7=/0< 16<7 8:7@151<A <0:7=/0 16<-:)+<176; 7. <0- 
 ?0-:- <0- +714-,+714 =6 *16,; 7; )6, ;<)=:7;87:16-  *16,; <0- )+<1>- ;1<- 7.   =516-;+-6+- ).<-: ),,1<176 7. -1<0-: "<   =6 7:
 <7 ) <:)6;4)<176 +76<)1616/  -  )6, 7;-    75)16 ;?)88-, .=;176; 7.  )6, 7; <7  + )6,  + ?-:- <-;<-, .7: 4=516-;+-6+=8 ),,1<176 7.   76+-6<:)<176,-8-6,-6< 47;; 7. 4=516-;+-6+- =876 ),,1<176 7.  <7 <0- 8:-.7:5-, <-:6):A +7584-@ ,-576;<:)<16/ :->-:;1*141<A 7. <0;841<4=+1.-:);- ;A;<-5

-6>1;176-, <0)< 7=: /-6-:)4 *17;-6;7: ):+01<-+<=:- .7: 16<-:
:7/)<16/ 8:7<-16 316);-41/)6, *16,16/ ?7=4, +758:1;- <0.:)/5-6<-,  A 4=+1.-:);- ?1<0 76- .:)/5-6< )<<)+0-, <7 )
8:7<-16 316);- 7. 16<-:-;< )6, <0- +7584-5-6<):A .:)/5-6<
)<<)+0-, <7 <0- 7; +714-,+714 8-8<1,- 1/=:-  $876 <0),,1<176 7. <0- +7/6)<- =6 +714-,+714 +762=/)<-, <7 <0- 8)6
316);- 1601*1<7: ;<)=:7;87:16-  <0- ;841<8:7<-16 :-87:<-:
.:)/5-6<; ?7=4, *- *:7=/0< 16<7 8:7@151<A <7 )447? .7: ;841<
8:7<-16 :-);;-5*4A )6, :-;<7:- <0- )+<1>1<A 7. <0- :-87:<-: 1/=: &- )4;7 -6>1;176-, <0)< <0- ),,1<176 7. ) ;<)=:7;87:16+758-<1<1>- ;5)44 574-+=4- ?7=4, :-;=4< 16 <0- ,1;84)+-5-6<
7. =6;<)=:7;87:16-  )6, <0-:-*A ,1;;7+1)<- <0- 4=+1.-:);.:)/5-6<; ?1<0 +7::-;876,16/ 47;; 16 4=516-;+-6+-
-:-16 ?- ;=++-;;.=44A ,-576;<:)<- <0- .-);1*141<A 7. 7=: 6-?
+714-,+714 -6)*4-,  <0)< )447?; .7: <0- +76;<:=+<176 7. )
<0:--0A*:1, *17;-6;7: =<141B16/ <0- :-);;-5*4A )6, ;=*;-9=-6<
)+<1>1<A 7. ;841<:-A 4=+1.-:);- ); ) ;-6;1<1>- 4=516-;+-6< :-),








 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

-44-<1-:   )58*-44%)471;  ' 1+061+3 " & "  $
        C 
)4):6-)=  :15-)=  #:=,-)=   1+061+3 " & $
 $    C 
71  # "<)16;   07;0  "-/)4    #$"&  
 C  
7:<-:  ! "<)16;   "-/)4   07;0     
 C 
=3-:   "51<0    =3-:   )5576 " # 1?61+)
&7:5;  1?61+)&7:5;   "  $      
 C 
!-5A  1+061+3 " & $ $ #     C 
=8);  "#      
C 
:754-A    0)6676  7=<->-41;  &774.;76  
       C 
);76   :6,<          C 
:1/7:A)6  -)<16/   %"" ! $"%$      
C
 

7=< &- =<141B- )6  V$" <:)6;4)<176 ;A;<-5 <7 <-;< 7=:
5-<07,747/A ?01+0 8:7>1,-; ) :)81, );;)A 84)<.7:5 ?1<0 
#$% 8:7,=+<176 7. <0- 6-+-;;):A 8:7<-16; ?1<07=< <0- 6--, .7:
  ) 87<-6<1)4 158-,15-6< .7: 4):/-;+)4- -@8-:1
5-6<; 7:-7>-: <0- ;<=,A 7. 8:7<-16 316);-; )6, <0-1:
1601*1<7:; 16 ) 4A;)<- -6>1:765-6< <0)< 8-:0)8; )88:7@15)<-; )
+7584-@  VV ;-<<16/ 5)A *- *1)4 .7: -41516)<16/ /-6-:1+
7..<):/-< 01<;  #7 ,-576;<:)<- .-);1*141<A ?- *-/)6 ?1<0
<0- ?-44;<=,1-, + ,-8-6,-6< 8:7<-16 316);-  +)<)4A<1+
;=*=61< R   #7 <-;< /-6-:)41<A  ),,1<176)4 8:7<-16
316);-; <0)< ;8)6 <0- 31675- ?-:- <-;<-, ;=++-;;.=44A )6, ;1@
?-:- ;=*;-9=-6<4A <-;<-, )/)16;< ) 8)6-4 7.  367?6 1601*1<7:;
=:<0-: ;<=,1-; ?-:- ,-;1/6-, <7 <-;< 1. <0- <0:--0A*:1,
5-<07,747/A +)6 *- 87<-6<1)44A =<141B-, .7: 16<-::7/)<16/ <01587:<)6+- 7. + :-;1,=-; 15841+)<-, 16 8:7<-16 316);)+<1>1<A )6, 16 1,-6<1.A16/ )447;<-:1+ 1601*1<7:; ?01+0 ,7 67<
,1:-+<4A <):/-< <0- )+<1>- ;1<-
  
"#!#  !!% !%!  $ ""%
 #  ?); ;-4-+<-, ); )6 161<1)4 <-;< 8:7<-16 316);-

*);-, 76 7=: 8:->17=; -@8-:1-6+- ?1<0  ?0-:- ?- 0),
-;<)*41;0-, <0)< 1< -..-+<1>-4A *16,; ) =6- ;<)=:7;87:16+762=/)<- #0- +)<)4A<1+ ,75)16 7.  ?); +762=/)<-,
<7 <0- <-:516)4 .:)/5-6< 7. 4=+1.-:);-   <0:7=/0 )  
:-;1,=- 4163-:  +-  ?014- <0- 7; 8-8<1,- ?);
+762=/)<-, <7 <0- <-:516)4 .:)/5-6< 7. 4=+1.-:);-  




 7,),-3 # $       C 
 -6/  ( "0-4)<  75)6 #  =A !  "071+0-<  
$        C 
 "07516   -A-: "  07;0   "   
   C 
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ARTICLES

Jester et al.

  &*$!,4 .' 0)& , * 1*!% +1+,% 

*(*+&,,!'- .' 0)& -%- #!&'%& 2*0) 0)& /&1&- %"'* *'-(+  ,*-,-*& .' 0)& +,-*'+('*!&
*!.,!.&     !&- *(*+&,,!.& (*',!- +*-#/&/ *'% /*3 *'-(+ *&+$,!'&/ .' 0)& 02. +($!,$-!*+& )#,1&/ ((&% 0. 0)& !&!,
(*',!- +*-#/&/ 2#/ )-!$!*,% 2*0)  #-% ,*,% 2*0) &*0)&* -. *-)*$*0.* $- .*  μ  (!&# 0. ,*%!&& *' *0 '-$% '*% #- ,!.& ,*&*4 '%($0
2*0) 0)& -&- +,-*'+('*!&&  #-% $& '%(,!,!.$4 !+($% $4 

./- 4- !)& #%%*0*.- .' -&- +,-*'+('*!&&  2#/
0(,% 0. ,&#% 0. 0)& '*%,!'- .' # ,*&*4 '%($0
'-0#*-*-( $.0) (*'0&*-/ #-%  *-*&
 .-'%*0#-0
0(*++!'- .' $.0) % '&+,*-,/ *- *,!-$'1,& ,4/#0&
&3)*$*0&% ,*00,& $-%!&+& '/.* -('- #%%*0*.- .'  0)&
/*(-#, !&*+% $4 '.,%  !-*&   !. 1#,*%#0& 0)#0 0)&
'+*.% /*(-#, 2#/ *-%&&% -& 0. 0)&  &*0)&* *& -&
((,!& '*  %'!3% 2*0) , * #,#-*-& *+!-/  0  
0. *($!,& 0)& ,*-+&* $&02&&-  #-% -& /*& #%%&% 0.
4--  #-% ./- 4- !)& -&(,*(*$,& /*(-#, .+*1&% '.*
#,, 0)& '%('&&,+ 0(,!&  +-+,/ 0)#0 #*'-&
$-!*+& *++%$4 2#/ %!&!%, -&$+/ 0)& -$,  2#/
(*+&0  !-*&   &30 2& 2#-0&% 0. 0&/0 0)& '(,!%$
'*!&,,!'&/ .' 0)& ,, %  #-% ./ 0. 0)& $-!*+
*%&,+  -+ ./ #-%  /*& ,, % 0. 0)& '(('+!,
)#,1&/ .' $-!*+ *,!&( 4-- ./ #-% - 4-
*&/(0*1&,4 !)*/ -&2 '**&-0#0*.- 2#/ 0&/0&% '.* /*(-#, &-)#-
%&0 -('- #%%*0*.- .'   !-*&  #-% &3)*$*0&% # '.,%
*-*&#/& *- $-%*&+&& -(.- 0)& #%%*0*.- .'  '-/*%*$,4
,&// 0)#- 0)& '.,% /*(-#, & &%&0 *- 0)& $,*&,
'*!&,,!'&
!)& -,!$!,4 .' 0)*/ +($!,(*',!- , * 1*!% ((*') #//#4
-$,!%,$4 ,*&/ *- *0/ (',&,!, #/ # %, ''$'4 '.* %+-*!&
0)& +$,!.!,4 .' # (*',!- +*-#/& '.* *0/ !& !!,'*+  -+ *.** 0. %&0&*%*-& *' 2& '-$% %&#/-*& (*',&*- +*-#/& *-)*$*0*.-
0)& ,*&*4 '%($3 2#/ ,!,*,% 2*0) +,-*'+('*!&&   !-*
 !)& .+*1&% .&-0*0*.-%&(&-%&-0 ,.// *- $-%*-+-&
'.,,.2/ #  *,*!+,! +!%'!, -*. 2*0) #-   .'  -
-&* '-* 0(*!%&,, '&!,!'&+ !)& %+-*%   .$-& */
'.,% )*()&* 0)#- 0)& *('*,% !++'!,!'- '&+,&, % .' 
- *&,$4 ,*%!&% $4 *%- #-% '/'*#*+ #-% */
,*+&,4 # -&,!'- .' 0)& '&&,*,!'- .'    - #/ 2&,, #/
0)& (',&,!, 3&!,4 $&02&&- 0)& +($!,$-!*+& )#,1&/ !)&
#$*,*04 0. *-)*$*0 0)& *++%$,&% ,-!'&*#/& */ *%(.*0#-0 $-/&
+!%!$* 0(*!%&,/ 2*0) +($!,  *& !3-$, #/ 0)& *+
/&%$,&% '%(,&3 )#/ $&&- .$+*1&% 0. $& +*-&0*,,4 0*#((% 
%('*,#-0,4 0)*/ /&0 .' (*'''.'(**-!($& &3(*!%&-0/ 1#,*%#0&%
0)#0 ,*(#-% $*-%*-( ($& (*',!- +*-#/& '%!&/ '-$% $&
(*'-    #-% 0)#0 0)& *++%$4 .' +($!,$-!*+
  $!*1 !  "*,/.-    #- "  !+ $*   '+  
%!$,'&   &           5 
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$*'-)0 #$.-0 $4 0)& .*,&%.*, &-#$,&%  '-$% $& *1&*/&%
$4 #%%*0*.- .' # +%$, %'$-$& ,*(#-% '.* 0)& +*-#/& -*, *
%'* 0&/0*-( 0)& %!*&0 '**&-0#0*.-/ .' 0)& (*',*- +*-#/& 2*0)
*+(0 0. 0)& $-!*+& *%&,/ $*$4 %'&+,*,% #
/*(-!3&0 /*(-#,0.-.*/& #%1#-0#(& #'''*&% $4 0)& 4-- 
./-  $- ,&#%*-( 0. #,, +-+)-&0 (*',!- +*-#/&/ $&*-(
0&/0&% #/ 4- '&"-,+
     ")*,& '-* , *
1*!% ((*') 2#/ +-++-, 2*0)  2& -&30 +'- 0 0.
,*%!&& *' *0 '-$% $& (($!% 0. .0)&* (*',!- +*-#/&/ +-.20. $*-% 0)& (&#!&+& !& !!,'* +,-*'+('*!& !)& -%&
#!&'%& */ ,1(!$$4 +*,% *-0. /&1&- &,!$$4 #-%
-&,*.-#,,4 %*1&*+& *'-(/  !-*&  #-% #0 ,&#/0 .-& +*-#/&
*'%   0(0 0)&  *'-( 2#/ +$,% '.* -*, *
1#,*%#0*.- #-% 0)&** ((*'(*!,& ,$1,! '%!&/ /*& $'&
*- ($& .'  *- '-* /4/0&% -(('*,!&( &'*%,!'& !#$,&

!)& *&/(,*1& % / '.*  %**&0 (*.0&*- +*-#/&/ 
+! +!  (         
 #-%   -+% 0. 4- 2&*& 0(*//&% *- *,!-,.1,&
,4/#0& #-% 0&/0&% '.* $-!*+& *++%$4 #-% '&'%!,&,
$-%*&+&& .-,4 -(.- #%%*0*.- .'  ,,  0&/0&% *- 0)& 0 *&&
1*!% /4/0&% /).2&% +!&!3&0 /*(-#, & &%&0 -('&
#%%*0*.- .'   !-*&    -+ 0)*/ 0(*!%&0 %'&+,*,
0)#0 0)*/ -&2 0)*&&)4$**% #((*.) */ (.0&-0*#,,4 (&*, *.//
0)& #!&'% 2)&- # (',&,!, (*',!- +*-#/& ,*(#-% - $&
!&,!3% 0)#0 *,!&/ $*-%*-( 3&!,4 -('- '&"-,!'- 0. -&
#1*-( &/0#$,*/)&% /-++-, *++%$4 .' +($*,$-!*#/& 2*0)
0)&  (*',!- +*-#/&/ -('- #%%*0*.- .'  2& 0)&- ,*%!&
*' 0)& #%%*0*.- .'    # $&00&* %!%! .' 0)& +,-*'
+('*!&& '&"-,  '-$% *.*+& $-!*+& *++%$4 #-%
#&'+ %.2- /*(-#, *0)&* -. *-)*$*0.* . !$& .-,4 '*  #0 #
'&&,*,!'- .'  μ 2#/ #%%&% 0. 0)& ,4/#0& 0. %+-*
/*(-#, ,.//  !-*&   - ) +  -+% #   ,.// *$-%!&+&& *$,!.& 0. -. !& !!,'* %'&+,*,!&( 0)#0 0)&
%&(&-%&-0 '%(,&3 '.*%0*.- - $& ,*1&,4 %!+*-(0&%
-('- #%%*0*.- .' # '%(,!,!.& *-)*$*0.* '.*  .*!,4 .' (*',!&
+*-#/&/
     &30 2& ,-*&% 0.
&/0#$,*/)*-( 2)&0)&* 0)*/ 0)*&&)4$*!% #//#4 '-,% $& &''0*1&,4
-,!$!2% '.* 0&/0*-( # $*& &-%* .' !& !!,'*/ #(#*-/0 +.*$
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Coiled-Coil Enabled Split-Luciferase Three-Hybrid System

ARTICLES

   93(22 352,*;2,

, 5-  04/0)0:589 (.(049:  !  $   " $  (4+  !  (*/   *558+04(:, 8,68,9,4:9 (4
04+0<0+;(2 93(22 352,*;2, 68,9,4: (:  μ =0:/ :/, +,.8,, 5- 04/0)0:054 625::,+ 54 :/, (>09  #:8;*:;8,9 5- 9,2,*: 352,*;2,9 ;9,+ 04 :/, 9*8,,4

5- :/, 685:,04 104(9,9 :/(: =, /(+ +,3549:8(:,+ 685<0+,+
-;4*:054(2 :/8,,/?)80+ (99,3)20,9 (4+ *5;2+ ), 9;)9,7;,4:2?
04/0)0:,+ )? :/, (++0:054 5- ( *536,:0:0<, 20.(4+ 0.;8, 
$5=(8+ :/09 .5(2 ! $  " $  (4+ ! =,8,
,(*/ :,9:,+ -58 04/0)0:054 )?  145=4 104(9, 04/0)0:589 -853
( *533,8*0(2 104(9, 6(4,2 :/, $5*809*8,,4 04(9, 4/0)0:58
$552)5> =0:/ 953, 9;)9:0:;:0549 #;6658:04. 4-583(:054 $()2,
#  (*/ - 104(9, -;9054 =(9 :8(492(:,+ (254. =0:/
59-  -5225=,+ )? :/, (++0:054 5-  :5 04+;*, :,84(8?
*5362,> -583(:054 (4+ (207;5:,+ 04:5 ( =,22 62(:, *54:(0404.
( ;407;, 04/0)0:58 04 ,(*/ =,22 $/, 93(22 352,*;2, 04/0)0:589
=,8, 68,9,4: (: ( 2 *54*,4:8(:054 5-  μ 04 :/, 2?9(:, (4+
04*;)(:,+ -58 / :5 (225= -58 *536,:0:0<, +0962(*,3,4: 5- 
!590:0<, *54:8529 *54:(0404.  (4+ 4,.(:0<, *54:8529 *54:(0404.
4,0:/,8  458 04/0)0:58 =,8, (295 04*2;+,+ 54 ,(*/ 62(:, !2(:,9
=,8, 68,6(8,+ 04 +;620*(:, -58 ,(*/ 104(9, (4+ 04/0)0:58 65:,4*?
=(9 +,:,8304,+ (9 6,8*,4: 04/0)0:054 8,2(:0<, :5 <,/0*2, (254,
$5 ,49;8, 93(22 352,*;2,9 =,8, :(8.,:04. :/, +,908,+ 9:(;85
965804,104(9, 04:,8(*:054 ( 59- * (4+ - ;4 /,:
,85+03,8  =(9 ;9,+ (9 ( *54:852 -58 0+,4:0-?04. 65:,4:0(2
04/0)0:589 5- ,0:/,8 2;*0-,8(9,  58 :/, 59;4 *502,+*502 0:9,2-
4? 2599 04 90.4(2 5)9,8<,+ ;654 (++0:054 5- 04/0)0:58 :5
  ;2+  # #5;:/(22  $ (+/(<  5/4954 "  022,8  
#03,545<  ;9:04  ! 4.2,9,     
    A


59- * (4+ - ;4 =(9 9;):8(*:,+ -853 :/, 104(9,
6,8*,4: 04/0)0:054 <(2;,9 #;6658:04. 4-583(:054 $()2, # 
22 -5;8 104(9,9 ;9,+ 04 :/09 6855-5-6804*062, :/8,,/?)80+
9*8,,4 9/5=,+ <,8? +09:04*: 04/0)0:58? 68 2,9 (.(049: :/, 6(4,2
5- 104(9, 04/0)0:589 0.;8, -  =0:/ $ ),04. :(8.,:,+
)? <,8? -,= 04/0)0:589 -853 :/, 6(4,2  *;8958? ,>(304(:054
5- :/, *5362,:, +(:( 9,: #;6658:04. 4-583(:054 $()2, # 
*2,(82? 8,<,(29 :/(: :/09 :/8,,/?)80+ 3,:/5+ *(4 ), 65:,4:0(22?
;:020@,+ :5 68,+0*: 04/0)0:58 9,2,*:0<0:0,9 58 ,>(362, :/,
6590:0<, 04/0)0:58 *54:852 !
 04/0)0:,+ (22 -5;8 104(9,9
=0:/ 04/0)0:054 <(2;,9 ),:=,,4  (4+   #0302(82? :/,
145=4 ! 04/0)0:58   =(9 9,,4 :5 04/0)0: ! (4+
$  (:  (4+  04/0)0:054 8,96,*:0<,2? );: 9/5=,+
45 (668,*0()2, 04/0)0:054 5- :/, 5:/,8 :=5 685:,04 104(9,9
*54909:,4: =0:/ 68,<05;9 8,658:9   .85;6 5- 9:8;*:;8(22? 90302(8
 04/0)0:589 (30456;8<(2(452   6;8<(2(452   (4+
6;8<(2(452   =,8, -5;4+ :5 04/0)0: " (:  
(4+  8,96,*:0<,2? 45:/,8 .85;6 5- 04/0)0:589 !    
'    (4+ %    9/(804. 9:8;*:;8(2
90302(80:? (4+ 580.04(22? +,90.4,+ :5 :(8.,: 3,3),89 5- :/,
6/596/504590:0+, 104(9, -(302? (22 9,2,*:0<,2? 04/0)0:,+ !
),:=,,4  (4+  =/02, 45:  ? 04/0)0:04. :/,
5:/,8 :/8,, 104(9,9 0<,4 :/(:  /(9 ),,4 8,*,4:2? *5*8?9:(2
20@,+ =0:/ ! 04 ( *8?9:(220@(:054 9*8,,4  0: 09 6,8/(69 45:
9;8680904. :/(: )5:/
(4+  (8, (295 04/0)0:58? &, (295
5)9,8<,+ :/, 2(*1 5- (*:0<0:? 04 :/09 (99(? -58 (4 04/0)0:58
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ARTICLES

Jester et al.

</:9<>/. >9 ,/ =/6/->3@/ 09< % !  A23-2 2+= ,//8
=29A8 >9 :</@/8> >2/ +->3@+>398 90 % ! VV" ,C :<923,3>381
3>= 69-+63D+>398 >9 >2/ 388/<7/7,<+8/ =?<0+-/ A23-2 </;?3</=
>2/ !6/-5=><38 2979691C ! .97+38  > 3= :9==3,6/ >2+>
>2/ </:9<>/. +->3@3>C /B23,3>/. ,C >23= =7+66 796/-?6/ +1+38=>
% 2+= ,//8 +,963=2/. += >2/ - % 0?=398 ?=/. 38
>2/ >2<//2C,<3. =C=>/7 -98>+38= 986C >2/ :<9>/38 538+=/ .97+38
+8. 6+-5= >2/ ! .97+38
%9 0?<>2/< 38>/<<91+>/ >2/ +,363>C 90 >23= >2<//2C,<3. =C=>/7
>9 :9>/8>3+66C   / 3823,3>9<= 90 :<9>/38 538+=/= >2+> /B3=> +=
963197/<= 38 >2/3< 8+>3@/ =>+>/ A/ >?<8/. >9A+<. >/=>381 >2/
-+>+6C>3- .97+38 90 >2/ !+->3@+>/. :<9>/38 538+=/= !
+8. !  '/ 09?8. >2+> /3>2/< - ! 9< ! 38 >2/ :</=/8-/ 90 9=- 6?- +8.  :<9@3./. =318+6=
90 096. 9@/< ,+-51<9?8. 6?738/=-/8-/ %23= ./798=><+>/.
>2+> >2/ -+>+6C>3- .97+38 09< + 8+>3@/6C ><37/<3- 538+=/  -+8
:9>/8>3+66C ,/ ?>363D/. 38./:/8./8>6C 0<97 >2/ 963197/<3D+>398
.97+38 38 >23= >2<//2C,<3. =C=>/7 $?,=/;?/8>6C ,9>2 538+=/=
A/</ >/=>/. +1+38=> >2/  -97:9?8. :+8/6 +8. >2/ </=?6>= +</
=?77+<3D/. 38 $?::9<>381 809<7+>398 %+,6/ $ 
'3>2    1 </=?6>= 90 >2/ :+8/6 90  589A8 538+=/
3823,3>9<= +1+38=> =3B 538+=/= 38 2+8. A/ >?<8/. >9A+<.
-97:+<381 >2/ </=?6>= 0<97 >23= =>?.C A3>2 :?,63=2/. 6+<1/=-+6/
   1 =>?.3/=-  0 >2/  3823,3>9<= >/=>/. 38 9?< :+8/6
 2+@/ ,//8 :</@39?=6C >/=>/. ?>363D381 >2/ :2+1/.3=:6+C -+:>?</
7/>29.9691C +8.  2+@/ ,//8 </-/8>6C :  /. 38 =>+8.+<.
538+=/ +==+C= ,C 92/8 +8. -9A9<5/<= %2/ =/6/->3@3>C
  = 38 9?< >2<//2C,<3. +::<9+-2 A/</ 09?8. >9 73<<9< >2/
:</@39?=6C 7/+=?</. =/6/->3@3>3/= </:9<>/. ?>363D381 :2+1/
.3=:6+C -+:>?</ $?::9<>381 809<7+>398 %+,6/ $  $3736+<6C
>2/ -97:9?8. =/6/->3@3>3/= ?>363D381 >23= 7/>29.9691C A/</
09?8. >9 ,/ =3736+< >9 >29=/ ?>363D381 +->3@3>C ,+=/. +==+C= 09<
 -97:9?8.= 0 >2/ =/> 90 -97:9?8.= >/=>/. ,/>A//8 +66
>2<// 7/>29.= >2/</ A+= + =3816/ .3=-</:+8-C A2/</ -97:9?8.
$!  ./798=><+>/. 89 3823,3>398 +1+38=> ! 38 ,9>2
9?< /B:/<37/8>= +8. >2/ :2+1/.3=:6+C 7/>29. A236/ >2/
+->3@3>C ,+=/. +==+C =29A/.  3823,3>398 9>/A9<>2C
.300/</8-/= A/</ +6=9 09?8. 09< -97:9?8.= >/=>/. 38 >2/
><+.3>398+6 +==+C 09< ! +8. ! $?::9<>381 809<7+>398
%+,6/ $  A2/</    C 79</ 3823,3>398 A+= 9,=/<@/.
-97:+</. >9 9?< 7/>29. 29A/@/< -9<</=:98.381 .+>+ 0<97
>2/ :2+1/.3=:6+C +::<9+-2 2+@/ 89> ,//8 </:9<>/. 09< >2/=/
-97:9?8.=  7+49< .300/</8-/ ,/>A//8 >2/ +->3@3>C ,+=/.
+==+C +8. >23= 7/>29.9691C 3= >2/ </6+>3@/ %! -98-/8><+>398=
A2/</ >2/ +->3@3>C ,+=/. 7/>29.= ?>363D/ ,/>A//8 +8.  μ
A236/ >23= 7/>29. ?>363D/= -/66?6+< 6/@/6= 90 %!  -  7
A23-2 7+C </=?6> 38 .300/</8> 6/@/6= 90 3823,3>398 9,=/<@/. 09<
%! -97:/>3>3@/ -97:9?8.= '/ :6+8 >9 =C=>/7+>3-+66C 38@/=
>31+>/ >2/=/ :9>/8>3+6 .300/</8-/= ,/>A//8 7/>29.96913/= 38
0?>?</ /B:/<37/8>=
@/<+66 >2/=/ /B:/<37/8>= -6/+<6C ./798=><+>/ >2+> >23= >2<//
2C,<3. +==+C :<9@3./= + :9>/8>3+66C =37:6/ 7/>29. 09< <+:3.6C
  +-9,=  6+-5  ?>/<  $A/8=98  +</  6/7381 
$+B/8+   "        E  
  )+81  +8   $?8  3? " ) $?8 (  /6.7+8
#  +736>98   !9695900  3-9=3+ $ & /<6C8  $/,>3
$  2/81  " !# $    E 
  37  $?8  /   *29? "  2/8  $?8 (  /:6/<
 $/,>3 $  2/81  "  "        E  
  79./9   #?.96:2   %981  %&#      E
 
  (3+9  /+>2 # $+3? ! /3:/<   /98/ ! 381  '+65/<
!  +3</  --6/=>98   +@3=  % +<>38 $ # +<6381
 +7,638 $  %&#      E 
  !/62+7  #  +-5=98 #  &#  "      E 
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    ! $%& /B:</==/. 538+=/= +1+38=> + 6+<1/ =/> 90
3823,3>9<= @/8 A3>2 >23= >/=> =/> 90  589A8 538+=/ 3823,3>9<=
7+8C 90 A23-2 +</ </:9<>/. += =/6/->3@/ 3823,3>9<= +8. 2+@/
,//8 ?>363D/. 38 :<9,381 ,39691C $?::9<>381 809<7+>398 %+,6/
$  3> 3= -6/+< >2+>    1 -97:9?8.= +1+38=> =/@/<+6 :<9>/38
538+=/= -+8 </@/+6 8/A +->3@3>3/= +1+38=> 900>+<1/> 538+=/=
9</9@/< >23= =/> 90 /B:/<37/8>= +6=9 =:/+5= >9 >2<//2C,<3.
./=318 -98=3./<+>398= =?-2 += >2/ 8//. 09< >/=>381 >2/ >2<//
2C,<3. =C=>/7 ?:98 38-6?=398 90 +..3>398+6 .97+38= 38 >2/ -+=/
90 %
       +@381
/=>+,63=2/. >2+> >2/ >2<//2C,<3. +==+C -+8 ,/ ?>363D/. 09<
   1 3823,3>9<= +1+38=> :+<>3-?6+< 538+=/= A/ 8/B> A+8>/.
>9 >/=> A2/>2/< >23= 7/>29.9691C A9?6. +669A ?= >9 =>?.C >2/
:<9>/38 538+=/ .97+38 += + 0?8->398 90 3>= 631+8. ,38.381
:<9:/<>3/= !<9>/38 538+=/= >C:3-+66C </;?3</ 98/ 9< 79</ =:=/<38/ >2</9838/ 9< >C<9=38/ </=3.?/ >9 ,/ :29=:29<C6+>/. 38
9<./< >9 +-23/@/ + 0?66C +->3@/ -9809<7+>398 +8. >23= 79.3-+
>398 7+C +6=9 ,/ 37:9<>+8> 09< %! +8. 3823,3>9< ,38.381 +>
>2/ 538+=/ +->3@/ =3>/   %23= -+8 9--?< >2<9?12 /3>2/< -3= 
9< ><+8=:29=:29<C6+>398  /@/8>= A3>2 :29=:29<C6+>398 90
</=3.?/= +.4+-/8> >9 >2/ +->3@/ =3>/ ,/381 :+<>3-?6+<6C -<3>3-+6 #/>3-?69-C>/ 6C=+>/ 3= 589A8 >9 -98>+38 /8.91/89?= :<9>/38
538+=/ +->3@3>C  >2+> -9?6. :9>/8>3+66C </=?6> 38 >2/ :29=:29
<C6+>398 90 :<9>/38 538+=/= +>>+-2/. >9 >2/ 6?-30/<+=/ 0<+17/8>=
9A/@/< 3> 3= ?8-6/+< A2/>2/< >2/ :<9>/38 538+=/= 38 >2/ >2<//
2C,<3. +==+C +</ :</=/8> 38 +8 +->3@/ :29=:29<C6+>/. 09<7 %23=
+7,31?3>C </1+<.381 :29=:29<C6+>398 3= +6=9 >2/ -+=/ A2/8
:<9>/38 538+=/= +</ /B:</==/. 38 $# " 9< C/+=> += 38
>2/ :</@39?=6C </:9<>/. 2312>2<9?12:?> 7/>29.= 09< :<9>/38
538+=/      %2?= A/ =/> 9?> >9 >/=> >2/ 37:9<>+8-/ 90
589A8 </=3.?/= >2+> :9>/8>3+66C :6+C + <96/ 38 :<9>/38 538+=/
+->3@+>398 +8. :9==3,6C 631+8. ,38.381 %9 >23= /8. 7?>+>398=
A/</ 38><9.?-/. 38 ,9>2 ! +8. % >2+> </:6+-/.
:+<>3-?6+< =/<38/ +8. >2</9838/ </=3.?/= A3>2 +=:+<>+>/ 9<
16?>+7+>/ >9 -2/73-+66C 7373- >2/ :29=:29<C6+>/. +->3@/ =>+>/
9< +6>/<8+>3@/6C >9 +6+838/ >9 :9>/8>3+66C 7373- >2/ ./:29=:29
<C6+>/. 38+->3@/ 09<7 8 >2/ -+=/ 90 ! 7?>+>398 90 + =9
-+66/. %699: </=3.?/ %
 >9 16?>+7+>/  ./798=><+>/. +
-6/+< 38-</+=/ 38 6?738/=-/8-/ 90 >2/  38.?-/. -97:6/B 9@/<
/3>2/< >2/ A36.>C:/ 9< >2/ +6+838/ 7?>+8> 31?</  %2/=/
</=?6>= >9 + > +::<9B37+>398 =?11/=> >2+> ! 3= 635/6C 89>
38 + 0?66C +->3@/ -9809<7+>398 38 >2/ 6C=+>/ +8. +8 ?8:29=:29
<C6+>/. >2</9838/ 6373>= 3>= +,363>C >9 ,38. >9 >2/

=>+?<9=:9<38/ > 3= +6=9 38>/</=>381 >2+> >2/ 79.3. =>+?<9=:9
<38/ -+8 =>366 ,38. ! A3>2 + %
 =?,=>3>?>398 A23-2
=?11/=>= >2+> >2/ +->3@/ =3>/ 3= =>366 -+:+,6/ 90 631+8. ,38.381
/B> A/ >/=>/. >23= +::<9+-2 98 %  A23-2 2+= ,//8 </:9<>/.












 ?,,+<. $ # '/3  63=  /8.<3-5=98 '  %&#  
   E 
?=/  ?<3C+8       E  
9-22/+. !   !    :/ 
$/1/< # </,=          E 
#?==9   %981  //   /00</C !  !+@6/>3-2  !

%&# 
   E
 928=98   9,6/    A/8        E
 
 96/8  %+C69< $ 29=2  "    E  
 /@38   #+8? # $ <8=> & 30/<   98.98  
#" %         E  
 $23,?C+   #?./<7+8  & " "     E
 +8=/<  ?+81  ) 99 %  2/8 ( " 981  
/?81 % 37  "  " 
    E 
 $+8./<=   +>=?7?<+  959-2   ./ +8/<966/ ! !

    E  
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Coiled-Coil Enabled Split-Luciferase Three-Hybrid System

ARTICLES

   #*89.3, 9-* *++*(9 4+ &(9.;&9.3, &3) .3&(9.;&9.3, 5749*.3 0.3&8* 2:9&9.438 43 .3-.'.947 '.3).3, 4)*1 4+ 5749*.3 0.3&8* &3) 2:9&9.43&1 &3&1>8.8

4+ 7*,:1&947> 7*8.):*8 +47     %$ &3)  #     49- 24)*18 &7* 8-4<3 <.9- 9-* 8.9*8 4+ 5-485-47>1&9.43 -.,-1.,-9*) 7*)
&3) &3 # &3&14,:* >*114< '4:3) .3 9-* &(9.;* 8.9* #-* 7*1&9.;* 1:2.3*8(*3(* 4+ 9-* 9-7**->'7.) (4251*= :543 9-* &)).9.43 4+ 9-*  .3).(&9*8
&85&79.( &(.)  &3) ,1:9&2.( &(.)  2:9&398 *=-.'.9 &3 .3(7*&8* .3 7*1&9.;* 1:2.3*8(*3(* 7*1&9.;* 94 9-* <.1)9>5* &3) &1&3.3*  2:9&398

   #*89.3, &11489*7.( .3-.'.9.43 4+ & 5749*.3 0.3&8* .3 9-* 9-7**->'7.) 8>89*2   574548*) 24)*1 4+ &11489*7.( .3-.'.9478 4+ # <-*7* &3
.3-.'.947 2&> &(9 '> '.3).3, 4:98.)* 9-* &(9.;* 8.9* &9 & 51*(0897.3 -42414,>   )42&.3 94 .3):(* &3 .3&(9.;* (43+472&9.43  "97:(9:7* 4+ 9-* &11489*7.(
# .3-.'.947 09   42&.3 2&5 4+ 9<4 ).++*7*39 5749*.3 0.3&8* (43897:(98 (439&.3.3, 431> 9-* 0.3&8* )42&.3 &3) 9*72.3&1 7*,.43 #
47 9-* +:111*3,9- 5749*.3 .3(1:).3, 9-*  )42&.3    3-.'.9.43 4+ # &3)  '> *.9-*7 &3 # (425*9.9.;* .3-.'.947  47 9-* 7*5479*)
&11489*7.( .3-.'.9478  &3) 

94 '* 57.2&7.1> &(9.;&9*) '> 5-485-47>1&9.43 &9 #  &3) "   
3 &)).9.43 94 5-485-47>1&9.43 4+ 9-* #1445  0.3&8*8 &7*
034<3 94 &184 7*6:.7* 5-485-47>1&9.43 &9 9-* ->)745-4'.( 249.+
+47 459.2&1 &(9.;&9.43 -  :9&9.3, '49- 4+ 9-*8* 7*8.):*8 94
&85&79&9* 431> .3(7*&8*) 9-* 1:2.3*8(*3(* '> +41) 4;*7 9-*
<.1)9>5* 8:,,*89.3, 9-&9 # 2&> '* 5&79.&11> 5-485-47>
1&9*) .3 9-* 1>8&9* .,:7*  ":757.8.3,1> 2:9&9.3, '49- 4+
9-*8* 7*8.):*8 94 &1&3.3* 9-*7*'> *1.2.3&9.3, 9-* 5488.'.1.9> 4+
5-485-47>1&9.43 &9 *.9-*7 8.9* (&:8*8 431> & 82&11 1488 .3 '.3).3,
94 9-*  .,:7*  ;*7&11 9-*8* 7*8:198 <.9- #
8:,,*89 9-&9 9-* #  "   2:9&39 9-&9 -&8 '**3 574548*)
94 2.2.( 9-* .3&(9.;* +472 &3) *=-.'.98 & 3*&71> +41) .3(7*&8*
.3 1:2.3*8(*3(* :543 &)).9.43 4+  .8 89.11 ;*7> (425*9*39 +47
  1*88.  ! 3)/*104;.(  &:)<*11  743  477.(* 
4-*3  *22.3,8  
   
? 
  %&3,  743  #-425843 $ 44) $  *88  *22.3,8
  &7+47)       ? 
  74).3  *38*3   *7.*33*  &22*194+9 "


   ?  
 .43). !  .*14(-  :77.* !  *&0  1*88.  !
    ? 

'.3).3, &(9.;*8.9* 9&7,*9*) .3-.'.9478 #-:8 9-*8* 7*8:198
)*243897&9* 9-&9 8>89*2&9.( 2:9&,*3*8.8 89:).*8 4+ 5749*.3
0.3&8*8 .3 9-* (439*=9 4+ 9-.8 9-7**->'7.) 8>89*2 2&> &114<
+47 :3)*789&3).3, 9-* )*9*72.3&398 9-&9 ,4;*73 .3-.'.947 '.3).3,
&3) 2&> ) :8* .3 )*1.3*&9.3, 9-* (438*6:*3(*8 4+ 5749*.3
0.3&8* 2:9&9.438 9-&9 7*8:19 .3 )7:, 7*8.89&3(*
   
 &;.3, )*243897&9*) 9-&9 9-*
9-7**->'7.) 2*9-4) -&8 9-* 549*39.&1 94 243.947 549*39.&1
(43+472&9.43&1 (-&3,*8 9-&9 4((1:)* 1.,&3) '.3).3, &9 9-* &(9.;*
8.9* <* 9:73*) 94 .3;*89.,&9.3, 9-* :9.1.9> 4+ 9-.8 2*9-4) +47
9*89.3, &11489*7.( .3-.'.9478 9-&9 &(9 &9 8.9*8 ).89&1 94 9-* &(9.;*
8.9* 11489*7.( .3-.'.9478 (&3 &(9 '> .3):(.3, &3 .3&(9.;*
(43+472&9.43 :543 '.3).3, .,:7*  #-* # &3) #
.3-.'.947 09  .8 5&79.(:1&71> .39*7*89.3, &8 .9 -&8 '**3
57*;.4:81> 8-4<3 94 431> .25&(9 9-* &(9.;.9> 4+ 5749*.3 0.3&8*
(43897:(98 (439&.3.3, '49- 9-*  )42&.3 &3) 9-* 897*9(- 4+

 7.8-3&2:79> ! &1>    
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ARTICLES

Jester et al.

9,:0+<,: *655,*;05. 0; ;6 ;/, 205(:, +64(05  %/, 79676:,+
4,*/(50:4 6- (*;065 :<..,:;: ;/(; )05+05. 6- ;/0: 05/0)0;69
05+<*,: ( *65-694(;065 >/0*/ 79,=,5;: :<):;9(;, (**,:: ;6 ;/,
% (*;0=, :0;, %/<: >, :,; 6<; ;6 *647(9, ;/, ,--,*;0=,
5,:: 6-  (.(05:; ;/, 796;,05 205(:, +64(05 653@ (: >,33 (:
;/, -<333,5.;/ % *65:;9<*; 0.<9,  &, (3:6 >(5;,+
;6 ;,:; "
 256>5 ;6 ;(9.,; ;/, (*;0=, :0;, (.(05:;
)6;/ *65:;9<*;: 05(33@ >, >0:/,+ ;6 05;,996.(;, ;/, 9,769;,+
(336:;,90* % 05/0)0;69  >/0*/ +0+ 56; +0:73(@ 
 
05/0)0;065 (.(05:; ;/, 205(:, +64(05 (365, 0.<9,  69 2; 
 >, 6):,9=,+ (  05/0)0;065 6- ;/, -<333,5.;/ 205(:,
>/03, 56; 05/0)0;05. ;/, 205(:, +64(05 (365, 0.<9,  >/03,
"
 ;(9.,;,+ )6;/ +64(05: ,8<(33@ ++0;065(33@ ;/,
(336:;,90* % 05/0)0;69  :/6>,+ ( :0403(9 ,--,*; -69 )6;/
-694: 6- %  :<..,:;05. ;/(; ;/0: 4,;/6+ 6- (5(3@:0: >033
56; (336> -69    5 6- 05/0)0;69: ;/(; +6 56; 5,*,::(903@
)36*2 ;/, (*;0=, :0;, )<; -<5*;065 )@ 6;/,9 4,*/(50:4: :<*/ (:
79,=,5;05. :<)*,33<3(9 ;9(5:36*(;065  %/,:, :;<+0,: 05 *65*,9;
+,465:;9(;, ;/(; :04<3;(5,6<:3@ :*9,,505. =(9@05. 0:6-694: 6( 796;,05 205(:, 05 ;/, ;/9,,/@)90+ (::(@ 796=0+,: <: >0;/ (
:0473, 4,;/6+ ;6 0+,5;0-@ :,3,*;0=, (336:;,90* 05/0)0;69: ;/(; *(5
)36*2 ;/, (*;0=, :0;, :<*/ (: 


: ;/, 963, 6- 796;,05 205(:,: *65;05<, ;6 ), <59(=,3,+ 05 (
>0+, (99(@ 6- :0.5(3 ;9(5:+<*;065 *(:*(+,: (5+ +0:,(:,: ;/, 5,,+
-69 5,> 4,;/6+636.0,: *(7()3, 6- 9(70+3@ 796)05. ;/, 469, ;/(5
 /<4(5 796;,05 205(:,: -69 05/0)0;69 :,3,*;0=0;@ /(: ),*64,
05*9,(:05.3@ ,=0+,5; $0473, (5+ 9(70+ (7796(*/,: ;/(; (9,
(4,5()3, -69 3(9.,:*(3, :*9,,5: >6<3+ 76;,5;0(33@ (0+ 05 ;/,
+0:*6=,9@ 6- 5,> 30.(5+: (: 9,(.,5;: -69 796)05. )0636.@ (:
>,33 (: ,(93@ *(5+0+(;,: 05 ;/, 8<,:; -69 ( +9<. %6>(9+ ;/0:
365.;,94 .6(3 >, /(=, +,465:;9(;,+ ( 5,> ;/9,,/@)90+
7(9(+0.4 >/,9, ( 205(:, 05/0)0;69 *651<.(;,+ ;6 65, 7(09 6- (
*603,+*603 :,9=,: (: ( */,40*(3 05+<*,9 6- +04,90A(;065 %/,
796;,05 205(:,: *(5 ), ,?79,::,+ 05 *,33-9,, ;9(5:3(;065 :@:;,4:
(5+ +09,*;3@ 05;,996.(;,+ 05 *647,;0;0=, )05+05. (::(@: >0;/ (
:730;3<*0-,9(:, 9,(::,4)3@ +,7,5+,5; 3<405,:*,5; 9,(+6<; &,
+,465:;9(;, ;/(; (5 05/0)0;69 :*9,,5 :;(9;05. -964 :;69,+ 4# 
*(5 ), 7,9-694,+ 05
/ %/<: ;/0: (7796(*/ /(: ;/, 76;,5;0(3
;6 796=0+, ( :0473,9 (3;,95(;0=, ;6 ;/, ,?0:;05. :4(33463,*<3,
*647,;0;065 )(:,+ (7796(*/ 79,=06<:3@ 9,769;,+ )@ ()0(5 ,;
(3  &, (5;0*07(;, ;/(; (3;,95(;, :730;9,769;,9 :@:;,4: *(5
), *65:;9<*;,+ ;/(; 9,:<3; 05 (5 (<;605/0)0;,+ :;(;, >/,9, ;/,
:0.5(3 0: 6-- >/0*/ *(5 ), ;<95,+ 65 )@ (++0;065 6- ( :4(33
463,*<3, 30.(5+ 05(33@ ;/0:  )(:,+ (7796(*/ (3:6 /(:
;/, (++,+  ; ;/(; 0; +6,: 56; 9,8<09, ,?;,5:0=, 7967(.(;065
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Coiled-Coil Enabled Split-Luciferase Three-Hybrid System
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Biosynthesis and isolation of Staurosporine:
Lentzea albida  !836%+) %2( 63;8,   0=34,-0->)( 46)4%6%8-32 3* Lentzea albida  46):-3970= '0%77-*-)( %7
Streptomyces staurosporous 496',%7)( *631 " ;%7 4634%+%8)( %2( 7836)( %7 %  +0=')630 783'/ %8 
3 3*8,)+0=')630783'/;%7-2863(9')(83%2%74%6%+-2)%+%670%28 (-438%77-914,374,%8)
  %74%6%+-2)  +09'37)   %+%6 %2( %003;)( 83 +63; -2 % '330 (%6/ 40%') *36 32) ;))/  #,-8)
7436)7;)6)7))2328,)796*%')3*8,)70%2879432;,-', 78)6-0)+0%77&)%(7;)6)%(()(83)%',70%2883&)
'3%8)(;-8,7436)7",)+0%77&)%(7;)6)79&7)59)280=7836)(%83
";3+0%77&)%(7'3%8)(;-8, Lentzea albida ;)6)97)(83-23'90%8) 13*%7))(1)(-% +09'37)
 4)4832) &))*)<86%'8 '%0'-91'%6&32%8) =)%78)<86%'8;,-',;%7-2'9&%8)(*36 
,3967 %8 6331 8)14)6%896) ;-8, 7,%/-2+ %8  641  *8)6 8,-7 8-1) 8,) 7))( 1)(-% ;%7 ):)20= (-786-&98)(
%132+  <   *0%7/7 '328%-2-2+ *)61)28%8-32 1)(-%   +09'37)   73=832) %2(   '%0'-91
'%6&32%8)%2(%003;)(83-2'9&%8)*36 ,3967%863318)14)6%896);-8,7,%/-2+%8 641

730%8-323*!8%9637436-2) !8%9637436-2) ;%7 -730%8)( *631 Lenteza albida  *)61)28%8-32 '90896)7 %7
()7'6-&)(46):-3970=;-8,13(-*-'%8-327!8%9637436-2)'328%-2-2+*)61)28%8-32'90896)7()7'6-&)(%&3:),%(
8,)4%(.978)(83? ;-8,%1132-91,=(63<-()%2(;)6))<86%'8)( < 3*)8,=0%')8%8)",)36+%2-'
*6%'8-327 ;)6) 8,)2 '31&-2)( %2( )<86%'8)(  <   3*    0 %*8)6 ;,-', 8,) %59)397 *6%'8-327 ;)6)
4330)( %2( &%7-*-)( 32') 136) ;-8, %1132-91 ,=(63<-()  ",) %59)397 0%=)67 ;)6) '31&-2)( %2( *968,)6
)<86%'8)( < )8,=0%')8%8)%2(36+%2-'*6%'8-327;)6)(6-)(3:)61%+2)7-91790*%8)",))8,=0%')8%8);%7
6)13:)( 8,639+, 638%6= ):%436%8-32 %2( 8,) 6)7908-2+ =)003; 6)7-(9) ;%7 (-7730:)( '3140)8)0= -2 1-2-1%0
:3091)7 3* 1)8,%230  ",) *-2%0 '69() =-)0( 3* 78%9637436-2) ;%7 8=4-'%00=   1+   3* *)61)28%8-32
'90896)  !8%9637436-2) ;%7 *968,)6 496-*-)( )-8,)6 8,639+, *0%7, '30912 ',631%83+6%4,= ;-8,  
(-',03631)8,%2)   1)8,%230 %2(   %1132-91 ,=(63<-() %7 8,) )09)28 36 8,639+, 6)'6=78%00->%8-32
*6311)8,%230

",) %2(  %6)'327-78)28;-8,8,)0-8)6%896)
-+,6)73098-32!    )<4)'8)(  *392(  
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Complete A uthor L ist for Reference 10, 11, 21


  &'.&2.,,6$ 5)!5*.'*577*5.),*<.1.3&5&*2*)*77.
&57*5!.(*5.)**2!03;)35)&09.2*50&(-537<+*0)
*55,&5) 26/326/3&.*0.&6*-7&6&.0&239%##*0&6(3
$3).(/&&7*0%&55.2/&53(/-&57&785*.37*(-2303,;2005  


  &5&1&2*55,&5) !5*.'*5&00&2777*5.),*&14'*00-&2.(*5.
&9.6)**2&5&32.03;)8273(/-&57.0&239%355.632&00&5*6
&7*05.7(-&5) $3).(/&%&55.2/&5&785*.37*(-2303,;2008 



  *(/*5857-. 1.7-31*367&30)&2&8+1&22&2/*"*,*2-&57
&81&22 $&002*5$8'*5*).*5 .00 .261&2*).,*53(/39.(-*.*5
:*57 08,*0*;-*1.675;.303,;2004  
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APPENDIX B: PLASMID MAPS AND LIST OF CONSTRUCTS

1 GGGGAATTGT GAGCGGATAA CAATTCCCCT GTAGAAATAA TTTTGTTTAA
NcoI
51 CTTTAATAAG GAGATATACC ATGGGTATGT CCGGTTATGT AAACAATCCG
M G M S
G Y V
N N P

Frame 2

101 GAAGCGACCA ACGCCTTGAT TGACAAGGAT GGATGGCTAC ATTCTGGAGA
E A T N
A L I
D K D
G W L H
S G D

Frame 2

151 CATAGCTTAC TGGGACGAAG ACGAACACTT CTTCATAGTT GACCGCTTGA
I A Y
W D E D
E H F
F I V
D R L K

Frame 2

201 AGTCTTTAAT TAAATACAAA GGATATCAGG TGGCCCCCGC TGAATTGGAA
S L I
K Y K
G Y Q V
A P A
E L E

Frame 2

251 TCGATATTGT TACAACACCC CAACATCTTC GACGCGGGCG TGGCAGGTCT
S I L L
Q H P
N I F
D A G V
A G L

Frame 2

301 TCCCGACGAT GACGCCGGTG AACTTCCCGC CGCCGTTGTT GTTTTGGAGC
P D D
D A G E
L P A
A V V
V L E H

Frame 2

351 ACGGAAAGAC GATGACGGAA AAAGAGATCG TGGATTACGT CGCCAGTCAA
G K T
M T E
K E I V
D Y V
A S Q

Frame 2

401 GTAACAACCG CGAAAAAGTT GCGCGGAGGA GTTGTGTTTG TGGACGAAGT
V T T A
K K L
R G G
V V F V
D E V

Frame 2

451 ACCGAAAGGT CTTACCGGAA AACTCGACGC AAGAAAAATC AGAGAGATCC
P K G
L T G K
L D A
R K I
R E I L

Frame 2

PstI
501 TCATAAAGGC CAAGAAGGGC GGAAAGTCCA AATTGGGCCT GCAGGGCGGT

201
I

K

A

K

K

G

G

K

S

K

L

G

L

Q

G

G

Frame 2

SalI EcoRI NdeI
551 TCAGGCGGTG GGGGTTCTGG CGGGGGTGGG AGCGTCGACG AATTCCATAT
S G G G
G S G
G G G
S V D E
F H M

Frame 2

BglII MfeI
KpnI
601 GGCAGATCTC AATTGGATAT CGGCCGGCCA CGCGATCGCT GACGTCGGTA
A D L
N W I S
A G H
A I A
D V G T

Frame 2

NotI
HindIII
XhoI
651 CCAAGCTTGC GGCCGCCTCG AGTCTGGTAA AGAAACCGCT GCTGCGAAAT
K L A
A A S
S L V K
K P L
L R N

Frame 2

701 TTGAACGCCA GCACATGGAC TCGTCTACTA GCGCAGCTTA ATTAACCTAG
L N A S
T W T
R L L
A Q L N
*
Frame 2
751 GCTGCTGCCA CCGCTGAGCA ATAACTAGCA TAACCCCTTG GGGCCTCTAA

202

1 GGGGAATTGT GAGCGGATAA CAATTCCCCT CTAGAAATAA TTTTGTTTAA
NcoI
51 CTTTAAGAAG GAGATATACC ATGGGCAGCA GCCATCACCA TCATCACCAC
M G S S
H H H
H H H

Frame 2

BamHI
SacI
101 AGCCAGGATC CGAATTCGAG CTCGCTTACT GATACTCTTC AAGCTGAAAC
S Q D P
N S S
S L T
D T L Q
A E T

Frame 2

151 TGATCAACTT GAAGATGAAA AAAGTGCTCT TCAAACTGAA ATTGCTAATC
D Q L
E D E K
S A L
Q T E
I A N L

Frame 2

201 TTCTTAAAGA AAAAGAAAAA CTTGAATTTA TTCTTGCTGG TGGTGGTTCT
L K E
K E K
L E F I
L A G
G G S

Frame 2

HindIII
251 GGTGGTGGTG GTTCTGGTGG TGGTGGTAAG CTTGAAGACG CCAAAAACAT
G G G G
S G G
G G K
L E D A
K N I

Frame 2

301 AAAGAAAGGC CCGGCGCCAT TCTATCCTCT AGAGGATGGA ACCGCTGGAG
K K G
P A P F
Y P L
E D G
T A G E

Frame 2

351 AGCAACTGCA TAAGGCTATG AAGAGATACG CCCTGGTTCC TGGAACAATT
Q L H
K A M
K R Y A
L V P
G T I

Frame 2

401 GCTTTTACAG ATGCACATAT CGAGGTGAAC ATCACGTACG CGGAATACTT
A F T D
A H I
E V N
I T Y A
E Y F

Frame 2

451 CGAAATGTCC GTTCGGTTGG CAGAAGCTAT GAAACGATAT GGGCTGAATA
E M S
V R L A
E A M
K R Y
G L N T

Frame 2

501 CAAATCACAG AATCGTCGTA TGCAGTGAAA ACTCTCTTCA ATTCTTTATG
N H R
I V V
C S E N
S L Q
F F M

Frame 2

203

551 CCGGTGTTGG GCGCGTTATT TATCGGAGTT GCAGTTGCGC CCGCGAACGA
P V L G
A L F
I G V
A V A P
A N D

Frame 2

601 CATTTATAAT GAACGTGAAT TGCTCAACAG TATGAACATT TCGCAGCCTA
I Y N
E R E L
L N S
M N I
S Q P T

Frame 2

651 CCGTAGTGTT TGTTTCCAAA AAGGGGTTGC AAAAAATTTT GAACGTGCAA
V V F
V S K
K G L Q
K I L
N V Q

Frame 2

701 AAAAAATTAC CAATAATCCA GAAAATTATT ATCATGGATT CTAAAACGGA
K K L P
I I Q
K I I
I M D S
K T D

Frame 2

751 TTACCAGGGA TTTCAGTCGA TGTACACGTT CGTCACATCT CATCTACCTC
Y Q G
F Q S M
Y T F
V T S
H L P P

Frame 2

801 CCGGTTTTAA TGAATACGAT TTTGTACCAG AGTCCTTTGA TCGTGACAAA
G F N
E Y D
F V P E
S F D
R D K

Frame 2

851 ACAATTGCAC TGATAATGAA TTCCTCTGGA TCTACTGGGT TACCTAAGGG
T I A L
I M N
S S G
S T G L
P K G

Frame 2

901 TGTGGCCCTT CCGCATAGAA CTGCCTGCGT CAGATTCTCG CATGCCAGAG
V A L
P H R T
A C V
R F S
H A R D

Frame 2

951 ATCCTATTTT TGGCAATCAA ATCATTCCGG ATACTGCGAT TTTAAGTGTT
P I F
G N Q
I I P D
T A I
L S V

Frame 2

1001 GTTCCATTCC ATCACGGTTT TGGAATGTTT ACTACACTCG GATATTTGAT
V P F H
H G F
G M F
T T L G
Y L I

Frame 2

1051 ATGTGGATTT CGAGTCGTCT TAATGTATAG ATTTGAAGAA GAGCTGTTTT
C G F
R V V L
M Y R
F E E
E L F L

Frame 2

1101 TACGATCCCT TCAGGATTAC AAAATTCAAA GTGCGTTGCT AGTACCAACC
R S L
Q D Y
K I Q S
A L L
V P T

Frame 2

1151 CTATTTTCAT TCTTCGCCAA AAGCACTCTG ATTGACAAAT ACGATTTATC
L F S F
F A K
S T L
I D K Y
D L S

Frame 2

1201 TAATTTACAC GAAATTGCTT CTGGGGGCGC ACCTCTTTCG AAAGAAGTCG
N L H
E I A S
G G A
P L S
K E V G

Frame 2

1251 GGGAAGCGGT TGCAAAACGC TTCCATCTTC CAGGGATACG ACAAGGATAT
E A V
A K R
F H L P
G I R
Q G Y

Frame 2

1301 GGGCTCACTG AGACTACATC AGCTATTCTG ATTACACCCG AGGGGGATGA
G L T E
T T S
A I L
I T P E
G D D

Frame 2

1351 TAAACCGGGC GCGGTCGGTA AAGTTGTTCC ATTTTTTGAA GCGAAGGTTG
K P G
A V G K
V V P
F F E
A K V V

Frame 2

1401 TGGATCTGGA TACCGGGAAA ACGCTGGGCG TTAATCAGAG AGGCGAATTA
D L D
T G K
T L G V
N Q R
G E L

Frame 2

204
1451 TGTGTCAGAG GACCTATGAT TATGTCCGGT TATGTAAACA ATCCGGAAGC
C V R G
P M I
M S G
Y V N N
P E A

Frame 2

NotI
NotI
1501 GACCAACGCC TTGATTGACA AGGATGGATG ATAAGCGGCC GCGGCCGCAT
T N A
L I D K
D G *
Frame 2
1551 AATGCTTAAG TCGAACAGAA AGTAATCGTA TTGTACACGG CCGCATAATC
1601 GAAATTAATA CGACTCACTA TAGGGGAATT GTGAGCGGAT AACAATTCCC
NdeI
1651 CATCTTAGTA TATTAGTTAA GTATAAGAAG GAGATATACA TATGATGTCC
M M S

Frame 3

1701 GGTTATGTAA ACAATCCGGA AGCGACCAAC GCCTTGATTG ACAAGGATGG
G Y V N
N P E
A T N
A L I D
K D G

Frame 3

1751 ATGGCTACAT TCTGGAGACA TAGCTTACTG GGACGAAGAC GAACACTTCT
W L H
S G D I
A Y W
D E D
E H F F

Frame 3

1801 TCATAGTTGA CCGCTTGAAG TCTTTAATTA AATACAAAGG ATATCAGGTG
I V D
R L K
S L I K
Y K G
Y Q V

Frame 3

1851 GCCCCCGCTG AATTGGAATC GATATTGTTA CAACACCCCA ACATCTTCGA
A P A E
L E S
I L L
Q H P N
I F D

Frame 3

1901 CGCGGGCGTG GCAGGTCTTC CCGACGATGA CGCCGGTGAA CTTCCCGCCG
A G V
A G L P
D D D
A G E
L P A A

Frame 3

1951 CCGTTGTTGT TTTGGAGCAC GGAAAGACGA TGACGGAAAA AGAGATCGTG
V V V
L E H
G K T M
T E K
E I V

Frame 3

2001 GATTACGTCG CCAGTCAAGT AACAACCGCG AAAAAGTTGC GCGGAGGAGT
D Y V A
S Q V
T T A
K K L R
G G V

Frame 3

2051 TGTGTTTGTG GACGAAGTAC CGAAAGGTCT TACCGGAAAA CTCGACGCAA
V F V
D E V P
K G L
T G K
L D A R

Frame 3

2101 GAAAAATCAG AGAGATCCTC ATAAAGGCCA AGAAGGGCGG AAAGTCCAAA
K I R
E I L
I K A K
K G G
K S K

Frame 3

BglII
2151 TTGGGAGATC TAGGTGGTGG TGGTTCTGGT GGTGGTGGTT CTGGTGGTGG
L G D L
G G G
G S G
G G G S
G G G

Frame 3

2201 TCGTATCGCT CGTCTGGAAG AGAAAGTTAA GACCCTGAAA GCGCAGAACT
R I A
R L E E
K V K
T L K
A Q N S

Frame 3

2251 CTGAACTGGC ATCCACTGCT AACATGCTGC GTGAACAGGT AGCACAGCTG
E L A
S T A
N M L R
E Q V
A Q L

Frame 3

KpnI
XhoI
2301 AAACAGAAGG GTACCCTCGA GTCTGGTAAA GAAACCGCTG CTGCGAAATT
K Q K G
T L E
S G K
E T A A
A K F

Frame 3

205

2351 TGAACGCCAG CACATGGACT CGTCTACTAG CGCAGCTTAA TTAACCTAGG
E R Q
H M D S
S T S
A A *
Frame 3
2401 CTGCTGCCAC CGCTGAGCAA TAACTAGCAT AACCCCTTGG GGCCTCTAAA

206

1 TATAGGGGAA TTGTGAGCGG ATAACAATTC CCCTGTAGAA ATAATTTTGT
NcoI
51 TTAACTTTAA TAAGGAGATA TACCATGGGA CGTATCGCTC GTCTGGAAGA
M G
R I A R
L E E

Frame 3

101 GAAAGTTAAG ACCCTGAAAG CGCAGAACTC TGAACTGGCA TCCACTGCTA
K V K
T L K A
Q N S
E L A
S T A N

Frame 3

PstI
151 ACATGCTGCG TGAACAGGTA GCACAGCTGA AACAGAAGGC TGCAGGTGGG
M L R
E Q V
A Q L K
Q K A
A G G

Frame 3

KpnI
201 GGTTCTGGTG GGGGTGGTAC CGAAGACGCC AAAAACATAA AGAAAGGCCC
G S G G
G G T
E D A
K N I K
K G P

Frame 3

251 GGCGCCATTC TATCCTCTAG AGGATGGAAC CGCTGGAGAG CAACTGCATA
A P F
Y P L E
D G T
A G E
Q L H K

Frame 3

301 AGGCTATGAA GAGATACGCC CTGGTTCCTG GAACAATTGC TTTTACAGAT
A M K
R Y A
L V P G
T I A
F T D

Frame 3

351 GCACATATCG AGGTGAACAT CACGTACGCG GAATACTTCG AAATGTCCGT
A H I E
V N I
T Y A
E Y F E
M S V

Frame 3

401 TCGGTTGGCA GAAGCTATGA AACGATATGG GCTGAATACA AATCACAGAA
R L A
E A M K
R Y G
L N T
N H R I

Frame 3

451 TCGTCGTATG CAGTGAAAAC TCTCTTCAAT TCTTTATGCC GGTGTTGGGC
V V C
S E N
S L Q F
F M P
V L G

Frame 3

501 GCGTTATTTA TCGGAGTTGC AGTTGCGCCC GCGAACGACA TTTATAATGA
A L F I
G V A
V A P
A N D I
Y N E

Frame 3

207

551 ACGTGAATTG CTCAACAGTA TGAACATTTC GCAGCCTACC GTAGTGTTTG
R E L
L N S M
N I S
Q P T
V V F V

Frame 3

601 TTTCCAAAAA GGGGTTGCAA AAAATTTTGA ACGTGCAAAA AAAATTACCA
S K K
G L Q
K I L N
V Q K
K L P

Frame 3

651 ATAATCCAGA AAATTATTAT CATGGATTCT AAAACGGATT ACCAGGGATT
I I Q K
I I I
M D S
K T D Y
Q G F

Frame 3

701 TCAGTCGATG TACACGTTCG TCACATCTCA TCTACCTCCC GGTTTTAATG
Q S M
Y T F V
T S H
L P P
G F N E

Frame 3

751 AATACGATTT TGTACCAGAG TCCTTTGATC GTGACAAAAC AATTGCACTG
Y D F
V P E
S F D R
D K T
I A L

Frame 3

801 ATAATGAATT CCTCTGGATC TACTGGGTTA CCTAAGGGTG TGGCCCTTCC
I M N S
S G S
T G L
P K G V
A L P

Frame 3

851 GCATAGAACT GCCTGCGTCA GATTCTCGCA TGCCAGAGAT CCTATTTTTG
H R T
A C V R
F S H
A R D
P I F G

Frame 3

901 GCAATCAAAT CATTCCGGAT ACTGCGATTT TAAGTGTTGT TCCATTCCAT
N Q I
I P D
T A I L
S V V
P F H

Frame 3

951 CACGGTTTTG GAATGTTTAC TACACTCGGA TATTTGATAT GTGGATTTCG
H G F G
M F T
T L G
Y L I C
G F R

Frame 3

1001 AGTCGTCTTA ATGTATAGAT TTGAAGAAGA GCTGTTTTTA CGATCCCTTC
V V L
M Y R F
E E E
L F L
R S L Q

Frame 3

1051 AGGATTACAA AATTCAAAGT GCGTTGCTAG TACCAACCCT ATTTTCATTC
D Y K
I Q S
A L L V
P T L
F S F

Frame 3

1101 TTCGCCAAAA GCACTCTGAT TGACAAATAC GATTTATCTA ATTTACACGA
F A K S
T L I
D K Y
D L S N
L H E

Frame 3

1151 AATTGCTTCT GGGGGCGCAC CTCTTTCGAA AGAAGTCGGG GAAGCGGTTG
I A S
G G A P
L S K
E V G
E A V A

Frame 3

1201 CAAAACGCTT CCATCTTCCA GGGATACGAC AAGGATATGG GCTCACTGAG
K R F
H L P
G I R Q
G Y G
L T E

Frame 3

1251 ACTACATCAG CTATTCTGAT TACACCCGAG GGGGATGATA AACCGGGCGC
T T S A
I L I
T P E
G D D K
P G A

Frame 3

1301 GGTCGGTAAA GTTGTTCCAT TTTTTGAAGC GAAGGTTGTG GATCTGGATA
V G K
V V P F
F E A
K V V
D L D T

Frame 3

1351 CCGGGAAAAC GCTGGGCGTT AATCAGAGAG GCGAATTATG TGTCAGAGGA
G K T
L G V
N Q R G
E L C
V R G

Frame 3

1401 CCTATGATTA TGTCCGGTTA TGTAAACAAT CCGGAAGCGA CCAACGCCTT
P M I M
S G Y
V N N
P E A T
N A L

Frame 3

208
NotI
1451 GATTGACAAG GATGGATGAT AAGCGGCCGC ATAATGCTTA AGTCGAACAG
I D K
D G *
Frame 3
1501 AAAGTAATCG TATTGTACAC GGCCGCATAA TCGAAATTAA TACGACTCAC

209

1 GGGGAATTGT GAGCGGATAA CAATTCCCCT GTAGAAATAA TTTTGTTTAA
NcoI
51 CTTTAATAAG GAGATATACC ATGGAAGACG CCAAAAACAT AAAGAAAGGC
M E D A
K N I
K K G

Frame 2

101 CCGGCGCCAT TCTATCCTCT AGAGGATGGA ACCGCTGGAG AGCAACTGCA
P A P F
Y P L
E D G
T A G E
Q L H

Frame 2

151 TAAGGCTATG AAGAGATACG CCCTGGTTCC TGGAACAATT GCTTTTACAG
K A M
K R Y A
L V P
G T I
A F T D

Frame 2

201 ATGCACATAT CGAGGTGAAC ATCACGTACG CGGAATACTT CGAAATGTCC
A H I
E V N
I T Y A
E Y F
E M S

Frame 2

251 GTTCGGTTGG CAGAAGCTAT GAAACGATAT GGGCTGAATA CAAATCACAG
V R L A
E A M
K R Y
G L N T
N H R

Frame 2

301 AATCGTCGTA TGCAGTGAAA ACTCTCTTCA ATTCTTTATG CCGGTGTTGG
I V V
C S E N
S L Q
F F M
P V L G

Frame 2

351 GCGCGTTATT TATCGGAGTT GCAGTTGCGC CCGCGAACGA CATTTATAAT
A L F
I G V
A V A P
A N D
I Y N

Frame 2

401 GAACGTGAAT TGCTCAACAG TATGAACATT TCGCAGCCTA CCGTAGTGTT
E R E L
L N S
M N I
S Q P T
V V F

Frame 2

451 TGTTTCCAAA AAGGGGTTGC AAAAAATTTT GAACGTGCAA AAAAAATTAC
V S K
K G L Q
K I L
N V Q
K K L P

Frame 2

501 CAATAATCCA GAAAATTATT ATCATGGATT CTAAAACGGA TTACCAGGGA
I I Q
K I I
I M D S
K T D
Y Q G

Frame 2

210
551 TTTCAGTCGA TGTACACGTT CGTCACATCT CATCTACCTC CCGGTTTTAA
F Q S M
Y T F
V T S
H L P P
G F N

Frame 2

601 TGAATACGAT TTTGTACCAG AGTCCTTTGA TCGTGACAAA ACAATTGCAC
E Y D
F V P E
S F D
R D K
T I A L

Frame 2

651 TGATAATGAA TTCCTCTGGA TCTACTGGGT TACCTAAGGG TGTGGCCCTT
I M N
S S G
S T G L
P K G
V A L

Frame 2

701 CCGCATAGAA CTGCCTGCGT CAGATTCTCG CATGCCAGAG ATCCTATTTT
P H R T
A C V
R F S
H A R D
P I F

Frame 2

751 TGGCAATCAA ATCATTCCGG ATACTGCGAT TTTAAGTGTT GTTCCATTCC
G N Q
I I P D
T A I
L S V
V P F H

Frame 2

801 ATCACGGTTT TGGAATGTTT ACTACACTCG GATATTTGAT ATGTGGATTT
H G F
G M F
T T L G
Y L I
C G F

Frame 2

851 CGAGTCGTCT TAATGTATAG ATTTGAAGAA GAGCTGTTTT TACGATCCCT
R V V L
M Y R
F E E
E L F L
R S L

Frame 2

901 TCAGGATTAC AAAATTCAAA GTGCGTTGCT AGTACCAACC CTATTTTCAT
Q D Y
K I Q S
A L L
V P T
L F S F

Frame 2

951 TCTTCGCCAA AAGCACTCTG ATTGACAAAT ACGATTTATC TAATTTACAC
F A K
S T L
I D K Y
D L S
N L H

Frame 2

1001 GAAATTGCTT CTGGGGGCGC ACCTCTTTCG AAAGAAGTCG GGGAAGCGGT
E I A S
G G A
P L S
K E V G
E A V

Frame 2

1051 TGCAAAACGC TTCCATCTTC CAGGGATACG ACAAGGATAT GGGCTCACTG
A K R
F H L P
G I R
Q G Y
G L T E

Frame 2

1101 AGACTACATC AGCTATTCTG ATTACACCCG AGGGGGATGA TAAACCGGGC
T T S
A I L
I T P E
G D D
K P G

Frame 2

1151 GCGGTCGGTA AAGTTGTTCC ATTTTTTGAA GCGAAGGTTG TGGATCTGGA
A V G K
V V P
F F E
A K V V
D L D

Frame 2

1201 TACCGGGAAA ACGCTGGGCG TTAATCAGAG AGGCGAATTA TGTGTCAGAG
T G K
T L G V
N Q R
G E L
C V R G

Frame 2

1251 GACCTATGAT TATGTCCGGT TATGTAAACA ATCCGGAAGC GACCAACGCC
P M I
M S G
Y V N N
P E A
T N A

Frame 2

PstI
1301 TTGATTGACA AGGATGGACT GCAGGGCGGT TCAGGCGGTG GGGGTTCTGG
L I D K
D G L
Q G G
S G G G
G S G

Frame 2

SalI
1351 CGGGGGTGGG AGCGTCGACG GCGGTTCAGG CGGTCTTACT GATACTCTTC
G G G
S V D G
G S G
G L T
D T L Q

Frame 2

1401 AAGCTGAAAC TGATCAACTT GAAGATGAAA AAAGTGCTCT TCAAACTGAA
A E T
D Q L
E D E K
S A L
Q T E

Frame 2
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1451 ATTGCTAATC TTCTTAAAGA AAAAGAAAAA CTTGAATTTA TTCTTGCTTA
I A N L
L K E
K E K
L E F I
L A *
NotI
HindIII
1501 ATAAGCTTGC GGCCGCATAA TGCTTAAGTC GAACAGAAAG TAATCGTATT

Frame 2

212

1 GGGGAATTGT GAGCGGATAA CAATTCCCCT GTAGAAATAA TTTTGTTTAA
NcoI
51 CTTTAATAAG GAGATATACC ATGGGTATGT CCGGTTATGT AAACAATCCG
M G M S
G Y V
N N P

Frame 2

101 GAAGCGACCA ACGCCTTGAT TGACAAGGAT GGATGGCTAC ATTCTGGAGA
E A T N
A L I
D K D
G W L H
S G D

Frame 2

151 CATAGCTTAC TGGGACGAAG ACGAACACTT CTTCATAGTT GACCGCTTGA
I A Y
W D E D
E H F
F I V
D R L K

Frame 2

201 AGTCTTTAAT TAAATACAAA GGATATCAGG TGGCCCCCGC TGAATTGGAA
S L I
K Y K
G Y Q V
A P A
E L E

Frame 2

251 TCGATATTGT TACAACACCC CAACATCTTC GACGCGGGCG TGGCAGGTCT
S I L L
Q H P
N I F
D A G V
A G L

Frame 2

301 TCCCGACGAT GACGCCGGTG AACTTCCCGC CGCCGTTGTT GTTTTGGAGC
P D D
D A G E
L P A
A V V
V L E H

Frame 2

351 ACGGAAAGAC GATGACGGAA AAAGAGATCG TGGATTACGT CGCCAGTCAA
G K T
M T E
K E I V
D Y V
A S Q

Frame 2

401 GTAACAACCG CGAAAAAGTT GCGCGGAGGA GTTGTGTTTG TGGACGAAGT
V T T A
K K L
R G G
V V F V
D E V

Frame 2

451 ACCGAAAGGT CTTACCGGAA AACTCGACGC AAGAAAAATC AGAGAGATCC
P K G
L T G K
L D A
R K I
R E I L

Frame 2

PstI
501 TCATAAAGGC CAAGAAGGGC GGAAAGTCCA AATTGGGCCT GCAGGGCGGT
I K A
K K G
G K S K
L G L
Q G G

Frame 2
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SalI
551 TCAGGCGGTG GGGGTTCTGG CGGGGGTGGG AGCGTCGACG GCGGTTCAGG
S G G G
G S G
G G G
S V D G
G S G

Frame 2

601 CGGTCTTACT GATACTCTTC AAGCTGAAAC TGATCAACTT GAAGATGAAA
G L T
D T L Q
A E T
D Q L
E D E K

Frame 2

651 AAAGTGCTCT TCAAACTGAA ATTGCTAATC TTCTTAAAGA AAAAGAAAAA
S A L
Q T E
I A N L
L K E
K E K

Frame 2

NotI
HindIII
701 CTTGAATTTA TTCTTGCTTA ATAAGCTTGC GGCCGCATAA TGCTTAAGTC
L E F I
L A *
Frame 2
751 GAACAGAAAG TAATCGTATT GTACACGGCC GCATAATCGA AATTAATACG
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1 GGGGAATTGT GAGCGGATAA CAATTCCCCT GTAGAAATAA TTTTGTTTAA
NcoI
51 CTTTAATAAG GAGATATACC ATGGGTATGT CCGGTTATGT AAACAATCCG
M G M S
G Y V
N N P

Frame 2

101 GAAGCGACCA ACGCCTTGAT TGACAAGGAT GGATGGCTAC ATTCTGGAGA
E A T N
A L I
D K D
G W L H
S G D

Frame 2

151 CATAGCTTAC TGGGACGAAG ACGAACACTT CTTCATAGTT GACCGCTTGA
I A Y
W D E D
E H F
F I V
D R L K

Frame 2

201 AGTCTTTAAT TAAATACAAA GGATATCAGG TGGCCCCCGC TGAATTGGAA
S L I
K Y K
G Y Q V
A P A
E L E

Frame 2

251 TCGATATTGT TACAACACCC CAACATCTTC GACGCGGGCG TGGCAGGTCT
S I L L
Q H P
N I F
D A G V
A G L

Frame 2

301 TCCCGACGAT GACGCCGGTG AACTTCCCGC CGCCGTTGTT GTTTTGGAGC
P D D
D A G E
L P A
A V V
V L E H

Frame 2

351 ACGGAAAGAC GATGACGGAA AAAGAGATCG TGGATTACGT CGCCAGTCAA
G K T
M T E
K E I V
D Y V
A S Q

Frame 2

401 GTAACAACCG CGAAAAAGTT GCGCGGAGGA GTTGTGTTTG TGGACGAAGT
V T T A
K K L
R G G
V V F V
D E V

Frame 2

451 ACCGAAAGGT CTTACCGGAA AACTCGACGC AAGAAAAATC AGAGAGATCC
P K G
L T G K
L D A
R K I
R E I L

Frame 2

501 TCATAAAGGC CAAGAAGGGC GGAAAGTCCA AATTGGGCCT GCAGGGCGGT
I K A
K K G
G K S K
L G L
Q G G

Frame 2
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SalI
NdeI
551 TCAGGCGGTG GGGGTTCTGG CGGGGGTGGG AGCGTCGACG AATTCCATAT
S G G G
G S G
G G G
S V D E
F H M

Frame 2

601 GGGCAACGCC GCCGCCGCCA AGAAGGGCAG CGAGCAGGAG AGCGTGAAAG
G N A
A A A K
K G S
E Q E
S V K E

Frame 2

651 AGTTCCTAGC CAAAGCCAAG GAAGATTTCC TGAAAAAATG GGAGACCCCT
F L A
K A K
E D F L
K K W
E T P

Frame 2

701 TCTCAGAATA CAGCCCAGTT GGATCAGTTT GATAGAATCA AGACCCTTGG
S Q N T
A Q L
D Q F
D R I K
T L G

Frame 2

751 CACCGGCTCC TTTGGGCGAG TGATGCTGGT GAAGCACAAG GAGAGTGGGA
T G S
F G R V
M L V
K H K
E S G N

Frame 2

801 ACCACTACGC CATGAAGATC TTAGACAAGC AGAAGGTGGT GAAGCTAAAG
H Y A
M K I
L D K Q
K V V
K L K

Frame 2

851 CAGATCGAGC ACACTCTGAA TGAGAAGCGC ATCCTGCAGG CCGTCAACTT
Q I E H
T L N
E K R
I L Q A
V N F

Frame 2

901 CCCGTTCCTG GTCAAACTTG AATTCTCCTT CAAGGACAAC TCAAACCTGT
P F L
V K L E
F S F
K D N
S N L Y

Frame 2

951 ACATGGTCAT GGAGTATGTA GCTGGTGGCG AGATGTTCTC CCACCTACGG
M V M
E Y V
A G G E
M F S
H L R

Frame 2

1001 CGGATTGGAA GGTTCAGCGA GCCCCATGCC CGTTTCTACG CGGCGCAGAT
R I G R
F S E
P H A
R F Y A
A Q I

Frame 2

1051 CGTCCTGACC TTTGAGTATC TGCACTCCCT GGACCTCATC TACCGGGACC
V L T
F E Y L
H S L
D L I
Y R D L

Frame 2

1101 TGAAGCCCGA GAATCTTCTC ATCGACCAGC AGGGCTATAT TCAGGTGACA
K P E
N L L
I D Q Q
G Y I
Q V T

Frame 2

1151 GACTTCGGTT TTGCCAAGCG TGTGAAAGGC CGTACTTGGA CCTTGTGTGG
D F G F
A K R
V K G
R T W T
L C G

Frame 2

1201 GACCCCTGAG TACTTGGCCC CCGAGATTAT CCTGAGCAAA GGCTACAACA
T P E
Y L A P
E I I
L S K
G Y N K

Frame 2

1251 AGGCTGTGGA CTGGTGGGCT CTCGGAGTCC TCATCTACGA GATGGCTGCT
A V D
W W A
L G V L
I Y E
M A A

Frame 2

1301 GGTTACCCAC CCTTCTTCGC TGACCAGCCT ATCCAGATCT ATGAGAAAAT
G Y P P
F F A
D Q P
I Q I Y
E K I

Frame 2

1351 CGTCTCTGGG AAGGTGCGGT TCCCATCCCA CTTCAGCTCT GACTTGAAGG
V S G
K V R F
P S H
F S S
D L K D

Frame 2

1401 ACCTGCTGCG GAACCTTCTG CAAGTGGATC TCACCAAGCG CTTTGGGAAC
L L R
N L L
Q V D L
T K R
F G N

Frame 2
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1451 CTCAAGAACG GGGTCAATGA CATCAAGAAC CACAAGTGGT TTGCCACGAC
L K N G
V N D
I K N
H K W F
A T T

Frame 2

1501 TGACTGGATT GCCATCTATC AGAGAAAGGT GGAAGCTCCC TTCATACCAA
D W I
A I Y Q
R K V
E A P
F I P K

Frame 2

1551 AGTTTAAAGG CCCTGGGGAC ACGAGTAACT TTGACGACTA TGAGGAGGAA
F K G
P G D
T S N F
D D Y
E E E

Frame 2

1601 GAGATCCGGG TCTCCATCAA TGAGAAGTGT GGCAAGGAGT TTACTGAGTT
E I R V
S I N
E K C
G K E F
T E F

Frame 2

NotI
XhoI
1651 TTGATAAGCG GCCGCCTCGA GTCTGGTAAA GAAACCGCTG CTGCGAAATT
* Frame 2
1701 TGAACGCCAG CACATGGACT CGTCTACTAG CGCAGCTTAA TTAACCTAGG
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BamHI
901 TAAGCTTGGT ACCGAGCTCG GATCCCCACC ATGGGGAACG CCGCCGCCGC
M G N A
A A A

Frame 1

951 CAAGAAGGGC AGCGAGCAGG AGAGCGTGAA AGAGTTCCTA GCCAAAGCCA
K K G
S E Q E
S V K
E F L
A K A K

Frame 1

1001 AGGAAGATTT CCTGAAAAAA TGGGAGACCC CTTCTCAGAA TACAGCCCAG
E D F
L K K
W E T P
S Q N
T A Q

Frame 1

1051 TTGGATCAGT TTGATAGAAT CAAGACCCTT GGCACCGGCT CCTTTGGGCG
L D Q F
D R I
K T L
G T G S
F G R

Frame 1

1101 AGTGATGCTG GTGAAGCACA AGGAGAGTGG GAACCACTAC GCCATGAAGA
V M L
V K H K
E S G
N H Y
A M K I

Frame 1

1151 TCTTAGACAA GCAGAAGGTG GTGAAGCTAA AGCAGATCGA GCACACTCTG
L D K
Q K V
V K L K
Q I E
H T L

Frame 1

1201 AATGAGAAGC GCATCCTGCA GGCCGTCAAC TTCCCGTTCC TGGTCAAACT
N E K R
I L Q
A V N
F P F L
V K L

Frame 1

1251 TGAATTCTCC TTCAAGGACA ACTCAAACCT GTACATGGTC ATGGAGTATG
E F S
F K D N
S N L
Y M V
M E Y V

Frame 1

1301 TAGCTGGTGG CGAGATGTTC TCCCACCTAC GGCGGATTGG AAGGTTCAGC
A G G
E M F
S H L R
R I G
R F S

Frame 1

1351 GAGCCCCATG CCCGTTTCTA CGCGGCGCAG ATCGTCCTGA CCTTTGAGTA
E P H A
R F Y
A A Q
I V L T
F E Y

Frame 1

1401 TCTGCACTCC CTGGACCTCA TCTACCGGGA CCTGAAGCCC GAGAATCTTC
L H S
L D L I
Y R D
L K P
E N L L

Frame 1
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1451 TCATCGACCA GCAGGGCTAT ATTCAGGTGA CAGACTTCGG TTTTGCCAAG
I D Q
Q G Y
I Q V T
D F G
F A K

Frame 1

1501 CGTGTGAAAG GCCGTACTTG GACCTTGTGT GGGACCCCTG AGTACTTGGC
R V K G
R T W
T L C
G T P E
Y L A

Frame 1

1551 CCCCGAGATT ATCCTGAGCA AAGGCTACAA CAAGGCTGTG GACTGGTGGG
P E I
I L S K
G Y N
K A V
D W W A

Frame 1

1601 CTCTCGGAGT CCTCATCTAC GAGATGGCTG CTGGTTACCC ACCCTTCTTC
L G V
L I Y
E M A A
G Y P
P F F

Frame 1

1651 GCTGACCAGC CTATCCAGAT CTATGAGAAA ATCGTCTCTG GGAAGGTGCG
A D Q P
I Q I
Y E K
I V S G
K V R

Frame 1

1701 GTTCCCATCC CACTTCAGCT CTGACTTGAA GGACCTGCTG CGGAACCTTC
F P S
H F S S
D L K
D L L
R N L L

Frame 1

1751 TGCAAGTGGA TCTCACCAAG CGCTTTGGGA ACCTCAAGAA CGGGGTCAAT
Q V D
L T K
R F G N
L K N
G V N

Frame 1

1801 GACATCAAGA ACCACAAGTG GTTTGCCACG ACTGACTGGA TTGCCATCTA
D I K N
H K W
F A T
T D W I
A I Y

Frame 1

1851 TCAGAGAAAG GTGGAAGCTC CCTTCATACC AAAGTTTAAA GGCCCTGGGG
Q R K
V E A P
F I P
K F K
G P G D

Frame 1

1901 ACACGAGTAA CTTTGACGAC TATGAGGAGG AAGAGATCCG GGTCTCCATC
T S N
F D D
Y E E E
E I R
V S I

Frame 1

BsiWI
1951 AATGAGAAGT GTGGCAAGGA GTTTACTGAG TTTAAGATCT CGTACGCGTC
N E K C
G K E
F T E
F K I S
Y A S

Frame 1

2001 CCGGGGCGGT GGCTCATCTG GCGGAGGTGA AGACGCCAAA AACATAAAGA
R G G
G S S G
G G E
D A K
N I K K

Frame 1

2051 AAGGCCCGGC GCCATTCTAT CCGCTGGAAG ATGGAACCGC TGGAGAGCAA
G P A
P F Y
P L E D
G T A
G E Q

Frame 1

2101 CTGCATAAGG CTATGAAGAG ATACGCCCTG GTTCCTGGAA CAATTGCTTT
L H K A
M K R
Y A L
V P G T
I A F

Frame 1

2151 TACAGATGCA CATATCGAGG TGGACATCAC TTACGCTGAG TACTTCGAAA
T D A
H I E V
D I T
Y A E
Y F E M

Frame 1

2201 TGTCCGTTCG GTTGGCAGAA GCTATGAAAC GATATGGGCT GAATACAAAT
S V R
L A E
A M K R
Y G L
N T N

Frame 1

2251 CACAGAATCG TCGTATGCAG TGAAAACTCT CTTCAATTCT TTATGCCGGT
H R I V
V C S
E N S
L Q F F
M P V

Frame 1

2301 GTTGGGCGCG TTATTTATCG GAGTTGCAGT TGCGCCCGCG AACGACATTT
L G A
L F I G
V A V
A P A
N D I Y

Frame 1
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2351 ATAATGAACG TGAATTGCTC AACAGTATGG GCATTTCGCA GCCTACCGTG
N E R
E L L
N S M G
I S Q
P T V

Frame 1

2401 GTGTTCGTTT CCAAAAAGGG GTTGCAAAAA ATTTTGAACG TGCAAAAAAA
V F V S
K K G
L Q K
I L N V
Q K K

Frame 1

2451 GCTCCCAATC ATCCAAAAAA TTATTATCAT GGATTCTAAA ACGGATTACC
L P I
I Q K I
I I M
D S K
T D Y Q

Frame 1

2501 AGGGATTTCA GTCGATGTAC ACGTTCGTCA CATCTCATCT ACCTCCCGGT
G F Q
S M Y
T F V T
S H L
P P G

Frame 1

2551 TTTAATGAAT ACGATTTTGT GCCAGAGTCC TTCGATAGGG ACAAGACAAT
F N E Y
D F V
P E S
F D R D
K T I

Frame 1

2601 TGCACTGATC ATGAACTCCT CTGGATCTAC TGGTCTGCCT AAAGGTGTCG
A L I
M N S S
G S T
G L P
K G V A

Frame 1

2651 CTCTGCCTCA TAGAACTGCC TGCGTGAGAT TCTCGCATGC CAGAGATCCT
L P H
R T A
C V R F
S H A
R D P

Frame 1

2701 ATTTTTGGCA ATCAAATCAT TCCGGATACT GCGATTTTAA GTGTTGTTCC
I F G N
Q I I
P D T
A I L S
V V P

Frame 1

2751 ATTCCATCAC GGTTTTGGAA TGTTTACTAC ACTCGGATAT TTGATATGTG
F H H
G F G M
F T T
L G Y
L I C G

Frame 1

2801 GATTTCGAGT CGTCTTAATG TATAGATTTG AAGAAGAGCT GTTTCTGAGG
F R V
V L M
Y R F E
E E L
F L R

Frame 1

2851 AGCCTTCAGG ATTACAAGAT TCAAAGTGCG CTGCTGGTGC CAACCCTATT
S L Q D
Y K I
Q S A
L L V P
T L F

Frame 1

2901 CTCCTTCTTC GCCAAAAGCA CTCTGATTGA CAAATACGAT TTATCTAATT
S F F
A K S T
L I D
K Y D
L S N L

Frame 1

2951 TACACGAAAT TGCTTCTGGT GGCGCTCCCC TCTCTAAGGA AGTCGGGGAA
H E I
A S G
G A P L
S K E
V G E

Frame 1

3001 GCGGTTGCCA AGAGGTTCCA TCTGCCAGGT ATCAGGCAAG GATATGGGCT
A V A K
R F H
L P G
I R Q G
Y G L

Frame 1

3051 CACTGAGACT ACATCAGCTA TTCTGATTAC ACCCGAGGGG GATGATAAAC
T E T
T S A I
L I T
P E G
D D K P

Frame 1

3101 CGGGCGCGGT CGGTAAAGTT GTTCCATTTT TTGAAGCGAA GGTTGTGGAT
G A V
G K V
V P F F
E A K
V V D

Frame 1

3151 CTGGATACCG GGAAAACGCT GGGCGTTAAT CAAAGAGGCG AACTGTGTGT
L D T G
K T L
G V N
Q R G E
L C V

Frame 1

3201 GAGAGGTCCT ATGATTATGT CCGGTTATGT AAACAATCCG GAAGCGACCA
R G P
M I M S
G Y V
N N P
E A T N

Frame 1
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3251 ACGCCTTGAT TGACAAGGAT GGATGATAAC ATTCTGGTAG CTAGGTAATG
A L I
D K D
G *
Frame 1
EcoRV
3301 CATAATCTAG CTAAGGTACC CAATTAAGGG CAATTCTGCA GATATCCAG
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The following table is a list of all kinases used as Cfluc-fusions with the relevant NCBI
sequence numbers and range of cloned residues listed. Each kinase was separately
cloned into pRSF Cfluc-MCS to generate the synthetic genes.
Kinase

Group

NCBI Ref Seq #

Residues Cloned

AKT1
AKT1
AKT2
AKT3
AURKA
AURKB
AURKC
DMPK
GRK1
GRK2
GRK3
GRK4
GRK5
GRK6
LATS1
MAST2
MASTL
MSK1
MSK2
NDR1
NDR2
PDPK1
PKA
PKAb
PKAg
PKCa
PKCb
PKCd
PKCe
PKCg
PKCh
PKCi
PKCq

AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC

NP_005154.2
NP_005154.2
NP_001617.1
NP_005456.1
NP_060370.1
NP_004208.2
NP_003151.2
NP_004400.4
NP_002920.1
NP_001610.2
NP_005151.2
NP_892027.2
NP_005299.1
NP_001004106.1
NP_004681.1
NP_055927.2
NP_001165774.1
NP_872198.1
NP_003933.1
NP_009202.1
NP_055815.1
NP_002604.1
NP_032880.1
NP_891993.1
NP_002723.2
NP_002728.1
NP_002729.2
NP_997704.1
NP_005391.1
NP_002730.1
NP_006246.2
NP_002731.4
NP_006248.1

S122-A480
M1-A480
C124-E481
T122-E479
M1-S403
M1-A344
M35-S309
M1-E414
Q176-E521
Q176-V521
Q176-V521
Q173-C578
G155-E514
Q172-E514
S674-V1130
S480-R858
M1-L879
M1-S381
G2-S365
M52-E449
K48-G448
A56-G374
G2-F351
M1-E398
M1-F351
K309-V672
S311-S673
F316-D676
E360-P736
P308-D679
S324-P683
S222-V596
D351-S706
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PKCz
PKG1
PKN1
PKN2
PKN3
PRKX
PRKY
ROCK1
RSK1
RSK2
RSK3
RSK4
RSKL1
RSKL2
S6K1
S6Kb
SGK1
SGK2
SGK3
STK32B
ADCK4
PDK1
PDK4
AMPK
AMPK2
CAMK1
CAMK1D
CAMK1G
CAMK2A
CAMK2B
CAMK2D
CAMK4
CHK1
CHK2
DAPK1
DAPK2
DAPK3
DCLK2

AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
AGC
Atypical
Atypical
Atypical
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK

NP_002735.3
NP_006249.1
NP_998725.1
NP_006247.1
NP_037487.2
NP_005035.1
O43930.1
NP_005397.1
NP_002944.2
NP_004577.1
NP_066958.2
NP_055311.1
NP_036556.2
NP_113652.2
NP_003152.1
NP_003943.2
NP_005618.2
NP_733794.1
NP_037389.4
NP_060871.1
NP_079152.3
NP_002601.1
NP_002603.1
NP_006242.5
NP_006243.2
NP_003647.1
NP_065130.1
NP_065172.1
NP_741960.1
NP_001211.3
NP_001212.2
NP_001735.1
NP_001265.2
NP_009125.1
NP_004929.2
NP_055141.2
NP_001339.1
NP_001035351.4

D222-V592
D329-F671
Q582-C942
S631-C984
R529-P889
M1-F358
M1-M277
M1-A409
E21-G385
M1-T391
M1-E382
E39-S394
S790-R1066
C116-G549
G57-S417
A26-S393
M1-L431
M61-C427
E132-L496
M1-S414
D164-G453
K133-A436
D108-M411
M10-K310
M1-K299
M1-A306
M1-A309
M1-A307
M1-A302
M1-A303
M1-A303
M1-A329
M1-S296
L193-L543
M1-S308
M1-S370
M1-E304
S378-M708
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LKB1
MAPKAPK2
MAPKAPK3
MARK1
MARK2
MARK3
MARK4
MELK
MKNK1
MKNK2
MYLK
MYLK2
PASK
PHKG1
PHKG2
PIM1
PIM2
PRAK
PRKD1
PRKD2
PRKD3
PSKH1
SIK1
SIK2
SIK3
SNARK
SNRK
SSTK
STK33
TRB2
TRB3
TSSK1
TSSK3
CK1a
CK1a2
CK1d
CK1e
CK1g2

CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CAMK
CK1
CK1
CK1
CK1
CK1

NP_000446.1
NP_116584.2
NP_001230854.1
NP_061120.3
NP_004945.4
NP_002367.4
NP_113605.2
NP_055606.1
NP_003675.2
NP_060042.2
NP_444253.3
NP_149109.1
NP_055963.2
NP_006204.1
NP_000285.1
NP_002639.1
NP_006866.2
NP_003659.2
NP_002733.2
NP_001073350.1
NP_005804.1
NP_006733.1
NP_775490.2
NP_056006.1
NP_079440.2
NP_112214.1
NP_060189.3
NP_114426.1
NP_112168.1
NP_067675.1
NP_066981.2
NP_114417.1
NP_443073.1
NP_001883.4
NP_660204.2
NP_001884.2
NP_001885.1
NP_001310.3

M1-P339
M1-K353
M1-Q382
M1-T341
M1-S334
M1-G337
M1-T323
M1-T300
M1-A405
M1-E414
D1433-N1750
Q255-V596
E968-S1323
M1-Y387
M1-G406
M1-K313
M1-P311
S2-A334
L556-A873
G521-Q839
Q546-P890
T67-T386
M1-A308
M1-R302
M1-D290
M1-A333
M1-R301
M1-G273
A86-N411
M1-N343
M1-G358
M1-Q367
M1-T268
M1-F337
M1-N337
M1-R299
M1-E307
M1-Q348

224
VRK1
VRK3
CDK19
CDK2
CDK4
CDK6
CDK7
CDK9
CLK1
CLK2
CLK3
GSK3a
GSK3b
ICK
MAPK1
MAPK10
MAPK11
MAPK12
MAPK13
MAPK14
MAPK8
MAPK9
PRP4
SRPK2
PIP5K1A
BIKE
BUB1
BUB1B
CAMKK1
CAMKK2
CK2a1
GSG2
IKKe
MYT1
NEK11
NEK3
NEK6
NEK7

CK1
CK1
CMGC
CMGC
CMGC
CMGC
CMGC
CMGC
CMGC
CMGC
CMGC
CMGC
CMGC
CMGC
CMGC
CMGC
CMGC
CMGC
CMGC
CMGC
CMGC
CMGC
CMGC
CMGC
Lipid
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other

NP_003375.1
NP_057524.3
NP_055891.1
NP_001789.2
NP_000066.1
NP_001250.1
NP_001790.1
NP_001252.1
NP_004062.2
NP_003984.2
NP_001123500.1
NP_063937.2
NP_001139628.1
NP_057597.2
NP_002736.3
NP_002744.1
NP_002742.3
NP_002960.2
NP_002745.1
NP_001306.1
NP_002741.1
NP_002743.3
NP_003904.3
NP_872633.1
NP_001129109.1
NP_942595.1
NP_004327.1
NP_001202.4
NP_757343.1
NP_006540.3
NP_001886.1
NP_114171.2
NP_001180251.1
NP_004194.3
NP_079076.3
NP_002489.1
NP_001159640.1
NP_598001.1

M1-N346
S136-P474
M1-G368
M1-L298
M1-E303
M1-A326
M1-F346
M1-F372
G130-I484
S131-R498
Q274-R638
G90-S435
M1-T420
M1-G312
V14-S360
M1-E389
M1-Q364
R8-L367
M1-L365
M1-S360
M1-E351
M1-E351
G655-I1007
M1-S688
M1-H500
G31-M341
S755-K1085
L734-Q1050
S97-R439
Q135-H477
M1-Q399
N454-K798
M1-G356
R80-L390
M1-I317
M1-N287
M8-T313
M1-S302

225
NRBP1
PIK3R4
PKR
PLK1
PLK2
PLK3
PLK4
PRPK
SCYL3
STK16
STK31
STK36
TBK1
TEX14
TTK
ULK4
NPR1
MAP2K1
MAP2K2
MAP2K4
MAP2K5
MAP2K6
MAP3K14
MAP3K2
MAP3K3
MAP3K5
MAP3K7
MAP3K8
MAP4K2
MAP4K3
MAP4K5
MINK1
MST2
MST3
MST4
OXSR1
PAK1
PAK4

Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
Other
RGC
STE
STE
STE
STE
STE
STE
STE
STE
STE
STE
STE
STE
STE
STE
STE
STE
STE
STE
STE
STE
STE

NP_037524.1
NP_055417.1
NP_001129123.1
NP_005021.2
NP_006613.2
NP_004064.2
NP_055079.3
NP_291028.3
NP_851607.2
NP_001008910.1
NP_113602.2
NP_056505.2
NP_037386.1
NP_001188386.1
NP_003309.2
NP_060356.2
NP_000897.3
NP_002746.1
NP_109587.1
NP_003001.1
NP_660143.1
NP_002749.2
NP_003945.2
NP_006600.3
NP_002392.2
NP_005914.1
NP_003179.1
NP_005195.2
NP_004570.2
NP_003609.2
NP_006566.2
NP_722549.2
NP_006272.2
NP_001027467.2
NP_057626.2
NP_005100.1
NP_002567.3
NP_001014831.1

M1-T357
M1-I354
R233-C551
M1-S335
A49-A368
M1-K346
M1-S299
M1-G253
M1-L275
M1-I305
Q680-C1019
M1-L284
M1-E337
K196-S548
Q495-K857
M1-D310
E500-R834
M1-V393
M1-V400
H72-D399
V136-P448
G12-D334
E369-T685
S324-H619
R332-Y626
R659-A953
M1-D321
Q117-E418
M1-E303
M1-D303
M1-D307
M1-T319
M1-E308
M1-S305
M1-S304
M1-V321
T229-H545
S291-R591

226
PAK6
PAK7
SLK
STK10
STRADA
STRADB
YSK1
ABL1
ABL2
AXL
BLK
BMX
BTK
CSK
DDR1
DDR2
EGFR
EPHA1
EPHA2
EPHA3
EPHA4
EPHB2
EPHB3
EPHB4
FAK
FER
FGFR1
FGFR2
FGFR4
FGR
FLT1
FLT3
FRK
FYN
FYN
HCK
HER2
HER3

STE
STE
STE
STE
STE
STE
STE
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK

NP_064553.1
NP_817127.1
NP_055535.2
NP_005981.3
NP_001003786.1
NP_061041.2
NP_006365.2
NP_005148.2
NP_009298.1
NP_068713.2
NP_001706.2
NP_001712.1
NP_000052.1
NP_004374.1
NP_054699.2
NP_006173.2
NP_005219.2
NP_005223.4
NP_004422.2
NP_005224.2
NP_004429.1
NP_059145.2
NP_004434.2
NP_004434.2
NP_722560.1
NP_005237.2
NP_075598.2
NP_000132.3
NP_002002.3
NP_005239.1
NP_002010.2
NP_004110.2
NP_002022.1
NP_002028.1
NP_002028.1
NP_002101.2
NP_004439.2
NP_001973.2

L377-C681
S419-H719
M1-E324
M1-E324
T5-F394
M1-F418
M1-S300
K222-K508
K265-S564
R501-A894
G209-P505
S393-H675
S378-S659
T157-L450
T581-V913
Q530-E855
R680-A1000
R590-G912
S579-E902
R594-N907
N590-E909
S586-T908
Q598-T920
H585-H905
E393-S708
D529-T822
S447-R822
S452-T821
R437-T802
T242-T529
S796-T1186
K565-S993
G205-R505
M1-L537
A235-L537
G232-P526
Q692-D1013
R678-K999

227
HER4
IGF1R
INSR
INSRR
ITK
JAK3
LCK
LYN
MATK
MERTK
MET
MUSK
NTRK2
NTRK3
PDGFRa
PDGFRb
PDGFRb
PDGFRb
PDGFRb
PTK6
PTK7
PYK2
RET
SRC
STYK1
SYK
TEC
TIE1
TIE2
TNK1
TNK2
TXK
TYK2
VEGFR2
YES1
ZAP70
ACVR1
ACVR1B

TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TK
TKL
TKL

NP_005226.1
NP_000866.1
NP_000199.2
NP_055030.1
NP_005537.3
NP_000206.2
NP_005347.3
NP_002341.1
NP_647612.1
NP_006334.2
NP_000236.2
NP_005583.1
NP_001018074.1
NP_001012338.1
NP_006197.1
NP_002600.1
NP_002600.1
NP_002600.1
NP_002600.1
NP_005966.1
NP_002812.2
NP_004094.3
NP_065681.1
NP_005408.1
NP_060893.2
NP_003168.2
NP_003206.2
NP_005415.1
NP_000450.2
NP_003976.2
NP_005772.3
NP_003319.2
NP_003322.3
NP_002244.1
NP_005424.1
NP_001070.2
NP_001096.1
NP_004293.1

R687-N1006
G968-N1299
S994-N1326
N949-H1297
Q324-L620
S782-S1124
N211-P509
Y211-P512
R212-E506
G484-E882
Q1048-S1390
D546-V869
T506-G822
T506-G839
Y574-K964
Q557-L1106
L600-L958
S591-L962
Y581-Q972
R171-T451
Q764-K1069
S392-E712
A692-F1072
S234-L536
G81-S414
R338-N635
S346-R631
S801-A1138
A793-A1124
E86-E379
S96-T414
G247-W527
V877-C1187
S803-G1191
G246-L543
M308-A619
S178-C509
K177-I505

228
ACVR1C
ACVR2A
ACVR2B
ACVRL1
AMHR2
ARAF
BMPR1B
BMPR2
BRAF
CRAF
ILK
IRAK1
IRAK2
IRAK3
IRAK4
KSR1
LIMK1
LIMK2
LRRK1
MAP3K11
MAP3K9
MLKL
MLTK
RIPK1
RIPK2
RIPK3
TESK1
TESK2
TGFBR1
TGFBR2
TNNI3K

TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL
TKL

NP_660302.2
NP_001607.1
NP_001097.2
NP_000011.2
NP_001158163.1
NP_001645.1
NP_001194.1
NP_001195.2
NP_004324.2
NP_002871.1
NP_004508.1
NP_001020414.1
NP_001561.3
NP_009130.2
NP_057207.2
NP_055053.1
NP_002305.1
NP_001026971.1
NP_078928.3
NP_002410.1
NP_149132.2
NP_689862.1
NP_598407.1
NP_003795.2
NP_003812.1
NP_006862.2
NP_006276.2
NP_009101.2
NP_004603.1
NP_003233.4
NP_057062.1

K165-A493
R162-L513
R161-I512
D171-Q503
K173-R453
E280-P606
E174-L502
R173-N534
K427-H766
Q315-F648
T175-K452
E184-T472
S179-T519
D135-N473
E154-S460
S581-M921
G309-D647
K279-E611
R1207-K1556
G89-G405
R114-E432
R163-K471
M1-E286
M1-S320
M1-S316
M1-G321
G27-T344
G28-R343
T175-M503
E214-K567
G433-G753
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The following table is a list of the primers used to test the effect of non-wild-type
mutations in certain kinases.

Kinase

NCBI Ref
Seq #

Mutation(s)

AKT2

NP_001617.1

S474A

AKT2

NP_001617.1

S474D

AKT2

NP_001617.1

T309A

AKT2

NP_001617.1

T309D

FGFR1

NP_075598.2

A564C

FGFR1

NP_075598.2

A640C

FGFR1

NP_075598.2

I545V

FGFR1

NP_075598.2

K514M

FGFR2

NP_000132.3

A567C

FGFR4

NP_002002.3

C552Y, A553C

PAK1

NP_002567.3

T423A

PAK1

NP_002567.3

T423E

PDGFRa

NP_006197.1

V658I

PDGFRa

NP_006197.1

Y676C, C677A

PDGFRa

NP_006197.1

C677A

Primer (5'->3')
Fwd:
Rev:
Fwd:
Rev:
Fwd:
Rev:
Fwd:
Rev:
Fwd:
Rev:
Fwd:
Rev:
Fwd:
Rev:
Fwd:
Rev:
Fwd:
Rev:
Fwd:
Rev:
Fwd:
Rev:
Fwd:
Rev:
Fwd:
Rev:
Fwd:
Rev:
Fwd:
Rev:

ACCCACTTCCCCCAGTTCGCCTACTCGGCCAGCATCCGC
GCGGATGCTGGCCGAGTAGGCGAACTGGGGGAAGTGGGT
ACCCACTTCCCCCAGTTCGACTACTCGGCCAGCATCCGC
GCGGATGCTGGCCGAGTAGTCGAACTGGGGGAAGTGGGT
GACGGGGCCACCATGAAAGCCTTCTGTGGGACCCCGGAG
CTCCGGGGTCCCACAGAAGGCTTTCATGGTGGCCCCGTC
GACGGGGCCACCATGAAAGACTTCTGTGGGACCCCGGAG
CTCCGGGGTCCCACAGAAGTCTTTCATGGTGGCCCCGTC
GTATGTCATCGTGGAGTATTGCTCCAAGGGCAACCTGCGG
CCGCAGGTTGCCCTTGGAGCAATACTCCACGATGACATAC
GACAATGTGATGAAGATATGTGACTTTGGCCTCGCACGG
CCGTGCGAGGCCAAAGTCACATATCTTCATCACATTGTC
GGGAAGCATAAGAATATCGTCAACCTGCTGGGGGCCTGC
GCAGGCCCCCAGCAGGTTGACGATATTCTTATGCTTCCC
GTGACCAAAGTGGCTGTGATGATGTTGAAGTCGGACGCAAC
GTTGCGTCCGACTTCAACATCATCACAGCCACTTTGGTCAC
CTATGTCATAGTTGAGTATTGCTCTAAAGGCAACCTCCGAG
CTCGGAGGTTGCCTTTAGAGCAATACTCAACTATGACATAG
CTGTACGTGATCGTGGAGTACTGCGCCAAGGGAAACCTGCGG
CCGCAGGTTTCCCTTGGCGCAGTACTCCACGATCACGTACAG
GAGCAGAGCAAACGGAGCGCCATGGTAGGAACCCCATAC
GTATGGGGTTCCTACCATGGCGCTCCGTTTGCTCTGCTC
GAGCAGAGCAAACGGAGCGAGATGGTAGGAACCCCATAC
GTATGGGGTTCCTACCATCTCGCTCCGTTTGCTCTGCTC
GGGCCACATTTGAACATTATAAACTTGCTGGGAGCCTGC
GCAGGCTCCCAGCAAGTTTATAATGTTCAAATGTGGCCC
CATTTACATCATCACAGAGTGTGCCTTCTATGGAGATTTGGTC
GACCAAATCTCCATAGAAGGCACACTCTGTGATGATGTAAATG
CATTTACATCATCACAGAGTATGCCTTCTATGGAGATTTGGTC
GACCAAATCTCCATAGAAGGCATACTCTGTGATGATGTAAATG
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